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AUS AT THE WORLDS 
 
The first World Championship was held in Holland in 1976, where five Australian crews participated. 
Championships were held every four years until 1995, when the frequency was changed to every two years. 
National teams are limited in size on a pro rata basis, with the host country having a greater entitlement. 
The total number of entries is limited to a maximum of 100 boats. From 1983 onwards, the International 
Mirror Class of Australia resolved to send a full team to World Championships with team selection based on 
performance at the National titles. 

1976 HOLLAND  The first World Championship in Holland was dominated by English crews with Roy and 
Graeme Partridge the winners. Five Australian Mirrors competed in chartered boats with the best 
Australians David and Mary Lawry from Victoria twentieth. 

1980 AUSTRALIA  Only fourteen boats from four countries participated in the World Championship on the 
Swan River at Nedlands Yacht Club, Western Australia due to disagreements over the Rules of 
Measurement and South Africa excluded on political grounds. The series was won decisively by David 
Derby and Chris Bishop from England (representing Malta). Five Australian boats competed, with Keith 
Sclater and Ian Barrow from WA second. 

1983 WALES  The Australian Team at the World Championship in Wales “came of age” with Mitchell and 
Felicity Ranson from Tasmania a good second overall. Dave Sherwin and Neil Salmon from England won. 
Nick Rogers and Phillip McKay (Tasmania) were sixth with David Graney and Brett Cooper (Tasmania) 
seventh. 

1987 IRELAND  Australians dominated the World Championship in Ireland taking the first four placings with 
Paul Eldrid and Troy Storer from Western Australia being Australia's first World Mirror Champions. David 
Graney and Laurence Barrington (Tasmania) were second, Dean and Brooke Dixon (Western Australia) were 
third with Nick Rogers and Jason Mitchell (Tasmania) fourth. 

1991 HOLLAND  The World Championship in Holland saw an Australian quinella with Tom King and 
Raphael Heale from Victoria narrow victors from Tim Fitzsimmons and James Kornweibel from Western 
Australia. 

1995 WALES Clive Goodwin and Tobey Heppell from England won the World Championship in Wales. 
Twelve Australia Mirrors competed in the light, tidal conditions with Stephen McElwee and Mark Padgett 
from Tasmania fifth. 

1997 CANADA  The World Championship in Canada was dominated by English and Irish crews with 
Christopher Balding and Nicola Harper from England the winners. Nine Australian Mirrors competed with 
Tasmanians Stephen McElwee and John Fletcher a close seventh and Norm Deane and Jenny Graney the 
first Masters Champions. 

1999 SOUTH AFRICA  Marty Maloney and Revlin Minhane from Ireland won the World Championship in 
South Africa. Eight Australian Mirrors competed with Tasmanians Mark Padgett and John Fletcher a very 
close second and Norm Deane and Jenny Graney the Masters Champions for the second time. 

2001 IRELAND  The Irish dominated the World Championship in Ireland with Peter Bayly and William 
Atkinson the winners. Twelve Australian Mirrors competed with Torvar Mirsky and Justin Jacob from 
Western Australia second and Junior Champion. 

2003 AUSTRALIA  The International Mirror Class of Tasmania hosted the World Championship at the 
Royal Yacht Club of Tasmania. Chris Clayton and Craig Martin from Ireland won with the best Australians 
Glenn and Lloyd Collings of Victoria third after two OCS disqualifications. 

2005 SWEDEN  The World Championship in Sweden was dominated by Irish and English crews with the 
winners Ross Kearney and Adam McCullough from Ireland. Two Australian Mirrors competed with Nick 
Davis and John Collova of Western Australia a creditable ninth. 

2007 SOUTH AFRICA  The World Championship in South Africa resulted in a brilliant win to Anna 
McKenzie and Holly Scott from Great Britain – the first female winners. Nine Australian Mirrors competed 
with Nick Davis and John Collova of Western Australia second only 4 points behind the winners. 

2009 WALES  Great Britain sailors dominated the World Championship in Wales with Andy and Tom Smith 
the winners. Six Australian Mirrors competed with the best Australians Paul and Austin Taylor of Western 
Australia fourteenth. 

2011 AUSTRALIA  The International Mirror Class Association of Western Australia hosted the World 
Championship at the Princess Royal Sailing Club, Albany. Ross Kearney and Max Odell from Ireland won 
with the best Australians Lachlan and Finn Gilbert of NSW fifth. Although numbers were affected by the 
global financial crisis the series was remarkable with five different countries filling the top five places – 
Ireland, Philippines, Great Britain, South Africa and Australia. 
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1976 MIRROR WORLDS  w1  
Monnickendam, Holland 
reprinted from the MCAA Year Book 1976-77 

  
Some of the Australian team at the Mirror World David Lawry with Grant Nichols and Max Barcham 
Championship (from left) - the National President rigging borrowed boats at Monnickendam, Holland 
Cyril Barcham; National Champion skipper Greg  (photo: supplied by David Lawry) 
Willcock; Victorians David and Mary Lawry who  
won the WA State title after second in the Nationals,  
and Mark Willcock the National Champion crew. 

Australians fared badly in the first ever Mirror World Championship held at Monnickendam (previously 
called the Zuyder Zee) in Holland. The best any of our five entries could manage was a 20

th
 place taken by 

Victorians David and Mary Lawry. West Aussies Greg and Mark Willcock from Nedlands Yacht Club 
managed a 25

th
 and fellow Sandgropers, Max Barcham and Denise White a 33

rd
. Grant Nichols was 34

th
 

and Carl Vorrath and Heather McDowell trailed way down at 47
th
.  

The winner was Britain's Roy Partridge who cleaned up with three wins and a second place out of five races, 
with two other British entries, Chris Owen and Mark Rushall in second and third place respectively. Ireland's 
Ian McDowell managed a fourth, and two other Britons, Graham Ellis and Dave Derby, filled fifth and sixth. 
Roy Partridge, incidentally, visited Australia five years ago and sailed with several fleets here. The best 
visitors, apart from that fourth of McDowell, were Malta's Chris Rippard with local champ Hank Ozinga in 
eighth and another Malta entry John Abela in ninth. South African Ivan Gibbons just got into the first ten.  

This first Mirror World Championship attracted an entry of 51 from 14 countries - and the biggest daily 
protest lists! On average three to four of five or six protests a day were upheld! The course over the 
Monnickendam about 12 kms north of Amsterdam was excellent though some skippers had problems with 
weed brought about by the excellent European summer. Good 15 knot breezes on the first few days brought 
about a small, foot high chop, which should have suited Swan River skippers. But by Friday the wind had 
dropped to a faint breeze giving lighter crews a chance to get through.   

1976 Mirror Worlds 
by Greg Willcock 

The first Mirror World Championship is over. The series was well planned and well run in most aspects. It 
was difficult not to enjoy ourselves. Most of the Australian contingent arrived nearly a week before the series 
was officially opened. We were warmly welcomed despite the fact that the organisers did not anticipate 
early arrivals. Many lasting friendships were made during the championships.  

Our first task was to select the boats we were to borrow for the championship. This was done fairly by 
choosing from numbered envelopes. We had a good selection of boats to choose from because we had 
arrived early. Generally, Australians chose well and finished up with good hulls although the accompanying 
spars, rudders and centreplates were less than satisfactory in most cases. Most of the visitors who had to 
borrow boats were disappointed that the hulls and spars were not officially measured before they were put 
up for selection. Many lost valuable practice time attempting to get their boats measured. 

During the measuring sessions, we were confronted by a paradoxical situation. Many of our rigging ideas 
and fittings were disallowed. The measurement committee ruled that we were departing from the general 
theme of the Mirror dinghy and ruled that the costs of rigging a Mirror must be kept as low as possible to 
maintain it at its present level of popularity. Subsequently, we found ourselves facing competitors equipped 
with three or more suits of sails and a similar number of spars for use in varying wind conditions! In addition, 
the vast majority of our opposition had their sails designed specifically for inboard sheeting on the thwart. 
This allowed them to point higher in light to moderate airs. The measuring sessions were, on the whole 
frustrating for the competitors. The group of measurers were indecisive at times and there were varying 
interpretations of the rules. 
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After the measurement was finally completed the racing 
began. Throughout the series, the race committee did an 
excellent job setting up the start lines and supervising the 
racing. The racing was keen and they had a difficult task in 
front of them. The courses were challenging although a little 
short in my opinion. The marker buoys were excellent and 
they were visible from all parts of the course. All races were 
held at 10.00 am each morning. Three races were sailed in 
moderate winds and the remaining three in very light airs. 
The results of the races were available on the beach before 
we returned to the club house making it easier to evaluate our 
performances more quickly and to view any possible protests. 
The Australians sailed consistently over the series and 
finished in reasonable placings. The English dominated the 
series with their five boats finishing in the first six places. The 
South Africans performed the best among the visitors.  

The International Mirror Week was conducted in conjunction 
with the Mirror World Championship and the racing was also 
very keen. These races were held in the afternoon in similar 
wind conditions as the morning races. Everyone who 
competed had a great time. The social side of the series was 
well organised and well planned. We all thoroughly enjoyed 
ourselves over the week long event. During the week a new 
world record was set at 29 for the largest number of people 
crammed into a Mirror. The record was set by the Dutch on a 
canal in the middle of Monnickendam. The visitors made an 
attempt to beat the record but failed dismally.  

During the series a meeting of the International Committee was 
convened, it was decided that the next Mirror World 
Championship would be held in Australia in 1979-80. This 
decision brought mixed reactions from the competitors. Many 
suggested that it was too far to travel but most were very 
enthusiastic about the prospect of sailing in Australia. The 
Dutch are leading the way by making plans to charter a plane 
to bring competitors and spectators to Australia. We now have 
a big task to organise a series that will be comparable to that 
conducted by the Dutch. 
 
First Mirror World Champion Roy Partridge 
(photo: supplied by David Lawry) 

 

1976 MIRROR WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP RESULTS 
R. Partridge England First World Champion  3 points  
M. Rushall England Second 16.7 points 
C. Owen England Third 29 points 
I. McDowell Ireland  Fourth 29.7 points 
G. Ellis England Fifth 41 points  
AUSTRALIAN TEAM PLACINGS 
D. Lawry  20

th
 103 points  

G. Willcock  25
th
 112 points  

M. Barcham  33
rd

 129 points 
G. Nichols  34

th
 144 points 

C. Vorrath  47
th
 186 points 

COUNTRIES COMPETING 

Australia -5 Ireland -5 Denmark -3 England -5 Holland -5 South 
Africa -5 Malta -5 U.S.A. -3 Canada -5 Sweden -4 Hong Kong -1  
 

THE “AUSTRALIAN” TROPHY 
Each competing country donated a trophy for presentation to heat 
winners of the Mirror World Championship, held at Monnickendam 
Holland August 1976. Our trophy was composed of Australian 
timbers and West Australian marble: The marble is deep green in 
colour, shaped to represent a sail, and polished on one face only. 
The polished face featured the "Southern Cross" constellation, 
inlaid in gold. The trophy was won by an Irish representative; 
winner of the first heat (and 4

th
 placing overall). 
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1980 MIRROR WORLDS .w2  
Perth, Australia 
by Michael Adams, reprinted from the MCAA Year Book 1980-81 
 
The second World Mirror Championship was contested by fourteen boats from four countries on the Swan 
River at Nedlands, WA. This disappointingly low entry was caused by a number of factors, the most 
significant being the disagreement and misunderstanding between the English Association and the MCAA 
on the Australian variations to the International Rules. The result of this altercation was the non-attendance 
of representatives from England, Scotland, Wales and Ireland. The collapse of the Canadian Association 
and the exclusion of the South Africans on political grounds further reduced the entry. 
 
The Australian team of five yachts was selected from the 14

th
 Australian Championship held immediately 

before the Worlds. All the foreign competitors used the Australian Championship as a warm-up to the 
Worlds and it was quickly apparent that the English sailors (representing Malta), with their superior "big 
fleet" experience, were the ones to beat. Dave Derby, Simon Jackson and Chris Sidey in particular excelled 
in all conditions. The myth that the British are only good light weather sailors was exploded as Dave Derby 
and Simon Jackson vied for the honours hundreds of yards ahead of the nearest Australian competitors. 
 
The World Championship series was conducted in predominantly light to moderate conditions and in the 
smaller fleet the Australian contenders faired much better. From the outset, however, it was clear that there 
were two separate classes of yachtsmen - Dave Derby and the Rest. David's performance cannot be too 
highly praised. The Gaffer was meticulously prepared and brilliantly helmed. His starting procedure was a 
model of control, timing and precision, and to watch The Gaffer sailing upwind in a breeze put new 
emphasis on the dictum of "keeping her flat"! David won five of the six heats to easily take the World 
championship.  
 
The fight for second was much more closely contested, with Keith Sclater (Aus), Simon Jackson (Malta), 
Max Barcham (Aus), Michael Adams (Aus) and Chris Sidey (Malta) all having a chance up until the second 
last heat. Keith Sclater, the eventual second place getter, sailed a very consistent series and excelled in the 
lighter wind. Simon Jackson sailing Shadow finished a good third.  
 
The social activities arranged for the Worlds were extremely successful. Christmas dinner was celebrated at 
St. Columba College and culminated in a riotous water fight introducing the astonished Japanese couple to 
the "ancient Australian custom" of being doused on arrival. 
 
The New Year's Eve party raged right through the night with an ad hoc bush band taking over when the 
regular band packed up. New Year's Day saw "Australia" take on "Tasmania and the World" at cricket. The 
Tasmanians managed to hold their side together to win by one run (a major tactic of this match was to 
snatch ten or twelve runs while the opposition searched the clubhouse roof).  
 
The Royal Freshwater Bay Yacht Club provided a magnificent venue for the presentation night. It was a 
memorable occasion. Two days later we all went out to the airport to farewell the international visitors. A 
highly enjoyable and successful Australian and World series! 
 

  
Rigging area at Nedlands Yacht Club, Perth WA Nedlands Yacht Club 
during the opening ceremony of the Worlds 
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1980 Mirror Worlds 
by Jock Sclater, reprinted from NYC history 
 
The first World Championship in Holland had been run and overseen by a coterie of the English Mirror 
Association whose authority derived from their position as the mouthpiece implied, if not real, for the 
copyright holder. Measurement for the first Worlds had disclosed several differences in measurement 
between the Australian boats and the rest. The English body took a very hard line on this but were tolerant 
of other points in their fleets which the Australian team felt inadmissible. The new MCAA Committee was 
determined to ensure that all measurement problems were resolved prior to the ‘second Worlds’. One of the 
major problems was that the Australian boats had fittings that differed from those on English derived boats. 
This was due, at least in part to Blockey substitution of parts not available in Australia though some may 
have been substituted to keep the price down, or may be just to keep the profits up. The Australian position 
was that these fittings were supplied in a kit from the licensed maker and therefore legal. The Poms would 
have nothing of it. A personal visit to the UK by the President of the MCAA, NYC member, Cyril Barcham, 
was judged by him a social success but a complete failure from a business point of view. Discussion was 
not an option. The MCAA Committee then asked RPYC Commodore Langoulant to make representations 
on behalf of the MCAA and NYC whilst he was in the UK on AYF business. Again there was to be no 
discussion. The MCAA organising committee then decided to go ahead with the measurement rules as 
understood in Australia. The English MCA decided it would not send a team to the Worlds at NYC. 
 
The winner of the inaugural Worlds was an Englishman, Roy Partridge, about 60 years old. He was 
determined to sail to defend his title and other English sailors wanted to make the trip. Finally five crews 
joined the Mirror Association of Malta and entered. Other teams entered were from Ireland, Holland and a 
single boat from Japan sailed by a couple on their honeymoon. A team from South Africa entered but 
because of the ban on sporting events involving South Africa, they were refused entry visas. The club 
patron, Sir Charles Court, tried hard to overcome this but was unsuccessful. The MCAA National 
Championship was held at NYC over Christmas/New Year in 1979-80. This was also the selection series for 
a team of 5 boats to represent Australia in the Mirror Worlds sailed from NYC in January 1980. Two NYC 
boats were selected, Jonathan Livingston II skippered by Max Barcham with Brooke Dixon as crew and the 
second was Erewan skippered by Keith Sclater with Ian Barrow as forward hand. Erewan finished second 
overall to one of the English boats. The ‘Malteesers’ brought their boats with them and they were a 
revelation, rigged to a degree of sophistication that had not been seen in Australia. In particular, they all had 
inboard sheeting, i.e. jibs sheeted on the inner edge of the tank tops, as opposed to gunwale sheeting that 
Australia thought the rules demanded. The Sclater boat was taken home between the Nationals and the 
Worlds and ‘sailed’ up and down the street on his trailer while an attempt was made to get benefit from 
sheeting down on the tank top. 

 

1980 MIRROR WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP RESULTS 
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1983 MIRROR WORLDS .w3  

Mumbles Yacht Club, Wales 
reprinted from the MCAA Year Book 1983-84 
 

Australian Mirror Sailing Came Of Age 
by Norm Deane, Team Manager 
 
This year, 1983, will go down in history as the year that Australian Mirror sailing "came of age". Our five 
boat team contested the World titles at the Mumbles Yacht Club in Wales and performed most creditably. 
 
Mitchell and Felicity Ranson of the Port Dalrymple Yacht Club in Northern Tasmania were the ‘stars’ of our 
team. They sailed consistently and finished the series in a creditable second position. They displayed 
excellent boat speed, especially in the lighter breezes, and good sailing strategy throughout. Nick Rogers 
and Phillip McKay of Montrose Bay Club excelled by winning the two races sailed in heavier breezes - 15 
knot average - and finished in a close sixth position only 1½ points behind fourth placing. David Graney and 
Brett Cooper of the Kingston Beach Club performed consistently and finished seventh despite two broken 
spinnaker poles. Gordon and Ellis Armstrong of the Kingston Beach Club battled with a significant crew 
weight disadvantage but finished in sixteenth placing only one point behind thirteenth. Bob and Helen 
Wright of the Grange Yacht Club struggled to find form throughout the series without success and finished 
in twentieth position which was disappointing for them but still meritorious in such a fleet. 
 
The title was won by David Sherwin of England from the Thames-side club of Leigh-on-Sea. David was a 
clear winner who had excellent boat speed and good strategic sailing based on the principle of gaining clear 
air on the favoured side of the course. He won one heat by a large margin and three others by small 
margins. David is a 43 year old design engineer with the Ford Motor Company. 
 
From an Australian point of view the series was a great success despite the fact that all the team felt that 
they should have performed a little better. However, when it is remembered that the 58 boat fleet from 13 
countries contained 10 of England's best crews as well as 15 crews from Wales, Scotland and Ireland, 
sailing under conditions familiar to them, the Australian performance is all the more creditable. 
 
We went to the titles hoping to prove that the standard of Australian Mirror sailing had risen to near the best 
in the World, and we were not disappointed. I believe that our team's boat handling was better than most, 
our downwind speed - when there was any wind about - was superior and our up wind speed had the 
capability of equalling the best. Our tactical sailing was very good but our strategy often let us down at the 
start and in the vital first leg. 
 
Taken overall, however, it was a marvellous team effort and fully justified the praises freely and generously 
given by all other countries. The UK Mirror people were especially gracious and vocal in their applause and 
I believe the best way to salute the team's effort is to quote a prominent UK official who said - "The way in 
which the Aussie boys prepared themselves, and their whole disciplined and thorough approach to the World 
Championship has been an inspiration to every country". We were humbled by this and many similar 
generous comments and we hope that we may not only be able to help Australian Mirror sailors but also 
those of other countries to lift their standard, and to enjoy their Mirror sailing even more. 
 
The Team's Preparation 
After being selected at last year's Nationals, each crew had to decide whether they could afford the money 
and time to go to Mumbles. Eventually, each decided that they would take their place in the team despite 
the considerable personal cost to them. Each was heartened in various degrees by indications of at least 
some financial support from the Mirror fraternity and from the community in general. 
 
Having made the major decision we then had to decide how to obtain boats, whether we would take our own 
rigs, how long before the Worlds should we arrive and what training should be arranged before departure. 
After considering the cost of boat transport and other possible problems in shipping our own boats over, it 
was decided that it would be best to have new boats made in England by Bell's Woodworking Co., and to 
sell them after the series. With the considerable assistance of Roy Partridge in England this was arranged 
with a loss on each boat of about $250. 
 
So that the boats would be as near to our own as possible, a specification list was given to Bell's as their 
building guide. Each crew took all their own spars, rigging and sails. It was also decided, having made the 
decision to go, that we wanted to do everything we could to represent Australia well. We therefore 
determined that the team should arrive early giving several days to rig the boats, and a few more days to 
tune up before competing in the UK Nationals. Because there was only one day, and 250 miles, between the 
end of the UK Nationals and the beginning of the Worlds, we decided not to sail in the last two heats of the 
Nationals. 
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Having sorted out the general plan of attack, team members then set about their training schedule. Bob and 
Helen Wright had the assistance of Ross Whitehorn and others in South Australia, and they travelled to 
Victoria to contest the State titles as part of the preparation. However, Bob and Helen were not as fortunate 
as the four Tasmanian crews who were able to train together. With Mike Adams (a state coach and former 
National Mirror champion) and Jeremy Firth (a national coach and former National OK Dinghy champion) as 
their coaches, Nick, David and Gordon, who live in Hobart, sailed every weekend, while Mitchell trained 
under direction alone on his home waters at Port Dalrymple in Northern Tasmania. At Easter and several 
long weekends, Mitchell and Felicity came to Hobart for concentrated sessions of coaching and training. 
Each session was followed by a comprehensive de-briefing session led by the coaches. 
 
Competitive pressures during these training sessions were often high and helmsmen and crew harmony and 
emotional and mental attitudes were thoroughly tested. Special analysis and de-briefing sessions were 
arranged with crews to pinpoint these emotional and psychological problems and the importance of having 
them under control. Crew and helmsmen came to realise that each needed the other's support. 
 
During the training sessions we experimented with different cuts of sails to see if we could gain some 
improvement. But apart from some small refinements to the cut of the mainsail no assured improvements 
could be ascertained. Details of the training programme which contributed so much to our team's boat 
handling skills are given in the booklet "Learn to Sail Your Mirror Well" produced by the Tasmanian Mirror 
Class Association. 
 
The UK National Championship 
The Nationals were conducted by the Mounts Bay Yacht Club at Marazion in Cornwall. It was a beautiful 
venue and a lovely way to be introduced to UK sailing. During their trialling before the series the team found 
a few minor problems with the boats, the worst being the very 'soft' kit centreboards provided. With the 
assistance of Roy Partridge these were replaced with stiffer full size boards. After each training session and 
each heat of the Nationals, I arranged a debriefing session to discuss performances, how the helmsmen 
found things, and what I observed.  
 
The Invitation race was sailed in a light northerly and the team did very well for a first race there, not 
knowing the course at all. Mitchell was fifth, Nick was sixth and Bob, David and Gordon were in the high 
teens and early twenties in a field of 92 starters.  
 
However, the first heat was a shattering experience for most of our team. It was very light winds, still 
northerly, and there were funny fluctuations in the three to six knot wind around the Mount that is situated 
near the course, and queer currents which they couldn't work out. They were devastated when they came in. 
Mitchell did best again finishing 10

th
, David 17

th
, Bob 21

st
, Gordon 25

th
, and Nick an incredible 40

th
. So we 

had a gloomy de-briefing that night, trying to puzzle out just what the problems were. Three of our team felt 
that they lacked badly in boat speed under light conditions and it was very difficult to console them. But it 
was obvious from the performance that there was something funny in the local currents and winds, and it 
was encouraging later that evening to learn from former world champion Roy Partridge that he had exactly 
the same trouble. 
 
In the second heat, our crews knuckled down, applied themselves to looking for improvements in their boat 
handling, and in breezes that were just slightly stronger than the day before, perhaps 5-8 knots, Bob came 
up with a 3

rd
, Nick 7

th
, Mitchell 8

th
, David 15

th
 and Gordon 25

th
. And we could see that the Poms were 

starting to get worried already. Our team sailed extremely well with boat speeds starting to be better after 
learning which side of the course to go and how to play the winds.  
 
After the second heat, we felt that we were starting to get boat speed, even in these light breezes, 
comparable almost with the very best UK and that was David Derby who won both heats. So we had a more 
optimistic de-briefing that night and hoped that there would be slightly stronger winds again the next day 
because that was going to be our last race there at Marazion. We felt at that stage that in winds anything 
above eight knots, we would have comparable speed or better. 
 
And that proved to be the case, for the third heat was sailed in breezes, still northerly, but commencing at 
about 10 to 12 knots and gradually increasing during the race to about 18 knots. It was a warming 
experience for me to walk into the clubhouse unrecognised and to hear the English supporters saying "look 
at those bloody Aussie boats, how fast they are going". As the wind increased so did our positions in the 
fleet improve. David won the race. He sailed an extremely good race. Nick was not far away in 4

th
 position, 

Mitchell recovered to 11
th
 position after having got down the drain a bit, Gordon in 13

th
 and Bob finished up 

in 18
th
 position. So we had a great result and if it wasn't for broken gear, which occurred to Gordon and Bob, 

then the result would have been better. It was obvious that we had an advantage over the UK boats in winds 
about 12 knots. After this third heat we packed up with some confidence and made our way to Swansea.  
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The World Championship 
The World Championship was officially opened by the Scotsman, Chay Blyth, the renowned seafaring 
adventurer, in the presence of the Lord Mayor of Swansea resplendent in his magnificent chain of office. 
The Lord Mayor welcomed all competitors, and during the ceremony I presented him with a gift from the 
Mayor and Councillors of Nedlands, the venue of the last Worlds. 

The weather continued in Swansea much the same as it was at Marazion, beautiful mid-twenty 
temperatures and light northerly winds. So light in fact that the Invitation, or Practice race as the English call 
it, did not start until 7.30 pm, By 9.30 pm most boats headed for home but not David Graney and eight 
others, all of whom stuck it out and finished in near darkness. David finished 7

th
. 

Worse was to come the next day. After sitting out on the water for three hours the 00D called the race off 
due to lack of wind. Then began the task of getting the fleet back to shore. At Mumbles with a 30 ft. rise and 
fall of tide, it is only possible to launch or return to shore on the top half of the tide, otherwise there is mud 
which cannot be traversed. So timing of the races was based on the state of the tide. Hence, heat 1 was 
scheduled for 10.00 am, heat 2, 10.30 am, etc. 

After the aborted heat 1, overseas teams became aware that a number of English crews who missed out on 
selection for their team, had hastily become members of either a Maltese, West-Indian, or Scottish club, 
and been nominated to sail for that country. On behalf of the overseas teams, I lodged a protest to have the 
situation clarified. The resultant ruling was that, although, this was against the intent of the rules, everything 
had been done in accordance with the rules and the entries had to stand. MCIA are to take steps to rectify 
the matter for future titles. We also lodged a question to the measurers on David's behalf in relation to his 
ultralight spinnaker material. It was ruled as valid. 

Heat 2 was sailed on a course far too close to the Mumbles peninsular, with the result that fortunes 
fluctuated due to patchy winds as the breeze lightened. The race began in 12 knot winds and approaching 
the first mark all five Australians were well up near the lead with three of them in the first five. Unfortunately 
for us, a major wind shift of 20° to 30° caused the race to be aborted. At the next start we didn't do quite as 
well. Gordon, David and Mitchell were in the top ten at the first mark and at the end of the first triangle 
David had a clear lead with Gordon 3

rd
 and Mitchell 6

th
. The wind lightened temporarily to a patchy 5 knots 

just before the end of the second beat and David got caught in a hole and dropped back to 7
th
. Gordon kept 

to the port side of the course and maintained 4
th
 position while Mitchell fell back after having to do a 720° 

penalty. The patchy and fluctuating wind strengthened a little up to average 8 knots for the remainder of the 
race, and Gordon remained the most consistent holding 3

rd
 or 4

th
 place throughout the race only to have the 

disappointment of dropping to 7
th
 (from 4

th
) when he mistook the finishing line. David finished 6

th
, Nick 9

th
 

after a bad start, Mitchell 13
th
 after having to do two 720°’s during the race, and Bob 17

th
. The heat was won 

by Dave Sherwin (Eng) by a boat's length from Guy Wilkins (Eng) with Mark Sherwin (Eng) a few boat 
lengths further back.  

Most of our crews were somewhat disappointed with the result of the first completed heat, but each felt that 
if the breeze was above 10-12 knots they would perform very well. We were somewhat fortunate that it was 
decided to run two races the next day which had winds more to our liking. 

In the resail of Heat 1 none of the Australians got good starts but all gradually made their way through the 
fleet with the aid of good downwind speed. It was thrilling to see Nick overcoming boats on each leg until he 
hit the lead on the final beat to win by about half a minute from Dave Sherwin with Paul Irons (Eng) close up 
in third place. David finished a creditable 4

th
 after breaking his spinnaker pole during the race, Mitchell 6

th
, 

Bob 10
th
, Gordon 26

th
. 

Heat 3, sailed in the afternoon, had similar characteristics to the morning heat 1, with the Australians 
generally getting bad starts, and having to make up through the fleet after the first beat. Nick did his best 
again and had a thrilling last leg battle with Graham Castle (Malta) who led for the whole race. Castle left his 
last critical covering tack a little late and enabled Nick to work up to a lee bow position three hundred yards 
from the line. The best non-Australian overseas competitor in the series, Charlotte Grebbe from Sweden, 
was third. David Graney again had the misfortune of a spinnaker pole breakage - the new pole he bought 
between races was thin walled without his knowing it!! Without this breakage, David would have been right 
up with the leaders. Mitchell finished 7

th
, David 10

th
, Gordon 11

th
 and Bob 13

th
. 

After three heats the series appeared to be between David Sherwin and Nick Rogers. If the stronger breezes 
held, Nick would have the advantage. In lighter airs David would probably have the advantage. And so there 
was an air of excitement as the day dawned on heat 4. The race got under way in light westerly winds 
varying during the race from 6-10 knots. Dave Sherwin went well to the port side of the course and 
appeared fortunate to have gone so far to the lay line late in the beat. He and Dave Derby who battled for 
the lead during the whole race were joined by Mitchell Ranson during the latter half of the race. With 
superior boat speed Mitchell almost caught the leaders and finished only 4-5 boat lengths behind Sherwin 
with Derby in between them. Unfortunately, Nick got a bad start again and could only make up to 10

th
, David 

finished 6
th
, Gordon 20

th
 and Bob 25

th
. Bob was puzzled at his lack of performance and we couldn't discover 

just what was preventing him from 'going' in breezes that normally suited him. 
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In Heat 5 with westerly winds from 5-8 knots, Nick still had a chance if he could do well and David Sherwin 
drop back a bit in the fleet. Nick went out with confidence but again got a bad start due to being hemmed in 
at the port end of the line and had to fight back to finish in 7

th
 position. But the highlight of that race was 

Mitchell's excellent sailing again where he began in a moderate position, worked his way up the first beat to 
5

th
 and then slowly pegged back those in front of him, to finish in a clear 2

nd
 position, again behind the series 

winner Dave Sherwin who won by the biggest margin of the series. Mitchell displayed excellent boat speed 
and good tactical control. Gordon, after having been in 4

th
 position around the first mark was obviously 

affected downwind by heavy crew weight and dropped back to 11
th
 position. David got a very bad start, went 

the wrong way and was well back in the fleet and did well to work up to 13
th
 position. Bob again had a 

disappointed race to finish in 26
th
 position. 

With only heat 6 to go Dave Sherwin had already won the title but there was an intense battle for the minor 
placings. After discarding one race Nick was on 17½ points, Graham Castles and Mitchell on 18, Mark 
Sherwin 21, David Derby 24 and David Graney 26. Our objective was to do well in the last heat so that Nick 
and Mitchell would share 2

nd
 and 3

rd
 overall placings and David move up to 5

th
. However, this was not to be. 

The race was sailed in a moderate, gusty and fluctuating northerly and Mitchell, who was about a third of the 
way down the fleet ten minutes after the start, picked his way with the shifts across to the starboard side of 
the course and made up good ground. The race developed again between David Sherwin and Dave Derby 
who see-sawed the lead well out in front of the remainder of the fleet. However, Mitchell steadily pegged 
them back and was only 25 seconds behind at the leeward mark for the last time. Dave Derby had to cover 
Mitchell, to preserve second position. Dave Sherwin failed to cover, stuck to the port side of the course and 
was fortunate to retain the lead, while Dave Derby held second position comfortably as Mitchell, 3

rd
, 

searched for an advantage on the extreme starboard side of the course. David Graney finished a creditable 
6

th
, Nick 15

th
, Gordon 18

th
 and Bob 21

st
. 

 
Thanks and Appreciation 
On behalf of all team members I would like to record sincere appreciation and thanks for the financial and 
moral support provided by all State Mirror Class Associations and many individuals which helped the team 
represent Australia to the best of their ability. 
 

1983 AUS Team from Tasmania – from left front - Nick Rogers, Felicity Ranson, Brett Cooper, rear - Ellis 
Armstrong, Mitchell Ranson, David Graney and Gordon Armstrong, missing - Phillip McKay 
(photo: Mercury, Hobart) 
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1987 MIRROR WORLDS  .w4  

Sponsor: Harp Lager, Sligo Yacht Club, Ireland 
reprinted from the MCAA Year Book 1987-88  

History made at the Sligo World Championship 
by Norm Deane, Team Manager 

In 1983 after we returned from the World titles at Mumbles, Wales, I recall reporting to you that Australian 
Mirrors had “come of age". Now, four years later it gives me a great thrill to be able to report to you how we 
went about the task which not only led to young Paul Eldrid winning the World title, but saw Australians take 
out the first four placings. I believe that it could now be said that Australian Mirror sailing has reached "the 
age of maturity". 

The experience of the 1983 World Championship in Mumbles was that our Australian crews were deficient 
in boat speed, both up and down wind, in breezes under 15 knots. Above 15 knots we tended to "come into 
our own", particularly downwind, but also upwind. Since 1983, therefore, we have been working to improve 
our light wind performance by a sail development program and by using lighter crew weights. We were fairly 
certain that all three sails had been improved by a combined effort between Steve Walker and the leading 
helmsmen, working in parallel with David Graney’s development of his own sails. Paul Eldrid also trialled 
Ulmer Kolius sails which he eventually used under certain conditions in the titles. 

However, although we were fairly certain that we had made advances we could not finally be sure until they 
had been tested against the best from the rest of the world, particularly the UK. We were anxious to prove 
that not only had we improved our light weather performance, but that we had not lost any of our heavy 
weather superiority. It was very pleasing to have our hopes fulfilled in the UK Nationals at Eastbourne. No 
matter what the weather, there was always a majority of Australians in the leading group. Most importantly, 
the two light weather races definitely proved that we had made significant advances under these conditions. 

 
1987 AUS Team as announced at the 1987 Nationals, (rear) Norm Deane, Mitchell Ranson, John Corser, 
Dean Dixon, Nick Rogers, Paul Eldrid, David Graney, Christian Zerovich, Duncan McGlashan, Kyle Rees, 
Arthur Dixon, (front) Brooke Dixon, Jason Mitchell, Nick Catt, Troy Storer, Jonathan Li, Kathy Ranson, 
(missing) Laurence Barrington, Adrian Wilde, Jenny Graney, Peter & Lesley Roberts 

The UK National Championship 
The Eastbourne Sailing Club ran the series most efficiently. As usual the UK Nationals consisted only of five 
heats and one practice (invitation) race. Because Eastbourne is on the English Channel, southerly winds 
produce difficult and dangerous waves on shore and racing in southerly winds has to be confined to light to 
moderate strengths. We were fortunate during the week of the titles to have basically northerly off-shore 
breezes. Even so, when the wind got over 15 knots the waves off-shore were larger than we were used to, 
somewhat similar to Adelaide and Port Phillip Bay, but made worse at times by the action of a strong tidal 
current. 
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In most races the varying tidal currents over the course played a significant part in the racing strategy. 
Although we were not accustomed to currents of such strength and variability, our crews seemed to "read 
them" fairly well and overall were not at a significant disadvantage against the 'home' crews. 

Dave Graney was the most consistent performer with scores of 3, ¾, 2, 4, 3, but Paul Eldrid just pipped 
Dave with 4, 3, ¾, 10, ¾, while Nick, Dean and Duncan were hard on David's heels. Christian and I were not 
far behind. We therefore finished the series with a result as good as we had hoped for, finishing with all 7 
boats in the top ten. Placings were: Paul 1

st
, David 2

nd
, Nick 3

rd
, Dean 4

th
, Ian Walker (UK & European 

Champion) 5
th
, Duncan 6

th
, Guy Wilkins 7

th
, Robert Lyne 8

th
, Christian 9

th
 and Norm 10

th
. 

These results were a perfect fore-runner for the World Championship and we packed up that night (31 July), 
with light hearts, albeit with tired bodies, in preparation for the trek to Ireland. Three Tassie boats were 
towed by Dave on Martin Grose's multi-decked trailer and the other four boats were car-topped. Our total 
contingent of 28 sailors and supporters arrived in Sligo in 6 cars in early evening on 2 August. Peter and 
Sue Roberts joined us on 8 August. I forgot to mention that we all had our own boats, except Peter who 
borrowed one from the UK. The four Tassie boats were transported free of charge by ANL in a container. 
They were mounted on Martin Grose's four decker trailer. Paul and Christian flew their boats over, and Dean 
had purchased a boat in the U.K. while he was over there last season. 

The Sligo Scene 
A Pre-Worlds series of five races in three days was run from the 5 to 7 August, primarily to give those not 
selected in their National Teams an opportunity to qualify for the Worlds. A limited number of places were 
available on a proportionate basis for those who finished in the top 25% of the Pre-Worlds. Naturally Ireland 
was the main country to benefit from this series. The resultant line-up for the World Championship was a 
total of 65 entrants made up as follows - Ireland 17, Great Britain 17 (England 15, Wales 1, Scotland 1), 
Australia 8, Holland 6, Africa 6, Sweden 5, Canada 3, USA 1, Malta 1, Denmark 1. 

I did not think it was a good idea for our team to sail in the Pre-World series and run the risk of being 
physically and mentally tired at the beginning of the Worlds. On the other hand there was some advantage 
to be had in sailing in at least part of the Pre-Worlds, This would provide some practice in local conditions 
and primarily provide some line starting practice (all races at Eastbourne were gate starts). It was for these 
reasons that Duncan, Christian, Dean and Paul entered the Pre-Worlds. However, they did not sail all races 
and some of those they did start in were not completed. Nick, David and I used the time for speed trialling 
together. So the time for the big event had arrived with the team confident but guarding against over 
confidence. We emphasised that "this was a new ball game". We knew that the English would have learned 
from Eastbourne and that some of their top sailors had not sailed at Eastbourne, notably Graham Castles 
and Jonathan Evans. Also we were aware that the Irish had been demonstrating improvement against 
English helmsmen and that in their home waters they would be difficult to beat. 

It was no surprise therefore that the UK and European champion, 17 year old, Ian Walker, Graham Castles 
and Jonathan Evans, threw out a strong challenge in the first heat which was run in winds varying from 7 to 
10 knots at the start, mounting to 12 to 15 knots after the half-way mark. Ian and Graham led around the 
first triangle with Paul and David close on their heels. As the wind freshened Paul and David closed the gap 
and Paul snatched a half boat length lead over Ian around the leeward mark for the last time. After an 
exciting tacking duel Ian came out on top and won by half a boat length from Paul, with David a few boat 
lengths back in 3

rd
 place and just ahead of Graham. Dean finished in 7

th
 and Nick 8

th
 after a disastrous start 

that saw him 38
th
 around the first mark. Norm finished 11

th
, Christian 13

th
, Duncan 17

th
 and Peter 46

th
. 

The first heat gave us something to think about and our after-race team debriefing concentrated on some 
problem areas, particularly Nick, David and Christian's bad starts. The second heat was sailed in similar 
wind conditions to the first, commencing in 8 to 10 knots and finishing in 15 knots. Tidal current effects were 
important and combined with 20° wind shifts made for excellent tactical racing. Nick and Dean led around 
the first mark followed closely by Graham Castles and Paul with Dave in 7

th
 position, Christian 12

th
, Norm 

14
th
 and Duncan 20

th
. Dean, who had been displaying new-found down-wind speed, eventually overtook 

Nick at the wing mark for the last time and held this lead to the beginning of the last beat. He led Nick by 5 
seconds around the leeward mark followed a few boat lengths behind by Paul, Graham and Dave. The last 
beat was a classic tacking duel between the four Aussies and Graham Castles which had the spectators at a 
high pitch of excitement. Paul eventually got to the front and held on to win from Nick, Dean and Dave. 
Only 20 seconds separated the four, followed by Graham a short distance back. Christian had to retire with 
a broken gaff halyard while holding 9

th
 position midway through the race. Duncan was 14

th
, Norm 20

th
 and 

Peter 52
nd

. 

It would occupy too much space to continue to give similar details for all remaining heats, but I think you will 
catch the excitement we experienced when I say that all remaining heats were almost as close. Only in the 
two heats won by Dave, and that won by Nick, was the winning margin more than a few seconds with others 
close on their heels. The remaining four heats were sailed in mainly stronger breezes often up to 20 to 25 
knots, and in large seas. The results were: 

Heat 3: Dave 1
st
, Graham Castles 2

nd
, Paul 3

rd
, Nick 4

th
 (after leading most of the race before part of his 

keel band came adrift), Dean 5
th
, Duncan 10

th
, Christian 16

th
, Peter 56

th
 and Norm retired.  
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Heat 4: Dean 1
st
, Paul 2

nd
 (by ½ boat length), Nick 3r

d
 (2 lengths), Graham 4

th
 (1 length), Dave 5

th
, Christian 

13
th
, Duncan 18

th
, Norm 38

th
 and Peter DNS. 

Heat 5: Nick 1
st
, Paul 2

nd
 (after leading by big margin for first half but dropping back to fourth after failing to 

round an offset buoy at the end of the run), Dean 3
rd

, Graham 4
th
, Dave 5

th
, Duncan 15

th
, Christian 28

th
, 

Norm 48
th
 and Peter 56

th
. 

Heat 6: Dave 1
st
, Guy Wilkins 2

nd
, Dean 3

rd
, Graham 4

th
, Ian Walker 5

th
, Paul 7

th
, Christian 8

th
, Duncan 9

th
, 

Peter 54
th
, Norm DNS and Nick retired. 

The final placings and points score for the top ten boats were 1. Paul Eldrid 9.75; 2. David Graney 13.5; 3. 
Dean Dixon 14.75; 4. Nick Rogers 17.75; 5. Graham Castles (Eng) 18; 6. Ian Walker (Eng) 22.75; 7. Guy 
Wilkins (Eng) 30; 8. Robert Lyne (Eng) 42; 9. Jonathan Evans (Eng) 44; 10. Roger Morris (Ire) 49; with other 
Australians Duncan McGlashan 12

th
; Christian Zerovich 15

th
; Norm Deane 39

th
 and Peter Roberts 62

nd
. 

Paul thoroughly deserved his win. His sailing right throughout the series was a consistent combination of 
good boat speed, boat handling, strategy and tactics, rarely seen in helmsmen much his senior. To have 
won an open World title just a week before his seventeenth birthday almost says it all, but this was the 
culmination of hundreds of hours of training, preparation and self discipline. Well done Paul!  

The final result was the culmination of a total team effort, and I would like to place on record my 
appreciation of the contribution of each team member to a job well done. 

Our Preparation and the 'Team Approach' 
In our preparation at home in the preceding months, and our tuning up in England and Ireland, we adopted 
the team approach that has proved so successful in Tasmania in recent years and is now spreading to other 
States. By sharing information in an open and frank way and by trialling against each other for optimisation 
of boat speed we were able to ensure that each was able to attain consistent good boat speed. 

Beginning in Eastbourne we established a routine of pre-race briefings and post race de-briefings, as well as 
trialling against each other before each race. In particular, the frank de-briefing after each race was most 
valuable and helped to give mutual support for the benefit of all. Alan Eldrid and Steve Zerovitch gave 
valuable input to the de-briefing sessions from their observations of events during the races. In Sligo, Alan 
also obtained the weather forecast each morning for us in readiness for the pre-race briefing. Steve, on the 
other hand, was our representative on the protest committee in Sligo and accompanied a member of the 
International Jury in a runabout during each race. Arthur Dixon was also a great help in ensuring that all 
helmsmen signed on and off before and after each race. 

Even the ladies played a significant part in our on-shore effort, by helping with lifting boats in and out of the 
water and other many general helpful acts, not the least of which was leading the cheer squad. The highlight 
of the "cheer squad" was our entry into the water before the first heat of the Worlds. By getting onto the 
water 1¼ hours before the race start we ensured that we were first out, while the ladies and others cheered 
and played "Men at Work" at full volume on a PA. It was an emotional time and an uplifting one for us all as 
we sailed out to do battle on Sligo Bay. We hoped that there was an effect on the opposition also. The 
wearing of our Australian rugby tops provided an added effect. It was great fun to experience the sequel 
next day when, just as we were about to repeat it before the second heat, the Irish "beat us to the punch" by 
launching a couple of boats before ours to the accompaniment of an Irish tune blasting from a car radio. 

 
Australian Team Manager and Coach, Norm Deane AUS rugby tops donated by Graeme Vorrath 
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MCAA Support of Team 
Without the financial support of each State Association provided through the MCAA it would not have been 
possible for our team to have competed in Ireland. On behalf of each member of the team I take this 
opportunity of saying thank you very much. In addition, the many expressions of support were of great 
value, such as the airport send-offs, telegrams and fax messages of support and good wishes. And a special 
thank you to President, Graeme Vorrath, for providing us with the smart team rugby tops that became the 
envy of all in Sligo. 

The Future 
It was commonly acknowledged in Sligo that what we were able to achieve there provided an incentive to all 
countries. It was generally agreed that our exploits were an inspiration to all, that they too could achieve 
higher goals. Many countries, including the English, have gone away determined to improve. I have 
exhorted each to go home and work together as we have done, to help each other to improve and thereby 
further enjoy their sailing of our great little boat. I am sure that many of them will take up this challenge and 
that we will find them much tougher opponents in four years time. The venue for the next Worlds will be 
decided before Christmas this year and there is a good chance of it being in Hobart. 

In order to meet the challenge of the next Worlds we will have to improve and I hope that each State 
Association will embark on a program of raising the whole State fleet by helping each other and by sharing. 
We would like to help you in this task. We must be ever mindful, however, that our attempts and 
endeavours to improve our performance do not jeopardise the major element of enjoyment and good 
fellowship which are the most valued ingredients of sailing in the Mirror fraternity. 

English and Irish Hospitality 
Finally on behalf of all team members I wish to record our sincere appreciation of the welcome and 
hospitality given both at Eastbourne and at Sligo. We always felt warmly received and the generosity and 
good fun at each regatta was something that will remain with us for the rest of our lives. 

  
1987 Worlds Team Intrepid leads Sky III at the top of the World 

  
1987 Mirror World Champions 1987 Mirror World Championship - Second 
Intrepid, Paul Eldrid & Troy Storer (WA) Sky III, David Graney and Laurence Barrington (Tas) 
 

Preparation and notes on the 1987 Worlds 
by Paul Eldrid 

Our preparation for the Worlds really started in winter 1986, when I decided on Troy as my new crew, and 
started preparing for the coming Nationals and Selections. Assuming, that if we worked we would be 
selected, we worked a little harder to try and ease the load for Pre-Worlds 'build-up'. This training was done 
under the guidance of Huck Scott and the other members of the 'A' Mirror Team. 

After being selected we took a long rest so we wouldn't go 'stale', and the hard-core training started about 
Easter, when we sailed the Safety Bay Regatta, our first since the Nationals. As there is no limit to 
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the number of sails allowed to be used, sail development continued here, from what had been done before 
the Nationals. For the next 3½ months we sailed basically every weekend, experimenting with flat Walker 
jibs, full Walker jibs, full Ulmer Kolius jibs, various Walker mains, two Ulmer Kolius mains, Walker kites and 
Ulmer Kolius kites. The purpose was to mix and match to try and find the best combination for every 
condition. 

In addition to our weekend training and sail development, Troy and I took every Tuesday afternoon off 
school to go training in the most tidal and bending part of the Swan River at East Fremantle. Coach Huck 
Scott would come down in a runabout and set exercises for us, and week by week we learnt more about 
tidal sailing. During these Tuesday afternoons, we would also work on sail development.  

When we could, we worked hard on our downwind technique to try and gain an edge, which we had only 
mastered within weeks before we left. We found a way in which the boat went extremely fast downwind, but 
capsizes were plentiful, which led us to start preventing capsizes and not changing our technique. During 
our break after the Nationals, I did a lot of surfing which I thought would have no effect on sailing, but it did! 
Our first race after our break was in 18+ knots in rough seas. As soon as the downwind legs came, 
everything seemed more automatic, like wave selection, when to round up and bear away etc., which I can 
only put down to surfing. Although this had come about by pure luck, it played a major part in our final 
dominance downwind. 

The preparation continued in England at the UK National Championship, which I used to get us back into 
championship mode, and to try and improve the greatest fault in our racing, our inconsistency. Too many 
times we had been to a regatta with height and speed, but inconsistent sailing. Our consistency improved for 
this regatta, and it was like the final polish. At that time I finally thought we were prepared enough to sail in 
the Worlds. 

The atmosphere and unity within the Australian team was equalled by no other, and this obviously had 
psychological effects on the opposition. The Australian Jumpers, Australian Flag and the blasting of 'Down 
Under' music was the mere shell of the high powered team in Ireland. Everyone shared and helped, making 
you feel very proud just to be a part of the team and to be representing Australia. Although many countries 
had rushed, last minute efforts to convert their team to a professional unit, none rivalled the Australian 
Team. The racing in Sligo was excellent, with fair racing conditions. The social side of the event was 
superb, and the Irish were very hospitable. If anyone is considering attending a Mirror Worlds, I would 
recommend it, as they are a fantastic event. 

1987 Mirror World Champions 
Intrepid, Paul Eldrid & Troy Storer (WA) 
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The 1987 Worlds as seen by Jenny Graney 
by Jenny Graney 
 
If you ever get the opportunity to represent your country in an event such as this, grasp it with both hands; 
the experience for me was most rewarding and will be long remembered. 
 
As Australians, we were welcomed with open hearts, and as a team from which someone to "beat the poms" 
may emerge, with great enthusiasm! (British boats had held the title for 12 years). The hospitality we 
received was almost embarrassing at times in its generosity. The team were met at Heathrow (London) by a 
number of British Mirror sailors who drove them down to Eastbourne (south of London) by car for the UK 
Nationals. (I omitted to say that a group of Victorian Mirror sailors were on hand at Tullamarine complete 
with a large banner to send us on our way).  
 
We arrived at Eastbourne to find a steep shingle beach which meant that the boats had to be caught as they 
came ashore by the beach patrol and carried straight out of the water and up to the stands quite some 
distance away. This was done most efficiently and with a minimum of waiting about on the water. The 
starting times were geared to the slackest tide and this gave rise to some rather different meal times. Hot 
lunches (meat and veg/chips/salad) were provided at the Clubhouse, and were subsidised by a local 
business for all sailors (£1/meal). 
 
Gate starts were used, and the OOD was very meticulous about the direction of the first windward mark. 
Delayed starts were common, but the courses in the main were very good. Picking the current was 
essential. Racing in the whole fleet was very tight and many places could be won and lost over short periods 
of time. The conditions varied from light to fairly heavy, but all breezes were fairly consistent and offered 
excellent racing. Because of the comparatively shallow water and tide, the seas increased and decreased 
rapidly with wind strengths. The sea was very warm compared to ours, both here and in Ireland.  
 
The results of the UK Nationals were very encouraging to the Australian Team and we set off in high spirits 
for Ireland. With the exception of Graham Castles from Great Britain, we had already sailed against the best 
of the British team and had a fair idea who the main contenders for the World title would be. The racing for 
the top six places turned out to be extremely close and any one of the top six were capable of taking out 
first place (David Graney was the only one to win more than one heat). 
 
In the week prior to the Worlds, a Pre-World Championship was held. This also served as selection for 
boats who had not already qualified to represent their countries. Duncan and Adrian sailed this whole series, 
the WA boats sailed part of it, and Nick, David and Norm spent the time in low key practising. Duncan and 
Adrian finished second to the European Champion, Ian Walker. The evening before the first heat there was 
an Official Opening at which Ambassadors from the countries represented were present and selected team 
members raised their countries' flags. 
 

The OOD was a fanatic for line starts and so the 
starts became very important, and with 65 boats on 
the line, it was easy to get hemmed in. The courses 
again were very good. The "one minute rule" 
whereby a boat over the line in the last minute 
before the start must return round the ends of the 
line, applied automatically after a general recall, and 
the sailing instructions also included a "five minute 
rule" whereby at the flying of a black flag, anyone in 
the triangle formed by the starting line and the 
windward mark within the five minutes prior to the 
start, would be automatically disqualified. 
Fortunately this was not used. 
 
We had an International Jury, consisting of four 
International Judges, who travelled all over Europe 
to sailing championships. They had the power to 
disqualify competitors during the race for 
infringements of the rules, and a number of 
competitors were scrubbed without a protest, for 
example: pumping, not protesting when a collision 
occurred, etc. They motored round the course flying 
their Jury flag and positioned themselves at strategic 
points, mark roundings, etc. 
 

1987 Mirror World Championship - Second 
Sky III, David Graney and Laurence Barrington (Tas) 
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Sligo Bay empties through a fairly narrow opening which runs past the Clubhouse, then widens out to a large 
shallow bay, which then opens out to the Atlantic Ocean. As the Worlds were run at the same time as an 
International Regatta and on a different course, the Worlds course was outside the bay where possible, and 
the International Regatta was held inside. 
 
The seas on the outside course were very big, and after a couple of races, a number of Mirrors were 
surprised on the way back in with waves forming over shallow areas and capsizing them. There were some 
very fast rides to be had! The tide was reported to run out past the Clubhouse at around 6 knots, and 
although not so bad on the course, certainly played a significant part. 
 
The results and write-up of each race was done by manager Norm Deane, and sent off on the fax machine 
to John Behrens in the Hydro in Hobart each night. Our thanks to John Behrens who was an invaluable link 
for us and who tried untiringly to get the “Mercury” to publicize our efforts. The team were very grateful to all 
the supporters, financial and moral and the ANL who transported the boats free-of-charge and Qantas for 
their sponsorship. We were very disappointed that the "Mercury" could not see their way clear to giving the 
sort of coverage that our sponsors deserved. 
 
The Australian supporters did us proud and as our boats hit the water for the first heat with the sounds of 
"Men at Work" blaring out and Australian flags waving, I don't think there was a dry eye amongst the 
Australian competitors. 
 
Other countries tried to follow suit, but the tight knit Australian spirit was the envy of all. We all wore green 
and gold sailing jumpers on the water, and white rugby tops with green and gold stripes on "official 
occasions". It was a great psychological advantage to us, so much so, that everyone wearing the Australian 
colours was "a force to be reckoned with" and held in awe! Our thanks to Graeme Vorrath who provided the 
rugby tops for the team.  
 
It soon became obvious to the team from "down under" that the Irish are used to partying well into the night. 
None of the social functions started before 9.30 pm Irish time, which was usually an hour later our time. As 
a result, the Australian competitors only attended one function - the Talent Competition at which we sang 
the Irish translation of Waltzing Matilda amongst other Australiana and Norm recited a Mirror version of the 
Yeats poem the "Isle of Innisfree" (close to Sligo). 
 
The Clubhouse and nearby Scout den were not nearly large enough to hold all the competitors and 
supporters in comfort and as social functions and prize nights were all here (there being nowhere else in the 
area), there was standing room only (and that only for sardines). 
 
The trophies were all crystal, and the first three placings each day were presented with trophies that night. 
The major placings in the final results and the gold, silver and bronze medals were presented on prize night. 
 
An excellent lunch of soup and salad roll was provided free-of-charge to competitors each race day. The 
soup was very welcome and most days were two-jumpers-on-shore days. 
 
The lush green of the countryside has a very obvious cause - it rains every couple of days! This rain is so 
dependable that the whole town runs out of water after about 2 weeks without rain! We had lovely weather 
(according to the locals) and at 9.30 pm (doesn't get dark till after 10.00 pm), there were always people 
swimming off the nearby beach of Rosses Point. 
 
Norm Deane was elected MCIA President (International Mirror body). It seems likely that Hobart will hold the 
next World Championship in 1991 (Royal Yacht Club of Tasmania). The competitors and supporters were in 
favour and the main problem lies with the South African competitors who are unable to get visas for 
Australia at present. The final decision will be made within three months. 
 
With a more active executive, the future on an International level looks bright and it appears two new 
countries will soon be represented - Spain and Japan. 
 
We have shown the rest of the world that our training methods of knowledge sharing and each trying to lift 
the standard of our competitors works. We've left them determined to lift their standard across the board, 
not just as individuals as they've previously tried to do. We hope they succeed as we have done and come 
back with an even stronger challenge in 1991. 
 
Included in the Australian team were the youngest and oldest competitors in the series, Laurence and Norm, 
who formed a great friendship during their early morning walks before the rest of us were even awake. 
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Some thoughts on their trip from 3rd place 
by Dean and Brooke Dixon 
 
The sails we took were made by Steve Walker from Tasmania. Basically they were an old set from the 
previous season and a new set to use in the major events in the UK. The first regatta we sailed in was at 
Whitstable in the South of England. It was an open meet which is part of the Kent Travellers Trophy. The 
event attracted a number of the English team and conditions were very light. Naturally we wanted to do well 
so we used our new sails. Not only did we win the event run over three races, but we really felt comfortable 
about our performance. "Ah" we thought, a first class set of light weather sails at least. 
 
Next we were off to Sweden, to their National Championship at Ljungskile. "If you think it’s hard to get your 
tongue around that you should try reading sailing instructions in Swedish". The event was sailed on 
Havstens Fjord which enabled us to be on flat water no matter how hard it blew. Again we only used our new 
sails and despite the varying conditions that ranged from 30 knots to nothing, they performed superbly. We 
managed to win all five heats, sailed from a fleet of between thirty five and forty boats which was very 
pleasing. Before leaving Sweden it must be said that if anybody has the chance to visit that country - DON'T 
MISS OUT! The scenery is superb, the sailing is great, the hospitality is incredible and the girls "WOW" 
(Brooke says the males were real hunks too!). 
 
Back to the UK and the English Nationals that were being held at Eastbourne. By now there was no way we 
would be using any other sails but the new suit Steve had made for us. There were gate starts at this event 
and all the Australian boats were coming so fast out of the gate that they always had free wind. The 
dominance that we held in speed was quite outstanding and looking back, that event probably helped the 
British sailors more than us, as they suddenly realised just what they were up against. 
 
The Worlds in Ireland saw the fleet dominated by six boats when the final assessment was taken, four 
Australians and two Brits. We were fortunate enough to be in this group and it was great racing as one 
mistake meant disaster. The boats were all so close in speed and generally did not take long to establish 
themselves at the head of the fleet. Of the six, the only ones who seemed to have speed problems were the 
two British boats on the downwind legs where they were appreciably slower.  
 
I believe three of the four Australian boats in this top group were using Walker sails while David Graney, the 
other Australian, made his own. Our conclusions on this subject of sails for Mirror Dinghies have been 
reinforced by our experiences at the Worlds in Ireland. Our hull was not a new one. It was first registered in 
1983, but it is a good one, light weight and true. You need a good boat to compete at the top but not 
necessarily a new one. You then need good sails, but it is not necessary to have bundles of them. Steve 
Walker made us a suit of sails that we could compete successfully with the best in the world in all conditions 
and yet did not cost the earth. 
 

  
1987 Mirror World Championship - Third 
Smoky II, Dean and Brooke Dixon (WA) 
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1987 MIRROR WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP RESULTS 
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1991 MIRROR WORLDS .w5  

Watersportvereniging, Hoorn, Holland 
reprinted from the MCAA Year Book 1991-92  
 

History Repeated at the Hoorn World Championship 
by Norm Deane, Team Manager 
 
The 1991 World titles were again an exciting time for the Australian contingent. We were all very proud of 
the effort of our sailors on the water, and their gentlemanly and friendly behaviour throughout the series 
both on and off the water. 
 
As we prepared for the titles after the Adelaide Nationals we were aware that it was not going to be easy to 
achieve results similar to those of 1987, but we were determined to make a maximum effort. We knew that 
most countries were stimulated in 1983 to try and emulate our effort. In particular, the UK and Irish teams 
had made a significant effort to improve. To do well again we were going to have to improve further, and it 
is to the credit of the team and all those who assisted that the results turned out as good, or even better, 
than 1987. This was especially creditable because it was achieved in light and moderate breezes which are 
conditions in which the UK sailors excel. 
 
I believe that there are three main reasons for the success. 

(1) The sharing, mutual help, team type approach which has been a hallmark of our last three world title 
campaigns. 

 
In the six months before the titles we helped each other as much as possible, sharing sailing 
knowledge and co-ordinating the overall planning so that there was maximum support for the 
sailors. We continued this co-operation in Hoorn during the week before the series and right through 
the series itself. 
 

(2) The very thorough preparation of training and coaching provided for the team. Mick Ralph (V), John 
Cassidy, Rod Berteaux, Huck Scott (WA) and Steve Walker (T) all gave much of their time. The 
week in Perth in early July that Steve Walker and I had with the team was invaluable in sharpening 
up crew work, boat handling and sail trimming, and in providing a degree of race hardening. It also 
enabled the team to get to know each other and become accustomed to helping each other. 

 
We were fortunate that this level of coaching support could be continued in Hoorn. Steve gave up 
his time and paid all his own costs to be there as coach, and Huck was able to stay on in Europe 
after the JESS tour there. 
 

(3) The sail development program which we had undertaken over the last two years. We knew that in 
1983 and 1987 our sails did not have the advantage over European sails in lighter winds that we 
enjoyed in heavier winds. Our developments, therefore, were designed to improve light weather 
performance without detracting from heavy air supremacy. I believe we achieve this by a 
combination of slight modifications to all three sails, and improved on the water control of sail 
shape. 

 
Some General Comments 

 I was most impressed by the dedication of the f’ward hands and the efficiency with which they 
supported their skippers. They played a significant part in the good result and were a great credit to 
the MCAA. 

 The sailing instructions prescribed a triangle of approximately 45
0 
angles. This led to practically no 

tight reaches, and together with the lighter winds, eliminated the significant reaching speed 
advantage that we enjoyed in 1987. 

 In the early heats the Race Officer did not take enough care with setting the wing mark and made it 
too flat (about 110

0
 instead of 90

0
). His early starting lines also were biased to the committee boat 

which led to bunched starts. He rectified both these aspects after I spoke with him. 
 Our crew weights were in the range we normally recommend of 15 to 17 stone. Most of our crews 

including Tim and Tom were in the upper end of the range. The water chop and light winds favoured 
lighter crews slightly and this made our performance all the more creditable. 

 The sailing conditions were excellent with relatively steady breezes on a wide expanse of clear 
water approximately 3km off shore. 

 Our boats were again very well turned out and we had the least measurement problems of all 
countries. Tom was the only one to have to make a change. The position of the handhole in the 
skeg had to be shifted forward. 

 Two UK boats were disqualified by the International Jury for rule 54 (pumping) infringements and 
had to pay the penalty of carrying that race. 
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 Each competitor was allowed the use of only one set of sails. Previous World titles had no 
restrictions on the number of sails. 

 Tom and Tim sailed extremely well and consistently with great maturity. The result depended on the 
last race. Coming into this race Tim led by two points in overall score and five points after dropping 
one. Unfortunately for Tim he lost touch with Tom during the first leg and couldn’t quite make up 
sufficient ground to be close enough at the finish. 

 
Final scores were 1 Tom King & Raf Heale (Vic) 19.7pts; 2 Tim Fitzsimmons & James Kornweibel (WA) 
24.7pts; 3

 
Dave & Jethro Gebbard (UK) 34.7; 4 Dean Dixon & Kerry Lowe (WA) 41.4pts; 5 Dave & Carrol 

Warren (UK) 60.7pts; 6 Martin West & Robin Grieves (Swe) 62pts; 7 Stephen McElwee & John Claridge 
(Tas) 67.7pts; 11 Kayne Binks & John O’Connor (WA) 81.7pts, 20 John Riches & Ben Duscher (WA) 
117pts. Dave Gebbard was the only boat to win more than one heat. It is interesting to note the results 
achieved by each country. There was total of 64 entries. 
 
 No of finishers in the top No of entries 
 10 20 30 40 per country 
Australia 4 6 6 6 6 
United Kingdom 5 8 12 13 15 
Ireland - 3 8 12 15 
Sweden 1 2 2 3 6 
Malta - 1 1 1 2 
Canada - - 1 2 5 
Holland - - - 3 15 
 
International Regatta 
Troy Storer performed well in coming second in the International Regatta run in conjunction with the Worlds. 
After having won the first three races, Troy, as the sole Australian in the field, had to withstand the 
combined “attack” of teams from other countries, particularly Ireland and the UK. 
 
Importance of National Support 
The excellent results could not have been achieved without the generous and whole hearted support of the 
whole Australian Mirror fraternity, and a considerable number of sponsors. 
 
On behalf of all team members I would like to record their very sincere thanks to all MCAA members, to the 
P&O Line for boat transport, to Qantas, to the Royal Freshwater Bay Yacht Club for sending its rubber 
duckie for the coaches to operate from, the Fitzsimmons family for providing the Dutch barge (their family 
home) for Steve, Huck and I to follow the sailing, to the many individual sponsors and to John Collova for 
coming to Hoorn to do repair and maintenance work. Finally, thanks to the coaches mentioned above, 
especially Steve Walker who gave up his time to come over at his own expense to coach the team. 

 
Steve Walker and Tom King contemplating the days racing (photo: Anne King) 
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1991 Mirror Worlds 
by Huck Scott, AUS Coach 
 
In retaining the World Championship for Australia, we set standards which were the envy of all nations. Our 
boats/sails and equipment were tops (3 new boats). 
 
Team shipwright, John Collova, was an outstanding contributor; to getting measurement clearance and 
keeping all boats in perfect order. John also doubled up as spare crew. Team sailmaker and coaches, Steve 
Walker of Tasmania and Huck Scott from Western Australia were of the highest credentials. Manager, 
Norm Deane of Tasmania, did his thing as IMCA President. 
 
We had a Dragon mast flying a huge Australian flag in the boat park, "down under" music blasting and the 
use of the RFBYC 'rubber duckie' for the coaches, daily pre-race wind data, etc. A Dutch (traditional) yacht 
team flagship chartered by the Fitzsimmons family; also another large yacht to take out the other half of the 
big Australian contingent. A team uniform which was much sought after. The parents/sailors all contributed 
but special mention must be made of Ross Storer's arrangements for the container shipment of the boats. 
Also to all the WA parents who handled the packing etc., like professionals. 
 
Hoorn dates back to the thirteenth century, famous for sailing ships, trade and was home port of the Dutch 
United East India Company from 1602. The vast open waters off Hoorn are only 2-3 metres deep. The 
winds are reliable, even early in the morning (we lost one day's racing in three weeks). 
 
Our team was first to arrive. Four days training on the course area 2.5 nm from Haven, starting, short 
courses, boat handling, wind craft all coming together. Wind SW 10-15k 1 day, W 5-10k 3 days. All seven 
boats were tuned up, numerous race winners, and we were ready. 
 
Measuring took up a day despite being in line at 8 am. Chris Binks volunteered to assist; we had a few 
problems but "Little" John worked hard to get us cleared. We had a free day whilst others were measured 
and everybody was relaxed. 
 
Unfortunately Troy Storer and Nat Marks were excluded from the Worlds by the International Mirror 
Association. Sweden, Holland and Australia supported their inclusion and Britain had given a written 
undertaking to support their entry but went back on their word, joining Ireland, Canada, South Africa 
opposing the defending champion crew taking up the helming (in place of the winning skipper, Paul Eldrid. 
Ed). Troy and Nat dominated the International Race Series starting 15 minutes behind the Worlds fleet. 
Great effort by Troy and Nat! 
 
Saturday 10 August 1991 was the official opening. It was a very colourful event with the National flags being 
hoisted and 128 sailors from 8 countries along with families and supporters in attendance. This was followed 
by the practice race at 1400 hours in winds 260

o
 10-12kts. An Irish sailor led the race at all marks but failed 

to realise it was a shortened course and missed out on a convincing win. GT sailed on to win the practice 
race from Cicada IV 2

nd
 and Elite flew home to finish 3

rd
. Troy and Nat led the International practice race at 

every mark to win convincingly. It was a great effort and a big confidence boost for all concerned. 
 
Sunday 11th August - HEAT 1 1400 hours, wind 270

0
, 11-13 kts. There was great excitement and 

expectations as the yachts tuned up and checked wind readings prior to the start. After a clean start by all 
the Australians, an Irish boat rounded the top mark 1

st
 10 secs to Black Swan 2

nd
 then GT 5

th
, Cicada 6

th
 and 

in the twenties, Export Roo, Stockade and Elite. Black Swan claimed an inside overlap at the wing mark and 
then led the race throughout. GT and Cicada worked up to finish 2

nd
 and 3

rd
 respectively. Export Roo was 

10
th
 mid race then finished 5

th
 ahead of Stockade a creditable 13

th
 after early problems and Elite snapped its 

tiller handle and to the crews' credit finished the race. 
 
1

st
 Black Swan, 2

nd
 GT, 3

rd
 Cicada IV, 5

th
 Export Roo, 13

th
 Stockade, 29

th
 Elite. 

 
Intrepid won the first heat of the International Regatta in convincing style from an Irish boat. 
 
Monday was an important day's sailing with two races programmed. Monday 12 August - HEAT 2 1000 
hours, wind 290

0
, 5kts. Australians were away well which was a pleasing feature. As they rounded the top 

mark Export Roo was in 1
st
 place. Black Swan 2

nd
, then the next Australians were Elite 6

th
, GT 8

th
, Cicada 

15
th
 and Stockade 18

th
. Export Roo went on to record a 45 second win over Black Swan 2

nd
 and a UK boat 

back in 3
rd

 place. 
 
1

st
 Export Roo, 2

nd
 Black Swan, 4

th
 Elite, 8

th
 GT, 11

th
 Cicada IV, 20

th
 Stockade. 

 
Intrepid again won heat 2 of the International Regatta with the same Irish boat second. 
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The crews had to wait on the water approximately 90 minutes for the start of the next race. Monday 12 
August - HEAT 3 1400 hours, wind 285

0
, 9 kts with Black Swan again well placed to be the first Australian to 

the top mark in 3
rd

 place followed by Elite in 7
th
, Export Roo 9

th
. Black Swan sailed with a loose cover on 

Export Roo up the last leg to finish 60 seconds ahead in 2
nd

 place. 
 
1

st
 UK, 2

nd
 Black Swan, 3

rd
 Export Roo, 6

th
 Elite, 8

th
 Cicada IV, 12

th
 GT, 16

th
 Stockade. 

 
Troy and Nat did it again in heat 3 in Intrepid to finish ahead of the same Irishman. 
 
Tuesday 13 August - HEAT 4 1100 hours, wind 220

0
, 8 kts. Export Roo was 1

st
 at the top mark followed by 

GT 4
th
, Cicada IV 8

th
, Black Swan 15

th
, Elite 16

th
, Stockade 17

th
.  

 
Dean and Kerry put in a good race and worked up a place to finish 3

rd
. Export Roo dropped back to finish 

4
th
, Black Swan was forced to do a 720 a few hundred metres from the finish and finished 7

th
. Cicada 14

th
, 

Elite 17
th
 and Stockade 18

th
. 

 
The International Series heat 4 was won by the improving Irish boat with Intrepid 2

nd
. 

 
Wednesday 14 August - HEAT 5 1100 hours, wind 335/340

0
, 2-4 kts. Delayed start, drifting conditions. 

Export Roo ghosts to the lead, race abandoned before first mark. Restart 1500 hours, wind 85
o
 3-5 kts. 

Black Swan looked to be leading the race when it was again abandoned before the first mark.  
 
All towed home after a long day on the water. Wednesday evening was a disco at the Yacht Club that was 
enjoyed by most and some suffered the next day which was programmed as a lay day. Races 5 and 6 were 
then scheduled to be back to back on the last day. The committee set a short course flag for both these 
races to give themselves more time prior to the evening presentations. 
 
Friday 16 August - HEAT 5 1000 hours, wind 290

0
, 8-10 kts. After Ben and John in Stockade replaced a 

badly torn spinnaker prior to the 10 minute gun, the fleet got away in an excellent sailing breeze. Export Roo 
and Black Swan were 1

st
 and 2

nd
 around the top mark and midway through the race 4½ minutes ahead of 

the 3
rd

 boat from UK Elite was 6
th
 and GT 8

th
 at this stage. With no more than 10 seconds separating the two 

leading boats for the next hour, they engaged in heavy tacking duels that finally enabled the UK boat to 
surprise them by taking the lead in the final few hundred metres to the finish line. With only the remaining 
sixth heat to sail, the points were: 
 
PROGRESSIVE POINTS 
1

st
  Black Swan 24.7  AUS 

2
nd

  Export Roo 26.7  AUS 
3

rd
  GT 53.7  AUS 

4
th
  UK 60235 54.7 UK 

5
th
  UK 69166 65.7  UK 

 
In heat 5 in the International Series, Intrepid finished 3

rd
 after a poor start. 

 
HEAT 6 Back to back 12.30 hours, wind 290

0
, 8-10 kts. The start saw Export Roo get rolled and tacked off to 

the right along with GT and Cicada IV. Meanwhile Black Swan, Stockade and Elite worked slightly left of 
centre getting lifts from a dark low cloud. Then halfway up the leg a major shift in the breeze favoured the 
boats on the right and at the top mark in a shortened course, Export Roo rounded 2

nd
, Cicada IV 6

th
, GT 9

th
, 

Black Swan 22
nd

, Elite 24
th
 and Stockade 27

th
. 

 
The final placings 2

nd
 Export Roo, 3

rd
 GT, 7

th
 Cicada IV, 10

th
 Black Swan, 12

th
 Elite, 20

th
 Stockade. 

 
This determined the World Championship and whilst Tim and James saw it slip away, they both sailed with 
maturity beyond their years.  
 
Congratulations to Tom and Raf, they are both excellent yachtsmen and fully deserved their title as World 
Champions 1991. 
 
Congratulations also to Troy and Nat, who initially dominated then finally finished 2

nd
 in the International 

Regatta. 
 
My thanks to the MCAA for their support and giving me the opportunity to help in this important regatta.  
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1991 Mirror Worlds 
by Tom King 
 
My aspirations to compete in the Worlds began as I watched from the back of the fleet as David Graney 
blew everyone off the water at the 1988-89 Nationals in Sydney, not long after his return from the 1987 
Worlds. After my success at the Nationals the following year, I gave myself a realistic chance of being able 
to achieve that goal. 
 
Our preparations began during the winter of 1990 when Raf and I started sailing together. I asked him to 
crew for me because he was very experienced for his age and he was a suitable size. We trained together 
throughout the winter working on our boat handling and teamwork. We were fortunate enough to be selected 
to attend the week-long Vicsail camp, which was invaluable in assisting our training. Unfortunately Raf was 
already committed to sailing in the Flying Ant Nationals and couldn't come to Adelaide. 
 
In the Nationals I sailed with Jason Howitt who had crewed for me in the State titles earlier in the year. We 
sailed a consistent series to finish third, but some missed opportunities and mistakes during the series cost 
us dearly. I put down our disappointing performance to three main factors. Too much crew weight, not 
enough boatspeed, and gear failure. For the Worlds I would have a lighter crew, a new boat and there would 
be no excuses for broken equipment. I finished year 12 in 1990 and deferred studying for a year to 
concentrate on my sailing and preparation for the Worlds. Immediately following the Mirror Nationals I sailed 
in the 470 Pre Olympic trials in Brisbane for fleet racing experience. 
 
Because we were quicker than anyone else in Victoria, almost all of our training was concentrated on 
boathandling and basic sailing skills. We did most of our training on Albert Park Lake, but when we could, 
we also travelled to Port Phillip Bay to get used to sailing over larger courses and to work on our downwind 
sailing. We worked mainly on developing and refining our techniques and then practicing them to a stage at 
which all the mechanics of sailing the boat were automatic. We trained and raced every Saturday and 
Sunday and up to three days midweek during school holidays. With all the work we did, by the time the 
Worlds came around we knew our boathandling was as good as or better than anyone else - this gave us 
great confidence particularly when the pressure was on. On top of our sailing, Raf and I both cycled 
regularly during the week to get fitter. 
 
We were lucky enough to be able to work closely with Steve Walker on sail development. We spent a 
considerable amount of time testing and evaluating new jibs, thwart sheeting, mainsails and larger 
spinnakers. We travelled to Tasmania in March to compete in their State titles, and to two boat tune with 
Steve McElwee under the guidance of Steve Walker and Norm Deane. We went to Tasmania again in April 
to work further on trialling sails and to tune up Export Roo.  
 
We made a very valuable trip to Perth in July to sail with the other team members. The close and 
competitive racing over short courses both there and in Holland before the Worlds brought all the aspects of 
our sailing together very well and at just the right time. 
 
Attending the Worlds was an unforgettable experience. The fellowship between all the sailors from around 
the world was superb and made the event very enjoyable both on and off the water. The conditions were 
generally very fair and the sailing was great. The excellent support the sailors received from the large 
armada of family and friends was a significant factor in the success of the Australian boats. Under the 
guidance of Norm, Steve and Huck the Australian team was a professional and formidable unit - it was 
fantastic to be a part of it. 
 
To attend the Mirror Worlds is within the reach of anyone who wants to put the time and effort into achieving 
it. If you ever get the opportunity to go to the Worlds, 'Go for it', they are a fantastic event and all the hard 
work is truly worthwhile. 
 
 

1991 Mirror Worlds 
by Anne King 
 
If someone had asked us to write a script for the perfect Mirror Worlds we could hardly have improved on 
the real thing. It was a wonderful and unforgettable experience, and Tom and Raf's win a bonus thrill. When 
Tom returns from Europe at the end of September he can supply all the technical and sailing details. In the 
meantime, and with sincere thanks to all those in the Australian Mirror family who helped make it happen, 
here are some observations from one of the team 'mothers'. 
 
The flight over via London to Amsterdam was predictably long and cramped. We travelled with the 
Tasmanian group, Steve and Ian McElwee and Rob and John Claridge and were relieved when the gaff and 
sail rolls arrived when we did. By train to Hoorn about 30km north of Amsterdam, through lush green 
farmland, canals, no fences, rows of poplars, huge Friesian cows and fat sheep.  
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The town was an absolute delight. A maze of canals and narrow cobbled and brick paved streets, step 
gabled shops and houses, and bright flowers in window boxes. The town boomed as a trading port in the 
seventeenth century and was home to the powerful East India Company. At that time it was on the sea. The 
Ijselmer is now contained by a huge sea dyke. Fresh water, no tides, no salt, no sand. Rigging area was a 
grassed public park. 
 
The harbour was full of superb new yachts and beautiful traditional old sailing barges. Many of the yachts 
move out in winter. Last year the Ijselmer froze over. The yacht club still awaits reconstruction after being 
burnt down. Paperwork issued from a small floating office, and measurement, social activities, and meals 
for those camping were centred on a large marquee. Campers set up around the perimeter of a nearby 
soccer field. The weather was remarkably kind. Rain on measurement day added to the chaos, but most 
days were fine, and many sunny and warm. Lovely dense green parkland intersected by bicycle and walking 
tracks around the foreshore. We gradually learned to avoid the stinging nettles. Bicycles, hired from the 
railway station, were the perfect way to travel. With daylight until after 9pm we could explore some of the 
nearby coast and areas outside the old town. Tom and Raf survived one major collision unscathed. The 
bicycle wheels were not improved. 
 
Panic on arrival as there was no container! Thankfully it arrived about 24 hours later and was unloaded on 
Saturday morning. The Western Australians had done a wonderful job in packing our gear and thrown in 
some useful extras like a 30' flagpole and a rubber duck for training. 
 
The team stayed in various venues. The Fitzsimmons on board a lovely old barge which doubled as a 
spectator boat for about half the Australian supporters. The Deanes, Ian Geard, Steve Walker, Kings, Raf, 
McElwees, Claridges and Kornweibels at the 'Keizerskroon' Hotel; Marks, Duschers, and Storers at the 
'Magneet' (another friendly family operated hotel); and the Binks, O'Connors, Dixons and Lowes in cabins at 
a camping ground about 20km north. Huck Scott, and repair man John Collova, plus various grandparents, 
children and friends made up the balance of the group. The communication and co-operation was great 
throughout the regatta. Peter O'Connor suffered a heart attack in London the week before our arrival, but 
thankfully was able to rejoin the team in Hoorn. John Riches mother was very ill and his parents could not 
be there. 
 
Training took up the first week, with two boat tuning and short course racing. The team was very even for 
boat speed, and started to get a feel for the cloud patterns and wind shifts. Some of the Dutch team trained 
with us and joined in briefing and debriefing sessions. Other teams gradually appeared. English, Dutch, 
Irish, Swedish, Canadian and one Maltese. The Irish and Australians struck immediate rapport. 
Unfortunately the South Africans were not permitted to compete under their own flag, but competed in the 
International Regatta under various other passports. 
 
Briefing, opening ceremony, and flag raising on Saturday 10 August preceded the practice race. The 
Irishman who should have won failed to observe that it was a short course and missed the finish, to the 
anguish of his supporters. That left Australians in the first three places. A great way to start!  
 
Irish Evening that night overwhelmed with free Irish music, food, drink, hospitality, and (for those who 
stayed late) hangovers. Wise sailors retired early to bed. Meanwhile the town streets were being 
transformed by the arrival of a travelling festival (a la Luna Park or Royal Show) which lasted for a week. 
Incredible stomach churning rides, noise and activity raged well into the early hours of the morning. Evening 
meals were varied. Chinese, Italian, Dutch etc., often at restaurants with outside tables where one could 
watch the passing parade. Dutch girls were deemed 'awesome', many over 6' tall, blonde, tanned and 
beautiful (and topless on the beaches). The course was well off shore 2 to 3 miles. We hired as spectator 
boat the 'Mother Goose', a beautifully appointed old sailing barge whose owners live on board. Good 
viewing for all races and we could move around outside the course area. International Jury boats kept a 
close eye on the action. On the days with two races, our sailors came aboard for lunch and tied up or had 
others sail their boats around. Steve and Huck went out early before each race to take wind readings. 
 
Barbecue on Wednesday 14 August was the main social event of the regatta, with live music, drinking, 
dancing etc. Not everyone made it back to their own hotel. Luckily the Adelaide gossip columnist was 
absent. Lay Day on the Thursday. Most sailors stayed in Hoorn. Some of us took a bus tour to the charming 
historical museum at Enkhuisen (a working recreation of an old fishing village).  
 
Abandoned races on the Wednesday meant two races on the final day. Nail biting stuff, but THEY DID IT, a 
great joy and relief for me. Disappointing for Tim and James who sailed a fine series and showed great 
sportsmanship and maturity. Duckings in the somewhat murky water for Tom, Raf, Steve Walker, and half 
the Irish team who discovered too late how unstable the floating jetty was. Then packing up, sail signing, 
drinks around the marquee, and presentations. There was no organised presentation dinner, but 
celebrations ebbed and flowed well into the early hours. Recollections here get a bit hazy! The Australian 
Mirror sailors did us proud, both on and off the water. It was enormous fun, and a great privilege to be there. 
Thank you to all those who helped make it possible. 
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Export Roo, Tom King & Raf Heale (Vic) in Hoorn, Holland (photos: Anne King) 

  
Wet and chaotic measurement day with no clubhouse Does Export Roo measure? NO! Fix the skeg hole. 

 
1991 AUS Team, L-R, back row – Tim Fitzsimmons, John Riches, Kayne Binks, Tom King, Nat Marks, 
Stephen McElwee, Dean Dixon, Troy Storer; front row – James Kornweibel, John Claridge, Ben Duscher, 
John O’Connell, Kerry Lowe, Raf Heale 
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Opening Ceremony by IMCA President Norm Deane Public park rigging area 

  
AUS Team debriefing AUS spectators on Fitzsimmons barge Mother Goose 

  
Huck Scott & Steve Walker check the wind Heat 4, Tom King leads Guy Wilkins after the beat 

  
1991 Mirror World Champions Tom King acceptance speech 
Export Roo, Tom King & Raf Heale (Vic) 
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1995 MIRROR WORLDS .w6  

Pembrokeshire Yacht Club, Milford Haven, Wales 
by Daniel Keys, 1995 
 
We arrived in Wales keen and eager and checked into the caravan park at which we were staying. We then 
discovered that the nearest supermarket, no sorry, the only reasonable supermarket, was over 20km away. 
So we trekked off to get our supplies. After we had settled in and had a good nights sleep it was time to go 
to the yacht club and check it out. We arrived to find that our boats had already been unpacked. Thanks 
very much to Sean Gregory for his effort. Once the boats had been thoroughly checked we rigged up and 
went for a relaxing sail. It took quite some time to get over the disorientation caused by the jet lag and the 
change to the northern hemisphere. The next three days were spent training together with the rest of the 
Australian team. All crews performed well at times and we were very confident of doing well. 
 
The invitation race was sailed in a 5 knot southerly and was very nerve racking. We went to the right hand 
side of the course on the first work and ended up back in the 60s at the top mark. That was a long way back 
in an international fleet! Stephen McElwee sailed brilliantly to finish 3

rd
. 

 
Race 1 was sailed in a 2-5 knot SW breeze with the tide running down one side of the course at between 1-2 
knots. This meant that the only way to go on the works was left. We went up the middle on the first work and 
ended up in the 40s at the top mark. We sailed the left hand side of the course on the next work after that, 
but unfortunately the course was shortened to be only a triangle and a windward beat to the finish so we 
finished in 21

st
 place. Stephen McElwee backed up his result in the invitation race with a creditable 5

th
. 

 
Race 2 was delayed for 4 hours while we waited for wind. We spent this time attached to the coach boat to 
stop us drifting with the current. When the race was finally started it was sailed in a 0-3 knot SW with a 1-2 
knot tide. This meant that the left was the only place to go again. We sailed well in the dead light breeze 
and were in 4

th
 position up the last work. We stayed to the left side of the fleet in the tide, but the breeze 

came in from the right. The course was again shortened and we finished a disappointing 16
th
. 

 
On the third day we went out and sat on the water all day. This meant a full 8 hours on the water in 30 
degree heat with no wind. Later on in the afternoon a slight sea breeze came in and the race committee 
tried to start the race. Both Stephen McElwee and I were black flagged in this start which disqualified us 
from the race and any restarts of that race. Race three was abandoned to be sailed the next day but we 
could not sail in it. Luckily for us, the start boats had taken a video of the start and it was doubtful that I and 
2 other boats were over the line early. We were given redress and allowed to sail in the restart of Race 3.  
 
Race 3 was sailed in a 3-8 knot S breeze with the same outgoing current. We started well and went to the 
left and were in 3

rd
.place for most of the race. On the second work we took a favourable windshift into the 

tide and lost about 20 places. As usual the course consisted of a long work, with a shortened course on the 
sausage leg. We finished 18

th
 and were very disappointed; the second race scheduled for that day was 

postponed due to lack of wind. 
 
Race 4 was sailed on the proposed lay day. After drifting around for several hours again, a slight breeze 
came in that went from E to SW and varied in strength from 0-10 knots. It was an amazing race with the 
entire fleet in a blanket finish at the end, all within 200m of each other thanks to an unfavourable freakish 
180 degree wind shift. Again we had boats passing us all around and finished 38

th
. The second race 

scheduled for that day was postponed again with two races scheduled again for the last day. 
 
Race 5 was the only race with more than 10 knots and we were black flagged again! It was the first of the 
trapezoidal courses. All of the Australians sailed well in the fresher breeze and all of them finished in the top 
20. Stephen McElwee and Guy Jeffrey were the two outstanding Australians.  
 
Race 6 (another Trapezoidal course) started in a nice breeze but it died as the day progressed. We had a 
good first work and were about 10

th
 at the top mark for the first time. We worked our way into 4

th
 position 

only to find SURPRISE! the course was shortened yet again. We had ended the regatta well, finishing 4
th
 

Guy Jeffrey also sailed well finishing 5
th
. 

 
To go all that way to sail in light breezes with unbelievable amounts of tide (1-2

1
/2 knots) and not complete a 

full course was disappointing, but we finished the regatta well and showed how well we could sail at times. I 
think the major factor which let us down was the big fleet starting with black flags. I think if anyone is serious 
about winning the Worlds they need to get into a class that has more than 100 boats to gain the experience 
the larger fleet racing provides. Congratulations firstly to Stephen McElwee for a very consistent series 
finishing 5

th
 overall and secondly to Chris Dance who performed brilliantly to finish 7

th
. Thanks to all those 

people who supported and helped us get to the Worlds.  
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1995 Mirror Worlds 
by Chris Dance, reprinted from MCAV Reflections, August 1995 
 
I have just arrived back from the Worlds, and have not yet fully recovered from jet-lag, but I thought I would 
include a quick summary of the Worlds in this Reflections. 
 
As most of you would be aware, this year’s Worlds were not dominated by Australians. The UK and Irish 
Mirror sailors have finally surpassed us in Mirror sailing, but not for long. I expect the Australians will be 
back with a vengeance for the next Worlds! The Worlds were raced at Milford Haven, Wales. The series 
was very light, with most races sailed in about 5 to 7 knots. There were also some complex tidal conditions, 
which often favoured one side or the other. Both the Irish and the UK boats were noticeably faster in the 
light conditions. This was due to their superior rig development over the past two years and lighter crew 
weight. The Irish and UK boats were also much better at fleet racing. This is due to the fact that they 
regularly race in fleets of between 60 and 140 boats. They achieve these fleets by preferring to race in 
regional events rather than club events. To give an example, one of the top UK sailors had raced at his 
home club only twice in the last six months. I think this is something we can learn from. Another thing to 
note was that the top sailors were aged between 17 and 22. 
 
On the social side, attending the Worlds was fantastic. It was great meeting people from all over the world. 
Everyone had a common interest, which meant that meeting people was very easy. The Irish stood out from 
the crowd as being the 'rowdy mob'. Lucy Mathews (Victoria's well known female Mirror Champion) and I got 
along with the Irish very well, and we ended up in Ireland after the regatta, and had the best time. Lucy is 
working over in England, and managed to get a few weeks off to come over and watch the Worlds. All in all 
I was pleased with my result.  
 
All the hard work and training paid off. I also had the time of my life and I would recommend that you try for 
the next Worlds. 
 
Results  
1

st
 Clive Goodwin GBR 

2
nd

 Mel Collins IRL 
3

rd
 Graham Elmes IRL  

 
Australian Results  
5

th
 Steve McElwee TAS 

7
th
 Chris Dance VIC 

16
th
 Mark Barrington TAS  

17
th
 Daniel Keys ACT  

27
th
 Norm Deane TAS  

32
nd

 Rob Gourlay TAS  
34

th
 Guy Jeffery WA  

42
nd

 Neville Ellement WA  
44

th
 John O'Conner WA  

45
th
 Matthew Ramsden TAS  

50
th
 Peter Grose TAS  

52
nd

 Sean Gregory VIC  
63

rd
 David Moore TAS 

 
 Mirror Worlds groupies Cliff & Lesley Scott 

  
Pembrokeshire Yacht Club, Milford Haven, Wales (photos: Lesley Scott) 
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AUS team debriefing with Steve Walker 

  
Pembrokeshire Yacht Club 

  
Challenging racing at Milford Haven, Wales (photos: Lesley Scott) 
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1997 MIRROR WORLDS .w7  

Portsmouth Olympic Harbour, Kingston, Canada 
by Peter Russell, 1997 
 

The Australian Team 
Skipper Crew Boat State 
Stephen McElwee John Fletcher Cicada V Tasmania 
Mark Barrington Phillipa Barrington Kamikaze Tasmania 
David Moore Luke Baker Fast Forward Tasmania 
Mark Padgett Luke Padgett Xcel-Erate Tasmania 
Norm Deane Jenny Graney Triple A Tasmania 
John Cook Kathryn Cook Cookaburra III Queensland 
Peter Russell Kate Russell Harmony ACT 
James Nolan  Simon Morgan White Lightning Tasmania 
Clare Brown Claire Cerruty Rear View Tasmania 
 

The Races 
Pre-Worlds: Generally wind conditions were enjoyed by all competitors using the pre-worlds to size up the 
rest of the fleet.  Jerbil Owens (Ireland) won from Stephen McElwee (Australia) with David Gebhard (Great 
Britain) third. All Australians achieved good results in some races with David Moore 2

nd
, John Cook 9

th
 and 

Mark Padgett 10
th
 in Race 2 and Clare Brown winning through to the World Championship. 

 
Invitation Race: A two hour delay due to no wind was followed by an unbelievably short race.  Mark 
Barrington won the race to the top mark in 14 minutes.  We dropped places at the top mark in disbelief that 
the race was shortened but 12

th
 was a good start to the series. 

 
Race 1: After abandoning the first start in light winds the championships began with the new seabreeze.  
Irish crews dominated with Emma McDonald first.  Mark Barrington 22

nd
 finished top Australian closely 

followed by John Cook 24
th
.  In hindsight our 34

th
 was a great result though we were disappointed with our 

windward strategy. 
 
Race 2: The English crews took over with David Gebhard winning with Mark Barrington 18

th
 again top 

Australian in a disappointing day for the Australian team.  Our pin end start looked good but a twenty degree 
shift right after the start lifted all boats to windward leaving us at the back of the fleet. 
 
Race 3: Enjoyable Kingston conditions saw another win for David Gebhard with a much improved Stephen 
McElwee 6

th
 top Australian.  A safer start with clear air up the first beat gave a better result but we were 

again disappointed with our windward strategy and lost boats at the top mark in the current. 
 
Race 4: A win by Christopher Balding set the scene for future victory.  Australian Mark Padgett finished 
strongly in 6

th
 place after picking all the shifts up the last beat.  A poor start, poor boat speed in the light 

winds, poor windward strategy and a dramatic raft-up on the run saw us drift back from 48
th
 at the top mark 

to finish 67
th
. 

 
Race 5: After a delay of three hours on shore racing began in light northerly winds.  Ian Capener won with 
Stephen McElwee again top Australian in 8

th
.  A poor race for the Harmony crew. 

 
Race 6: Light winds continued with Ireland's Edmund Maloney breaking the English winning streak.  
Stephen McElwee in 14

th
 was closely followed by Mark Padgett 16

th
 as top Australians.  Not our day - a poor 

start and poor boatspeed followed by time with the International Jury at day's end to decide a buoy room 
incident - we won using the new ruling on doubt over breaking of an overlap (you need to talk around the 
course, reminding competitors of their obligations). 
 
Race 7: A great win to Stephen McElwee and our best result of 18

th
 after a clear start and good first beat 

maintaining clear air and taking advantage of the left shift.  After demanding tactical sailing mid-fleet from 
the beginning of the championship it was easy to concentrate on race strategy with most of the fleet behind 
after the top mark! 
 
Race 8: A great race in the strongest winds of the series - 15 to 18 kts saw pre-worlds winner Jerbil Qwens 
dominate with top Australians David Moore and Mark Barrington 4

th
 and 5

th
 respectively.  The lightweight 

crews still dominated with David Gebhard flying past us on the first reach with him falling out of the boat to 
prevent a capsize in the shifting wind failing to prevent his charge from around 50

th
 at the top mark to finish 

20
th
. 
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Race 9: Christopher Balding sealed his World Championship with his second win.  International racing can 
be tough - a good position evaporated with a twenty degree shift left and half the fleet passing us at the top 
mark.  Working shifts and taking advantage of the left shift lifted us to 42

nd
.  Mark Barrington was top 

Australian with a 5
th
. 

 
Race 10: Stephen McElwee scored his second win for the series.  We were caught with a wind shift to the 
right after the start, infringed by a port tacker and sailed our last race mid fleet. 
 

The Winners 
Great Britain and Ireland dominated the event with the exception of Australian champion Stephen McElwee 
with two heat wins placing seventh overall.  The differences in performance were clearly evident on the 
water with the English and Irish crews consistently sailing higher to windward and performing more 
consistently on the start line.  The combination of lightweight crews and big fleet racing experience were 
unbeatable in the light variable wind conditions that prevailed on Lake Ontario for the championships.   
 
It was great to see that the top boats were simply rigged - with side tank jib sheeting and simple sail trim 
systems.  Chris Baldings boat "Renaissance" was immaculate.  David Gebhards boat was put together in a 
hurry prior to the county championships and transport to Canada - the systems and finish - despite the 
mottled appearance were great.  The top crews used Trident sails which appeared fast together with the 
pronounced mast rake used by the English and Irish crews.  The jibs appeared flatter which may have 
assisted with windward height but didn't have the power of the Walker jibs in the sloppy water conditions.  
The mainsails appeared more circular than our flat drive aft tight leach Walker sails and combined a flatter 
entry with maximum draft mid-sail.  
 
Place Points Skipper Crew Country 

1
st
 29 Christopher Balding Nicola Harper Great Britain 

2
nd

 32 Ross Killian Darren McCann Ireland 

3
rd

 43 David Gebhard Joshua Gebhard Great Britain 

7
th
 68 Stephen McElwee John Fletcher Australia (1st Australian) 

37
th
 264 Norm Deane Jenny Graney Australia (1st Masters) 

 

Good Times 
All competitors enjoyed the companionship of Mirror sailors from around the world.  Social events on each 
night in the "Mirror Pub" were a great success with the character of each nation on show.  We were 
entertained by "The Spice Girls" from Great Britain, "Waltzing Matilda" and John Cook on Didgeridoo from 
Australia, a great folk band from Ireland - quiz's and other activities from all nations at the championships. 
 
The opening ceremony instilled a feeling that we were all involved in a special event.  With teams marching 
in uniform, national flags flying, Naval Cadet escorts, Brass Band playing with numerous dignitaries 
including ISAF President Paul Henderson and the "Sailors Oath" you could almost imagine representing 
your country in the Olympics in say 1976.  The closing ceremony was announced by the Kingston Town 
Crier and capped a great Mirror event - "the most competitive to date" according to Norm Deane. 
 
The "Seagulls" group 
greeted all competitors with 
dance and song each 
morning as they left the 
Marina - the sound of 
"Morning Peter" "Morning 
Kate" across the water was 
great. 
 
The Australian Team was 
accommodated in two 
locations with most staying 
in Victoria Hall at Queens 
University.  The Deanes, 
Graneys and Russells were 
looked after by Tom and 
Clare Campbell in the Chart 
House - a stones throw from 
the rigging area. 
 
AUS night at the Mirror Pub 
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Australian Results 
Pl Boat Skipper R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 R9 R10 Pts 

7 Cicada V McElwee 37 27 6 9 8 14 1 11 18 1 68 

16 Kamikaze Barrington 22 18 13 13 23 52 31 5 3 43 128 

21 Xcel-Erate Padgett 47 41 18 6 35 16 25 12 23 25 160 

25 White Lightning Nolan 27 25 15 16 24 24 38 32 54 37 200 

26 Fast Forward Moore 55 42 11 32 44 25 26 4 25 40 205 

37 Triple A Deane 52 28 17 40 22 55 62 38 21 46 264 

45 Rear View Brown 50 34 63 46 25 37 49 35 43 42 311 

52 Harmony Russell 34 58 36 67 68 68 18 43 45 50 351 

63 Kookaburra II Cook 24 53 71 61 81 67 70 23 73 57 426 

 

Canada 
Kingston was great!  A picturesque city at the entrance of the St Lawrence River to Lake Ontario.  The 
sense of history, the limestone buildings, the forts, the Rideau Canal, the Thousand Islands combined with 
friendly, helpful people and great weather to make Kingston the perfect place for a World Championship.   
 
The Australian Team had opportunities to experience parts of Canada either before or after the worlds with 
everyone enjoying the natural and built wonders of Canada and its friendly people.  Our stay included visits 
to Ottawa, Montreal, Quebec, Prince Edward Island, Halifax and Toronto giving us a quick insight into the 
Canadian heritage. 

The Lessons 
Mike Fletcher in his Advanced Racing Course (Australian Sailing, 1997) breaks down sailboat racing into 
five major subjects: 
1.0 Speed potential 
2.0 Sailing skills 
3.0 Crew work 
4.0 Physical fitness 
5.0 Racing 
 
In recent Australian Championships we had excellent boat speed in the generally windy conditions - but 
remained less competitive in moderate conditions.  With the expectation of say 5 - 10 knots for the Worlds 
we used a new mainsail (not adequately tested) with less depth in the top sections similar to the successful 
Trident sails of the last Worlds.  We needed more time for sail development with obviously less height than 
the winners. 
 
Our crew weight of 120kg is too heavy to be competitive at International level!  The advantage of straight 
line testing in Canada was obvious - our improvement in sailing skills before the Worlds was dramatic.  Our 
sailing skills were good - the hours of lonely practice on LBG with short windward/leeward courses (a two 
mark course can be easily set from a Mirror) translated into positions gained at most marks. Our physical 
fitness improved with gym work before the Worlds but we still generally performed better in the morning 
races - mental or physical tiredness? 
 
A competitive 100 boat fleet quickly sorts out the skilled racers in a few seconds before the start. You either 
have the skill to consistently position the boat correctly on the line and take off before the gun maintaining 
control over adjacent boats and enjoy success or you finish down the fleet.  Big fleet experience with 
multiple starts is critical to international success.  
 
It was interesting to read Stuart Walker's "Advanced Racing Tactics" on our return from Canada.  Walker 
talks about the need for confidence - "only a few (sailors) are able to free themselves sufficiently from 
preoccupation with the minutiae of tactical situations and boat speed problems to concentrate on the 
predominant elements of strategy."  We couldn't free ourselves to follow our race plans!  We should have 
regularly started in the middle of the line to take advantage of the oscillating wind and we should have 
ignored our lack of height and sailed the left side of the course to take advantage of the persistent left shift - 
sailing centre of left in clear air only worked in race 7.   
 

The Future 
Where do we go from here?  The Australians were world beaters in the 1980s and early 1990s but we are 
obviously now off the pace against the top English and Irish crews. 

 We need to keep attracting Australia's future champions to the Mirror class - where is the new Paul 
Eldrid or Tom King? 

 We need to continue the tradition of sharing knowledge started by the Tasmanians. 
 We need to develop programs to improve our racing skills. 
 We need to work at improving our boat speed with further sail and boat trim analysis. 
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Chart House 1848 home for the Russells, Deanes Portsmouth Olympic Harbour, home for 100 Mirrors 
and Graneys with hosts Tom and Clare Campbell 
 

  
Portsmouth Olympic Harbour, National and Provincial  Portsmouth Olympic Harbour, the Australian Team 
Flags - Canada, USA, Britain, Ireland, Sweden, Japan,  under the trees a stone's throw from the Chart House 
Australia and South Africa 
 

  
Portsmouth Olympic Harbour “morning Peter”,  Kate Russell on the Olympic Flame 
“morning Kate” at the 1976 Olympic venue 
 

  
Rules workshop for AUS at Victoria Hall AUS BBQ at the Chart House 
Queens University 
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AUS march to the Opening Ceremony under  Opening Ceremony President ISAF, President CORK, 
naval cadet escort - a bit like the Olympics President IMCA, Kingston Mayor, USA Consul, AUS  
 Ambassador, British High Commissioner, Chairman IMCA 
 

  
British High Commissioner Aubrey Goodenough passes Oaths of Good Sportsmanship 
the Mirror flag to Chairman IMCA Canada Paul Howard  
 

  
President ISAF Paul Henderson, all the ingredients for  Chairman CORK Ross Cameron - the official opening 
a great world championship, 100 boats, 8 countries,  with HMCS Ontario Band 
excellent venue 
 

  
Katie Cook and Kate Russell in AUS colours drifting to the 14 minute invitation race 
photographed by Phillipa Barrington 
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Kate and the Mounties Light variable winds everyday on Lake Ontario 
 

  
AUS night at the worlds Race 8 Dave Gebhard flying by after falling out  
 to prevent a capsize 
 

   
Stephen McElwee and John Fletcher  Mark and Phillipa Barrington  Norm Deane and Jenny Graney 
7

th
 overall including two heat wins  16

th
 overall 37

th
 overall, 1

st
 Master's Trophy 
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The winners GB, Ireland, GB Christopher Balding and Nicola Harper 1

st
 overall with a  

 new boat the prize, creditable top ten finish in all races 
 

 
Eight boats packed up for AUS 
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1999 MIRROR WORLDS .w8  

Saldanha Bay, South Africa 
Reprinted from Australian Sailing, June 1999 
 
Australians Mark Padgett and John Fletcher from Port Dalrymple SC, Tasmania, finished second in the 
Mirror World Championship at Saldanha Bay, South Africa. Irish crew Marty Maloney and Revlin Minhane 
won narrowly. Padgett/Fletcher were on the pace throughout the regatta. They finished the first day in 
second place and held this position for the rest of the regatta. 
 
Another Australian crew, Steve Kennedy/Simon Grannery from WA, was fourth, behind the British pair Toby 
Wincer/Richard Harding.  
 
Australians Norm Deane/Jenny Graney won the Master’s Trophy for the second time with Norm the oldest 
competitor in the regatta. 
 
The regatta drew 86 entries from a variety of nations including the UK, Sweden, Canada, Australia, Ireland 
and South Africa.  
 
The ages of competitors ranged from 10 to 73.  
 
Other Australian placings were: 9, Mark Barrington/Joshua Phillips; 12 Justin Mann/Sam Pierce; 15, Norm 
Deane/Jenny Graney; 27, David Meehan/Mathew Champtaloup; 28, Duncan McGlashan/Samantha Brown; 
57, Nicholas Murray/Tim Castles. 
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Images of South Africa by Lesley Scott 

  
Mark Padgett and John Fletcher second overall Norm Deane and Jenny Graney Masters Trophy 
 

1999 Mirror Worlds 
by Mark Barrington 
 
The Australian team was the first to arrive in Saldanha Bay at the naval base SAS Saldanha. The navy was 
to provide almost all the support services for the regatta, including accommodation and meals for everyone 
except the Irish team. During our week of training the weather was fine and hot with no wind in the morning 
and about 5 to 10 knots coming in about midday. That lasted until the second day of the Worlds when it 
came in hard every day until the end of the sailing, with around 20 knots on the start line increasing as we 
sailed upwind, sometimes to 30+ knots. As a result we were starting well powered up and progressively 
depowering, first with increasing vang and cunningham, then finally with eased vang to twist off the top of 
the main sail again near the top mark. The beginning of the reaches would be fast and furious, with the 
steep confused waves sending some boats out of control. The wing mark roundings were slower which was 
fortunate since, even with a reduced fleet of 73 boats, the boat to boat tactics were always fiercely fought. 
By the time we got to the bottom mark the wind seemed almost gentle, gentle enough for several boats to 
be scrapping for the inside position around the mark each time.  
 
The Aussie champs at that time, Mark Padgett and John Fletcher (Tas) were consistently starting and 
sailing well, and the last heat was a battle (unsuccessful) to try to win the regatta from the top Irish boat of 
Marty Moloney and Revelin Minihane.  
 
Steve Kennedy and Simon Grannery (WA) revelled in the heavy air to finish fourth. Joshua Phillips and I 
(Tas) finished 9

th
, with Justin Mann and Sam Pierce (WA) 12

th
 and Master’s champs Norm Deane and 

Jenny Graney (Tas) 15
th
. 

 
The heavy air took its toll on some sailors, noticeably Dave Gebbard (UK) who was expected to do better 
than the final placing of 17

th
. With ten races, usually with two back to back each day and with three races on 

the second day in strong winds, the regatta was exhausting.  
 
The social calendar had a few highlights. First was a trip on the back of a truck around the land surrounding 
the base, which the navy has converted to a wildlife reserve with zebra, springbok, ostrich and many other 
animals and birds. The trip was livened up immensely by everyone being seated on a wooden bench seat 
which wasn't attached to the truck, and slid around the tray on the curves. Second was the International 
night when every team was expected to put on a show. Our rendition of Waltzing Matilda was just that - 
Norm Deane featured as the swaggie. Third was the Host night which was presented with free wine, 
minstrals from Cape Town, and fabulous singing by a choir of naval recruits. The Irish of course bested us 
all with an evening to advertise the next Worlds in Ireland, presented with copious quantities of Irish 
whiskies and liqueurs.  
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2001 MIRROR WORLDS .w9  
Howth Yacht Club, Dublin, Ireland 
by Caroline Pitt, reprinted from WA Mirror Images, September 2001 
 
A closely fought World Championship at Howth Ireland saw the Irish sailors Peter Bayly and William 
Atkinson of Lough Derg Yacht Club Ireland become the new World Champions. Fremantle sailors Torvar 
Mirsky and Justin Jacob were second overall and became the World Junior Champions. The Irish 
dominated but there were some fine performances by the small Australian team.  
 
Twelve Australian boats were selected for the 2001 Mirror World Championships which were held at Howth 
Yacht Club in Dublin. A total of ninety three boats representing six nations contested the event over five 
days. The Australian team of twenty four sailors, coaches, Mark Padgett and Steve Walker, with hundreds 
of fathers, mothers, cousins, and assorted supporters arrived in force in Howth the week before the event. 
The Aussies had arrived! Not that we were at all noisy, we just blended into the crowd wearing the 
distinctive green and gold. 
 
We checked into our Irish B&Bs and then off to unpack the shipping container. We immediately discovered 
the lovely walk to the yacht club, about twenty minutes down an incredibly steep hill (great exercise on the 
way back). The sailors were very happy to be reunited with their Mirrors after not seeing them for three 
months. Yes, we were really here and the boats were okay. The Aussies took over the Howth Sea Angling 
Club where we had evening meals and drinks served by Michelle, Michael and Tony. A real home away 
from home, a great spot for team building and coach talks. Over the next six days we did a lot of training 
with our coaches Steve Walker and Mark Padgett (all day hiking sessions were common!). We began to get 
used to the four mile hike out to the race course and tried to understand the tides, which were sometimes 
gushing at 7 boat lengths a minute, which was very different to our tiny tides back home. We also had our 
boats measured over these days.  
 
The measurer was a jolly fellow who appeared to have learned to scream at an early age and been 
practicing ever since. However measurement was well run and relatively uneventful and the fibreglass boats 
had no problems. In fact they attracted a lot of positive attention with the measurer in deep discussion of 
their merits with Johnny. However the Tassie boats with their super fancy doublesided spinnaker chutes did 
have some problems. The measurer said sorry, they don’t measure. The sailors said sorry, we are taking it 
to the ISAF referee. The referee said sorry, take them off. After a few last minute modifications all the boats 
were cleared for the Pre-Worlds. 
 
Now Mirror sailing attracts a higher profile in Ireland than in Australia. All the notables turned up for the 
opening day. The Irish Prime Minister opened the event with a ceremony and march fit for an Olympics. 
Assisting him was the local Mayor equipped with gold chain and several ambassadors and other important 
looking people. (Maybe John Howard could do the same for Hobart or Kim Beasley our West Australian 
waiting in the wings). We then met the Beach Master (or beast master) who controlled the hardstand 
allocated for boats and the launching and retrieving of boats from the water. With a lot of yelling he 
managed to dominate the large number of sailors and make order out of the potential chaos. The club had 
little rigging area and limited launching facilities. We are really spoilt here with our lovely clubs in the West. 
 
The Pre-Worlds helped us to get the feel of huge fleets with over one hundred boats on the start line. Lots of 
black flags (the tide was up our sterns at this time) were used to control the “starting bandits” as Mark 
Padgett kindly phrased it. The Pre-Worlds were very enjoyable and while the Australians didn’t look to be 
coming first, David Meehan had a respectable 5

th
 in the first race of the two race regatta. 

 
And so we started the 2001 International Mirror World Championship. There were 93 boats on the start line, 
a bit of a change from ten or so at our club races. The first day of the Worlds was very shifty. Before the 
race the Australians decided to go right up the first beat. Unfortunately the breeze shifted left about 20 
degrees up the first beat only to shift back afterwards! However Torvar Mirsky from Fremantle showed that 
he is a very talented young sailor going from 80

th
 around the top mark to 18

th
 on the finish line. Torvar was 

fifth in the next race. At the end of day one it was Peter Bayly and William Atkinson of Ireland first, Nick 
Meadows and Sam Trott of Ireland second, Grieg-Gran and Telford of GBR third. Torvar and Justin were 
close behind. 
 
The second day was also in light fluky conditions. But the Australian results improved. Royal Perth skipper 
Mark O'Toole with crew John Collova won the trophy for the best performance of the day with only eight 
points from two fourth places. This brought them up to fifth overall. Torvar Mirsky won race four and came 
thirteenth in race three making him third in the regatta.  
 
The third day was another mixed day for the Australian team. Wind and tide conditions caused difficulties 
for all the sailors. Irish sailors Nick Meadow and Peter Bayley were first and second with Torvar Mirsky still 
holding onto third spot. 
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The fourth day was the start of better things for Tim Castles. After misbehaving the night before he 
managed a 33

rd
 (his best result so far) in the morning but as he freshened up he came in for a great 7

th
 in 

the afternoon race. The afternoon race was a tough one with numerous black flag starts and general recalls. 
With the tide pushing you over the line it gets interesting. Tessa Parkinson and Jennifer Cunningham in 
Crescendo, and Jonathon Clough and Luc Tasker in Licensed to Kill, suffered badly being black flagged and 
given 93

rd
. Mark and John had their worst day with a 25

th
 and 21

st
. 

 
The last day of the Worlds was grand for the Aussie team. Torvar Mirsky and Justin Jacob ended up coming 
2

nd
 when Nick Meadow retired with a broken tiller. Mark O’Toole and John Collova moved up the rankings, 

finishing 7
th
. Mark Barrington and Jessie Atherton were 11

th
, Tim Castles and Luke Parkinson 28

th
, Simon 

Cunningham and Steven Thomas 41
st
, David Meehan and Chris Jacob 44

th
, Andrew and James Sutherland 

47
th
, Andrew Joyce and Andrew Paynter 49

th
, Ben Green and Nick Pritchard 51

st
, Tessa Parkinson and 

Jennifer Cunningham 64
th
, Caroline Pitt and Jack O’Mahony 77

th
, Jonathon Clough and Luc Tasker 81

st
. 

 
And the Beach Master? He seemed relaxed on the last day in a dinner suit, bow tie and flower in the button 
hole. The sun shone for the closing ceremony and masses of lovely Irish crystal was handed out for 
treasured mementos. Howth ran a great regatta. All the Aussies had a wonderful time with top results. In the 
words of our president and echoed by everyone, well done, FANTASTIC! 
 

2001 Mirror Worlds 
by Selwyn Castles 
 
After the Tasmanians loaded 3 boats on a trailer, this being ferried to Melbourne, a fourth boat loaded into a 
20 foot container, onto Perth, the 20 foot unloaded and a 40 foot container loaded with 8 boats from WA, 
the trailer with the 4 Eastern States boats, plus 2 rubber duckies, its off to Ireland we go. 
 
Howth is a small fishing village some 12km north of Dublin and a prettier spot you will not find. The 
Australian team arrived a week before the regatta along with the 2 coaches, Steve Walker of Walker Sails 
and Mark Padgett, both of Tasmania. Training began immediately trying to get used to the fickle winds and 
the enormous tides of 6 metres. The preworld regatta was held on 4

th
 August consisting of 2 races back to 

back but did not give a true indication of the results of the Championship regatta to follow. The Worlds 
started on 5

th
 August and sailed consecutively over 5 days with a total of 10 races completed. The 

conditions were variable with most days between 5 to 8 knots of wind with extreme tide conditions running 
up to 4 knots. The wind was from all directions with no true pattern setting in. Some days there was in fact a 
360 degree shift making race control difficult. 
 
The fleet consisted of 92 boats from Ireland, Great Britain, Sweden, South Africa, Netherlands and the 
Aussies. Although the sailing was difficult the Australian sailors did particularly well in conditions not all had 
previously experienced. Special mention must be made of Torvar Mirsky and his crew Justin Jacob to finish 
2

nd 
overall and Junior Champion and Mark O'Toole and crew John Collova finishing 7

th
. 

 
Special thanks to our sponsors, which include Portman Mining. AYF, P&O Shipping and Schenker who 
helped defray some of the huge expense of sending a large contingent halfway around the world. Also 
thanks to the Howth Yacht Club for a well-run event and to the Howth Angling Club for their hospitality 
shown to the Australians. 
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2003 MIRROR WORLDS .w10  
Sponsor: NORTAS, Royal Yacht Club of Tasmania, Hobart 
by Jenny Graney, 2003 
 
The Royal Yacht Club of Tasmania hosted the National Championship commencing with measurement on 
the 1

st
 January, with a long line of eager crews patiently working their way through separate stations for 

hulls, sails, foils and spars. It was a long day for both the measurement team and for the crews, but virtually 
all boats for both the Nationals and the subsequent World Championships had been measured by the end of 
the day with only a few stragglers to face the relieved measurers on the second day.  
 
The Invitation race included entrants from both the Nationals as well as most of the overseas boats that had 
entered for the Pre Worlds Regatta which was conducted concurrently with Heats 5-8 of the Nationals. 
Some of the Great Britain Team entered the Nationals and top spot was taken by the British crew of Stuart 
Bithell and Holly Scott sailing AV-IT ahead of the RYCT's David Moore and Mathew Wilson in Stealth and 
Victorian Glenn and Lloyd Collings in No Chance. Defending National Champion Mark Barrington snapped 
an Achilles tendon after the first two heats and his son Laurence took over the helm to complete the 
National series and the subsequent Worlds as Mark looked on from a spectator boat with his leg in plaster.  
 
At this stage the Great Britain team was looking a threat but the excellent performance of the local 
Tasmanians led many to believe that local knowledge of the Derwent River was to play a major part in the 
World Championship which attracted boats from 8 nations. The Irish team had been training hard and by not 
finishing all races of the Pre-Worlds Regatta had not shown their hand. The World Championship was 
decided over a 10 race (2 discards) series with 2 races per day over five consecutive days. The stamina of 
many of the more mature crews began to wane towards the end of the series following only a 2-day break 
between the Nationals and the Worlds.  
 
David Moore and Glenn Collings both carried their good form 
from the Nationals into the Worlds; however the Irish sailors, 
who had won the World title on the previous two occasions 
showed from the start they would be a big threat. David and 
Glenn both suffered from OCS problems and this demonstrates 
the pressure of the big fleet starts. On one day alone there were 
19 boats OCS between the two heats.  
 
Again there was heavier than normal conditions, with up to 35 
knots recorded during Race 7 which made Race 5 of the 
Nationals seem like a picnic race. The race was shortened but 
the high number of finishers is a testament to the boat handling 
skills of the sailors, many of whom were junior or sub junior 
(under 16 years). Several crews decided the reach back to the 
shore between races was a good time to test their spinnaker 
skills and enjoyed a thrilling ride back. 
 
With such a large fleet, there was always lots of shouting up the windward legs and at mark roundings, there 
were numerous overnight boat repairs undertaken in the Sharpie shed by the measurers (who were 
acknowledged for volunteering to repair the numerous hulks they were faced with but stated they only did it 
because they had the biggest tool kit!). The organisers of the next World Championships in Sweden are 
planning to incorporate a boat repair facility to continue the "tradition" started in Hobart.  
 
The World Championship went down to the last race with the Irish pair of Chris Clayton and Craig Martin in 
Gee-Czar winning by one point from countrymen Andrew Woodward and James Bendon in Poseidon with 
Victorians Glenn and Lloyd Collings in No Chance beating another Irish boat into third place. 
 
Tasmanians George Fish and Jamee Saunders in Foxy Lady III took out the Master’s World title. The top 
two boats in the Women's Title were Great Britain crews with Great Britain crews also taking out the top 
three positions in the Sub-Junior World title. The Great Britains have a generous funding scheme for Mirror 
sailors up to the age of 16, at which point they are encouraged into boats heading them towards the Olympic 
two handed classes. This draining of talented sailors saw the Irish team taking both first 

 

and second places 
 

in the Youth Title with a Great Britain crew third.  
 
There was fierce competition on the water but the atmosphere on land was very friendly with many 
friendships made and renewed from previous campaigns.  
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2003 Mirror Worlds 
by Morgan Vaudrey, IMCAT, News - Worlds, Hobart 2003 

11 January 2003, World class conditions for World Championship heats 

There was an increased fleet on the Derwent River today, as sailors enjoyed the perfect weather for the start 
of the International Mirror World Championship. British boat Av-It (Bithell and Scott), and Australian boats 
Stealth (Moore and Wilson) and No Chance (Collings and Collings) are all hot tips for the World title after 
performing well in the Australian Championship. Sailing conditions were nothing short of fantastic for Heats 
1 & 2 of the Worlds today. Balmy temperatures in the mid twenties, clear skies and a steady sea breeze 
(Av. 12 knots) created just as good a day for the Mirror sailors as it did for the one-day cricket match 
between England and Australia in Hobart, which Australia won. 

Continuing great form in the Australian Championship, Stealth took first place in Heat 1, and followed with a 
tenth place in Heat 2. Second place winners in the 2002 European Championship, British Mirror Crianza 
(helmed by Jonathon McGovern and crewed by Nicola Brook) took second place. Irish boat Tantilizer 
(Bobby Collins and Fintan Hughes) sailed consistently today, grabbing third place in both heats. Victorians 
Glenn and Lloyd Collings in No Chance, placed seventh in Heat 1, but improved in Heat 2, taking first. 
Rumours flew about the luck of the Irish in Heat 2 after Poseidon (Andrew Woodward and James Bendon) 
took second and Tantilizer placed third. Bithell and Scott’s Av-It placed sixth and seventh in Heats 1 & 2 
respectively. 

The fantastic conditions are expected to continue tomorrow as sailors become more involved in the World 
Championship.  

12 January 2003, Ireland makes its presence felt in the Mirror Championship 

Mirror sailors must be really bored of the perfect weather and even winds on the Derwent River! The 
Derwent River again turned on the perfect weather, with warm temperatures and sunny skies. The second 
day of the World Championship was sailed in North Easterly winds with average speeds between eight and 
ten knots. The fleet had trouble getting away cleanly in both of today’s heats, with a general recall before 
each race finally got underway. The Irish have come to Hobart with gusto. As well as performing well in the 
International Mirror World Championship, Irish Dragon Crimaera is also sailing well in the Australian Dragon 
Championship, which is the lead up to the World Dragon Championship.  

The Irish were dominant in the Worlds today. Gee-Czar (Christopher Clayton and Craig Martin) placed first 
in Heat 3, and were still showing off great form in Heat 4 by placing second. Australian Mirror Stealth (David 
Moore and Matthew Wilson) placed second in Heat 3, but was disqualified after not returning to the line after 
being over at the start in Heat 4. Craig and Mitchell Bond’s Passing Wind! took third in Heats 3 and 4. 

The Irish dominance continued in Heat 4, with Tantilizer (Bobby Collins and Fintan Hughes) taking first, 
continuing yesterday’s great performances. In Heat 4, second went to Gee-Czar and third to Passing Wind! 
as mentioned above. 

Tomorrow may be a challenging day for the Mirrors, as the forecast temperature is above 30
o
C with a strong 

chance of a sea breeze.  

13 January 2003, A Stealthy success on the Derwent 

It was another hot one for Heats 5 and 6 of the International Mirror World Championship. A freshening north 
easterly breeze kept the threat of a possibly dangerous sea breeze at bay. Sailors instead had to contend 
with 15 knot winds that at times gusted up to 22 knots and swell.  

Tasmania’s David Moore and Matthew Wilson in Stealth were brilliant today, taking first place in both heats. 
These results should have helped with the disappointment of being disqualified in Heat 4 and have 
confirmed Stealth’s position as favourite for the World Championship. Another Australian hopeful for the 
World Championship, Glenn and Lloyd Collings (VIC) in No Chance took second place. Brits Steve and 
Juliet Long in Déjà Vu took third place in Heat 5 and fourth in Heat 6, rounding out a strong performance for 
the day. 

The wind shifted north easterly for the next heat, and dropped off slightly, however the conditions were still 
challenging. Stealth took first place ahead of British favourites Av-It (Bithell and Scott). Av-It improved on a 
fourteenth place in Heat 5. Crianza (GBR), sailed by Jonathon McGovern and Nicola Brook, placed third. 

Slightly cooler temperatures will greet sailors tomorrow as they continue the World Championship.  

14 January 2003, Nearly the end but still testing for sailors 

It was a dramatic day of sailing for the second last day of the World Championship. The first race of the day 
started in a consistent eight to ten knot wind. As a cold front passed through Tasmania, the wind picked up 
to 25 knots, at times gusting up to 32 knots. The Beaufort Scale describes this as a “moderate gale”!  Due to 
the dangerous conditions Heat 7 was shortened and the Mirrors were returned to shore to assess injury and 
boat damage. The Mirrors went back on the river once conditions eased. 
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Ireland and Great Britain dominated the top ten positions in Heat 7, with Australian boats only taking two 
positions. Andrew Woodward and James Bendon (IRL) in Poseidon placed first. British boats Crianza 
(Jonathon McGovern and Nicola Brook) and Av-It (Stuart Bithell and Holly Scott) continued to perform well, 
placing second and third respectively. 

The wind dropped later in the afternoon, allowing Heat 8 to run its full course. The Irish and British boats 
were in the top ten again in the second race of the day, but first place this time went to Australian Mirror No 
Chance, sailed by Glenn and Lloyd Collings. Irish boats Gee-Czar (Christopher Clayton and Craig Martin) 
placed second. Poseidon placed third. Australian boats that featured in the top ten in both heats were 
Stealth (David Moore and Matthew Wilson) and No Chance. 

With only one day left in the International Mirror World Championship, Gee-Czar (IRL) is currently leading, 
Tantilizer (IRL) is second and Stealth (AUS) is placed third (up to Heat 8 with one drop).  

15 January 2003, International Mirror World Championship ends 

The Irish Mirrors dominated the final day of the International Mirror World Championship, as they have done 
for the entire event. The Mirrors enjoyed a pleasant sail on the Derwent for their final day today. A sea 
breeze came in during the afternoon, strengthening up to 15 knots, but dropping back to ten knots later on. 

Irish Mirrors took the top three positions in Heat 9. Andrew Woodward and James Bendon in Poseidon 
placed first. Christopher Clayton and Craig Martin in Gee-Czar took out second place ahead of Bobby 
Collins and Fintan Hughes’s Tantilizer. Glenn and Lloyd Collings in No Chance (VIC) were the best-placed 
Australians in Heat 9 in fourth spot.  

The Irish were also strong in Heat 10. Poseidon placed first again, and Gee-Czar and Tantilizer placed third 
and fourth respectively. No Chance placed second following the dismissal of the protest by Britain’s Av-It. 
The Irish Mirrors fought for the championship title until the very last race. The International Mirror World 
Champion for 2003 is Gee-Czar, helmed by Christopher Clayton and crewed by Craig Martin. The nearest 
rival Poseidon (Andrew Woodward and James Bendon) was just one point behind.  

Congratulations to Christopher and Craig and to all 
the Irish team for a strong performance in the World 
Championship. Victoria’s No Chance, helmed by 
father and son team Glenn and Lloyd Collings, was 
third. Stealth (David Moore and Matthew Wilson) 
was the highest placed Tasmanian boat in the 
World Championship.  

It was great to see that although Tasmanian Mark 
Barrington was unable to sail due to his Achilles 
tendon injury, his son Laurence is also a skilled 
sailor, helming Kamikaze II (crewed with Jessie 
Atherton) to seventh place in Heat 9 and a fifth in 
Heat 10. Kamikaze II placed thirteenth overall. 

 

 
Irish Team celebrates victory in Hobart 2003 Mirror World Champions 
 Gee-Czar, Craig Martin and Chris Clayton (IRL) 
 (photo: James O'Reilly) 
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AUS Team AUS Team march 

   
Opening ceremony Blessing of the waters 

   
Peter Russell beachmaster etc Rigging lines 

   
Harmony tagged for action Harmony with the world 
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Measurers/repairers Peter Russell and Martin Grosse Winners Chris Clayton and Craig Martin, IRL 

   
AUS coaches Mick Ralph and Steve Walker AUSSIE mates Lachlan, Sarah, Tim, Kate and Ellen 

   
Mark ‘Achilles’ Barrington Sweden in 2005 Harmony on the plane 
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2005 MIRROR WORLDS .w11  
Storsjöns Segelsällskap, Ostersund, Sweden 
reprinted from WA Mirror Images, September 2005 
 

 
Nick Davis and John Collova WA, Representatives 
 
Two Australian Mirrors contested this year’s World Championship in Sweden. Jason Rope and Ethan Atkins 
from NSW and Nick Davis and John Collova from Perth. Nick and John sailing Vigilante VII came in a very 
creditable 9

th
 and Jason and Ethan 35

th
 out of a strong fleet of 101 Mirrors. Nick and John report that they 

had a good time in Sweden and were happy with their top ten position in the intense competition. 
 
The Irish once again won the World championship. It was Gee-Czar the boat that won the title in Hobart in 
2003 but this time with a new crew of Ross Kearney and Adam McCullough of the Royal North of Ireland 
Yacht Club. In second place was Balls of Fire sailed by Simon McGrotty and Melissa Daly of the Skerries 
Sailing Club. In third place was Whatever sailed by John and Jamie Clementson of Great Britain. 
 
The top ten was dominated by Ireland and Great Britain. The Irish took four places and the Brits five. Most 
of the sailors were under nineteens and under sixteens. Which indicates that these two countries will be 
strong in Mirrors for some years to come.  
 
Nick and John travelled separately to Stockholm where they joined up for the 500 km trip north to 
Ostersund. Ostersund is the only large town in northern Sweden and is situated about 200 kilometres inland 
midway between the Baltic and the Atlantic Oceans. At some 63

0
 10’ north Ostersund’s climate is classified 

as sub arctic. But the local website optimistically claims that due to the gulf-stream the climate is pleasant 
both summer and winter. Nick and John arrived to northern summer weather of rain and cold. 
 
Ostersund is a very old town being created by King Gustav III in 1786. It is situated on the beautiful Lake 
Storsjons which covers some 452 square kilometres. The lake is complete with its own Lock Ness type 
monster which is protected by law. The town itself normally has a population of around 45,000 people but 
when Nick and John arrived early for the Worlds it had some 50,000 extras who were there for a concert. 
 
The host club was Storsjöns Segelsällskap. Storsjöns Segelsällskap was founded in 1948 and now there is 
great interest in sailing. The yachting harbour is now expanding. Storsjöns Segelsällskap organizes 
activities, including yachting and dinghy sailing, as well as a sailing school for children and adults. Several 
Mirror Nationals have been held in Östersund and in 1996 hosted the Mirror European Championship.  
 
The Club was a small portable office type building with a floating raft for their Mirrors. For the regatta the 
club had commandeered a car park and erected a marquee. The launching ramp was actually for cars to 
use in winter when they drive directly across the frozen lake as a short cut to an island in its centre. There 
was a harbour area with some large boats up to about 45 foot. In winter all the boats are removed from the 
lake. 
 
Nick and John trained with the English team who were very helpful. They found the conditions with a big 
fleet on an inland lake extremely difficult. The major problem was getting clear off the start line without 
breaking. They tried very hard to be right on the start managing one black flag in the Pre-Worlds. Early in 
the regatta the start lines were quite short but later they were extended. Learning to accelerate off a start 
line in light winds and to hold position on the line for up to three minutes was an interesting learning 
experience. 
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It was generally a half hour sail to get to the start line. The top mark was usually positioned near the yacht 
club. Aiming for clear air was of great importance. Sometimes it was not possible to pick the shifts as 
greater advantage could be gained with clear air. 
 
Nick and John did quite well in the conditions. They came in ninth place overall which is excellent in a World 
Championship. Their best places were a sixth and seventh. Generally when Nick and John looked like 
obtaining a good result they hit problems. 
 
Day one of the regatta was really painful. About two minutes before the start the wind dropped out and when 
most of the fleet had failed to start, the race was restarted later, only to drop out before the finish resulting in 
another cancellation. 
 
In race 4 or 5 Nick and John picked up a lot of places as they sailed well in the light airs. They were tenth 
first time at the top mark, then fifth the second time and on the downwind got into third spot then moved up 
to second. However very close to the finish the race was abandoned due to time. 
 
Day two and it was late in the day before racing began as again there was little wind. However they 
managed three races by sailing until 7.00 pm as at these northern latitudes it is light until about 10.00 at 
night. Nick and John managed a 9

th
, 22

nd
 and 7

th
. 

 
Day five and it was sailing in the cold and rain. Fifteen knots and gusting. In race nine they were coming 
third as they rounded the top mark only to have the race abandoned as the mark had drifted. On the resail 
they performed well gaining a sixth. Race 10 and they had a twelfth place securing ninth place overall. 
 
Nick reports that they tried lots of different foods. Lars Grangart the Mirror class Swedish President invited 
them to his home for dinner with some traditional Swedish foods. John liked all the pickled fish and similar 
dishes but Nick wasn’t so sure. They ate moose and deer, like Australia it is legal to eat your national 
emblem. 
 
The crews had some time for sight seeing. They visited Mt Ore a nearby ski resort where there was still 
snow on the ground although it was mid summer. After the regatta Nick visited family in Wales and John is 
enjoying the Mediterranean summer staying with his sister in Sicily. 
 

  
 

Images from the International Mirror Class World Championship at Ostersund, Sweden 
(photos: International Mirror Class Association of Sweden) 
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2007 MIRROR WORLDS .w12  
Algoa Bay Yacht Club, Port Elizabeth, South Africa 
reprinted from WA Mirror Images, March 2007 
 

 

After closing the doors on the container at Royal Freshwater Bay Yacht Club we were all a little concerned 
at how well our boats would travel to Africa. Our first fright came early when Geoff Wilson who works for our 
sponsor Mediterranean Shipping Company found out that there was a planned coastal shipping strike and 
this would result in our boats arriving late for the Worlds. Geoff and his South African colleagues did a quick 
change and had the container trans-shipped at Durban and trucked to the Algoa Bay Yacht Club. It had 
arrived on time. 

Unknown to us our hosts the Algoa Bay Yacht Club were having their own problems. The clubhouse burnt 
down with only a few months to go. A big decision, could they rebuild or should they move the event? To the 
credit of the South Africans they pitched in together, obtained the necessary permits and rebuilt the club. 
What a fantastic effort! In Western Australia you wouldn’t even get the government permits in that time. 

We arrived a few days early and checked into Pine Lodge where most of the competitors were staying. Pine 
Lodge had a series of self catering cabins and caravan and camp sites on the Bay about seven kilometres 
from the yacht club. We checked in, discovered the pool, gym, and restaurant and started to relax back a 
little. That afternoon we visited the yacht club, which was within the security fence of the large Port 
Elizabeth working harbour. The security man asked us to fill in the after hours book with our permit number. 
Permit number? There was a square on the page so we had to fill it in. A quick glance at the other numbers 
and we invented a suitable number and we were in. (Could we get back out? Worry about that on the way 
out). Much to our pleasure we found that Geoff and crew had done the hard work and unpacked the 
container. Our equipment was delivered on time and in great shape. We introduced ourselves to the friendly 
night watchman Michael who told us about his family and we then went off for an evening meal. No 
problems going out through security, a quick look in the car boot and glove box and we were on our way. 

Some practice on the water and then it was registration and measurement. Registration was fine, Glynis 
Behr and her team had everything under control. However measurement was a little more stressful. 
Measurement at Nationals and Worlds is usually full of small frustrations that can see nerves and tempers 
fray. Frequently boats in all classes get knocked back at measurement. You may recall some of the battles 
with high profile events such as the America’s Cup. With Mirrors it is usually an oversight by the skipper and 
occasionally an error by a volunteer measurer.  

We all know that centreboard protrusion is a mandatory check. So please before you leave home make sure 
it is less than the allowable maximum. Several Australian boats had centreboards that were too long and got 
knocked back. No real problem, glue a spacer to them and remeasure. (However it would have been easier 
to fix this before leaving home). However there was a real jolt for the sailors with one piece masts. South 
African sailor Trevor Gibb, an old friend from past Worlds, came up and discussed the nuisance of having 
to move the mast step. We didn’t say anything, just nodded our heads and wondered what he was talking 
about. Leon presented Vigilante IV for measurement and was told his mast step was illegal for a one piece 
mast. Then Nick and John and Liam and Sam discovered that they also had a real problem. 
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The mast step on a fibreglass boat is an integral part of the deck moulding and cannot be moved unlike the 
separate piece of ply used on a wooden boat. No Australian sail maker, boat builder or association official 
had realized that the mast change also involved a change to the hull. Leon and Louise were quite 
devastated, others plain angry. We called on the ever helpful South Africans who organized a car for us to 
go to a large store similar to Bunnings to try and buy some materials to make the changes. 

That evening Little John ground the mast step off Vigilante 9 and replaced it with one cut out of HDPE. The 
HDPE immediately broke and it appeared that none of the wood we had was suitable for the job. Johnnie 
found a scrap of marine ply in the boat repairer’s shed and fabricated a suitable step which he bolted in 
place. Geoff did the same on Liam’s boat. Leon and team meantime had headed back to the lodge not sure 
if they would be sailing or not. Next morning Little John and Liam had their boats remeasured and passed. 
They then got stuck in and fixed Leon’s mast step. Leon however still had more work. His boat was missing 
its corrector weights as required on his measurement certificate and like several other boats had a problem 
with centreboard projection. 

Several trips to the boat chandlers and we had some weights for Vigilante IV and Leading Edge IV. Vigilante 
IV just needed some lead as it was above minimum weight but had to show two weights as per the 
certificate. Leading Edge IV measured at 100 grams underweight although in Australia it weighs above 
minimum weight. Instead of putting 100gm on Leading Edge IV we added only 50gms and had it reweighed. 
Yes it was OK 100 gms above minimum weight! The measurement team had a flat pan scale. As you 
weight watchers know you can get a different reading when you stand near an edge of your bathroom scale. 
This happens when the measurement team uses the incorrect scale for the job. If faced with argument over 
your boat’s weight at an event like this just keep calm and eventually you will pass. 

The volunteers on the measurement team were helpful and eventually we all were ready to sail. A Braai at 
Pine Lodge and we were ready to race. Saturday January 6th 2007 and the first chance at competitive 
sailing. A steady 16 knot southwesterly breeze and a light chop made conditions that suited the West 
Australians. However a lack of big fleet experience saw modest results except for Nick Davis and John 
Collova in Vigilante 9. They quickly hit the front and had an easy win a long way ahead of the fleet. 

Race two and most West Australians improved their positions. A brilliant sail by South Africans Ricky 
Robinson and ten year old brother Ryan saw them into first place ahead of the English ladies Anna 
Mackenzie and Holly Scott, John and Nick held back a little and scored a seventh. 

That evening the South Africans entertained us in fine style. African dancers who were quite fantastic. 
Leaps and bounds falling to the floor it was a wild but well choreographed display. 

Day two and a number of boats did not go out. It was a stronger wind that Port Elizabeth is famous for. Race 
three was in a steady 18 knot westerly wind and a choppy sea for great sailing. Regatta leaders, Anna 
Mackenzie and Holly Scott (England, GBR 70457) revelled in the conditions and got their first win for the 
series. They were followed by Nick Davis and John Collova in second. Fellow Aussies David and James Pitt 
in seventh place, their first time in the top ten. 

Race four and Nick & John returned to shore after using the start for practice. An average wind speed of 17 
knots made for really great and exciting sailing. Once again Anna Mackenzie and Holly Scott (England, 
GBR 70457) sailed faultlessly to their second first place of the day, followed by Ross Kearney and Adam 
McCullough (Ireland). West Aussies Stephen Locke and Lois Pickering were right up there coming in third 
followed closely by Leon Poutsma and Jack Walker. David and James Pitt managed another top ten place. 
A good day for the Aussies. 

A hot shower, a cup of soup and an evening of Karaoke. 

Day three and light winds. No good for West Aussies. 8 knots and a small chop. Several general recalls 
followed by a black flag which saw English ladies Anna and Holly disqualified. Ricky and Ryan Robinson 
from Team South Africa sailed into their second first place of the series. Nick and John took a ninth. Other 
Aussies were well back, Liam and Sam were black flagged, not great for WA. 

Race number 6 and 12 knots. Anna Mackenzie and Holly Scott from Team GBR sailed to their third first 
place of the series. Nick and John made tenth. The last Pre-Worlds race was 14 knots. Once again Rick and 
Ryan Robinson from Team South Africa came in first. The first four finishers all finished within seconds of 
each other. Tight racing on a well set out course. 

Stephen and Lois sailed well in the Pre-Worlds taking tenth overall. Anna Mackenzie and Holly Scott were 
easy winners. Second were Ross Kearney and Adam McCullough (Ireland) and third: Paul Amerlynck and 
Melissa Daly (Ireland).  

After the racing we marched through the streets of Port Elizabeth. The police stopped the traffic and the 
colourful noisy march with South Africans singing, Aussies oy oying, and the Irish blowing trumpets, 
proceeded to the Mayor's Parlour where there were presentations, good food, lots of drinks and a good time. 
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The South Africans made us feel very welcome. The Worlds opening ceremony was a great affair. Prayers, 
flag raising and then mixing of the waters brought from England, Sweden, Ireland, Australia, South Africa 
and a special bottle from Hong Kong. The beating of drum heralded African Dancers. They were really quite 
fantastic. The dancers were all much fitter than our sailors and put on an amazing display. 

Plenty of smoke and an African Braai, a few drinks and we were ready for the start of the Worlds.  

World’s race one. Launching started at 9:00 a.m. to the strains of Dr Alistair Mackenzie's bagpipes or 
possibly a drowning cat. After launching, the Mirrors were corralled in the harbour waiting for shipping. Port 
Elizabeth is a busy port. Several of our boats suffered badly from this as the race officer did not leave 
sufficient time for the boats to sail to the course and settle on the start line. Leading Edge IV and Vigilante IV 
both started quite late. In a westerly of 11 knots. Nick and John in Vigilante 9 had an easy win followed by 
two British boats Anna MacKenzie and Holly Scott 2

nd
 and Craig Bond and Michael Conlon 3

rd
  

Race two and a bit more wind. Craig Bond and Michael Conlon again sailed well making a first, with the 
South Africans starting to show what they can do. Sieraj Jacobs and Ashwin Daniels (SA) banged the 
corners of the triangle and took second. The Africans have some real talent. Race three a simple Windward 
Leeward and Sieraj Jacobs and Ashwin Daniels pulled off a first. Nick and John sailed well but then John fell 
out of the boat and lost the centerboard costing crucial time. A disappointing 14

th
 place. David and James 

Pitt finished the day on a brighter note in 7
th
 place. 

Generally day one was disappointing for the Aussies. 

Race preparedness is very important. There was no doubt that the Aussies would have benefitted from 
more practice before leaving home. However we did do some things right. Our sailors do a good job of 
wearing sunscreen and hats. The Europeans do not. At the end of day one all our sailors were fit to sail but 
not so several of our European friends who were so badly sunburnt that they were blistered and in real pain. 

The second day and lightish conditions of 11 knots from the South West with a light chop. Two general 
recalls followed by a Z flag and racing began. Leon and Jack started the day well with an 8

th
 place 

immediately behind John and Nick. Kirsty and Alex scored an OCS. 

In race 6 Nick and John were looking good when disaster struck. On the downwind leg the judges yellow 
flagged Nick Davis and John Collova alleging they were pumping. Nick feels it was an error as the judges 
were looking at movement in the mast which Nick put down to their very flexible one piece mast as opposed 
to the extremely stiff masts used by the Europeans. Their 720 penalty put them back to second place. Then 
they picked up two plastic bags, cleared the one on their centreboard only to discover another on their 
rudder. A sad end to their hopes of a first place. 

A day off to relax, repair boats and go sight seeing. 

Day three was better for Nick and John and they had two firsts and a sixth. They were coming home strong. 
The other Aussies had a hard time of it. 

Days four and five resulted in a third and second and a first for Nick and John. With stronger wind for race 
11 and 12 David and James managed an eighth and a fifth. The last race was a tough one for Dale Miller 
and Malindi Haggett. Dale decided to knock himself out and still has some whiplash injury to his neck. 

The final result saw Anna Mackenzie and Holly Scott of Great Britain become the first women to ever win a 
Mirror Worlds. They had sailed a brilliant event taking four firsts and two seconds. Their big fleet experience 
and the UK development squad coaching paid off with a near faultless regatta. 

The South African Worlds were great fun on and off the water. The entertainment was great with an English 
Pub night, pirate night and the International Evening. We Aussies made lots of noise but need to improve 
our singing at future Worlds. We found South Africa to be friendly, outgoing and a great place to visit. The 
boys discovered fire crackers, others discovered the pool late at night and had the riot act read to them. 

The South African scenery and animals were fantastic - lions, elephants and even sea otters at the yacht 
club. We climbed Table Mountain, visited wineries, went down the Kango Caves and visited many Game 
Parks. There were no safety or crime issues. Port Elizabeth is a great place to visit. Yes, the locals are 
friendly. 
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2007 MIRROR WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP RESULTS 
Pos Boat 

Name 
Sail 
No 

Helm Crew R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 R9 R10 R11 R12 Nett 

1 Simply 
Gorgeous 

GBR 
70457 

Anna 
Mackenzie 

Holly Scott 2 16 6 1 1 1 6 5 2 1 3 (80 
OCS) 

44 

2 Vigilante 9 AUS 
70459 

Nick Davis John Collova 1 7 14 7 (18) 5 1 6 1 3 1 2 48 

3   RSA 
69975 

Sieraj Jacobs Ashwin 
Daniels 

24 2 1 (43) 5 6 3 1 8 5 4 1 60 

4 Mesmeris
er 

GBR 
70455 

Juliet Long Richard Long 10 6 2 9 19 11 5 3 3 (20) 2 4 74 

5 Whatever! GBR 
70222 

John 
Clementson 

Jamie 
Clementson 

11 (22) 4 5 3 2 10 2 9 8 13 9 76 

6 Still 
Thinking 

IRL 
70225 

Doire Shiels Graham Daly 9 9 (16) 15 2 4 16 4 6 2 16 6 89 

7 Mirrajuana RSA 
70410 

Ricky 
Robinson 

Ryan 
Robinson 

(33) 5 13 11 8 25 2 14 5 4 5 13 105 

8 P&B 
Musto 

IRL 
70347 

Ross 
Kearney 

Adam 
McCullough 

15 14 23 (25) 6 8 7 9 4 18 9 3 116 

9 Molly GBR 
70281 

Craig Bond Michael 
Conlon 

3 1 (45) 33 4 9 8 12 35 10 7 14 136 

10 Out of 
Control 

GBR 
70373 

Rebecca 
Kalderon 

Hannah 
Mitchell 

19 (26) 9 8 12 15 13 7 12 9 14 18 136 

11 Simply 
Red 

GBR 
70361 

Edward 
Fitzgerald 

Chantal 
Crane 

27 21 3 13 10 13 12 10 (40) 6 24 10 149 

12 African 
Express 

RSA 
70207 

Brennan 
Robinson 

Julian 
Wertheim 
Aymes 

4 19 15 10 (60) 10 20 19 15 11 15 22 160 

13 Pthreetle GBR 
69776 

Emma Barry Martina Barry 7 8 31 17 7 3 23 15 16 13 28 (46) 168 

14 Red Hot IRL 
70428 

Mark Boylan Niall Collins 20 23 27 6 21 7 4 30 10 14 (49) 8 170 

15 Emerald 
Isle II 

GBR 
70450 

David Grey Bethany Grey (80 
OCS) 

11 5 4 17 27 15 20 19 21 30 12 181 

16 Dead On IRL 
70444 

Michael Hill Adam Hill 6 12 (39) 16 9 22 37 11 34 16 17 27 207 

17 Inferno IRL 
70287 

Paul 
Amerlynck 

Melissa Daly 17 13 25 23 16 21 11 (80 
DNF) 

32 15 10 24 207 

18 Eat My 
Shorts 

GBR 
70223 

Liam 
Arrowsmith 

Isabelle 
Fitzgerald 

5 4 19 12 38 (80 
OCS) 

9 22 7 24 12 80 
DNF 

232 

19 Vengeanc
e 

IRL 
70333 

Alan Blay Cian Hickey 12 15 32 (40) 14 24 36 23 29 7 6 35 233 

20 Permobil SWE 
69752 

Per Backlund Thomas 
Backlund 

26 
RDG 

25 
RDG 

(35) 28 20 30 17 34 18 29 21 20 268 

21 Leading 
Edge IV 

AUS 
70104 

David Pitt James Pitt 13 20 7 39 32 47 26 32 (48) 43 8 5 272 

22 Rush GBR 
70346 

Emma 
Houlihan 

Emily 
Mackenzie 

(46) 3 20 19 33 12 34 8 38 38 43 25 273 

23 Filthy 
Gorgeous 

GBR 
70436 

Jilli Darling Emma 
Spruce 

25 32 60 18 24 17 21 28 11 23 (80 
DSQ) 

31 290 

24   IRL 
70304 

Cillian 
Dickson 

Colm Foy 21 31 38 (48) 22 23 28 21 21 30 39 19 293 

25 Mission 
Impossible 

GBR 
70356 

David Conlon Mitchell Bond 34 33 26 24 29 28 (41) 25 20 19 32 29 299 

26   GBR 
70324 

Lilly Carlisle Becky 
Wallbank 

22 10 30 46 34 35 32 49 24 12 (80 
DNF) 

7 301 

27 Blue Tack 
II 

GBR 
70432 

Helena 
Newell 

Charlotte 
Fitzgerald 

38 41 (50) 22 15 31 14 24 42 37 11 37 312 

28 Iolar na 
Mara 

RSA 
70120 

Waldo 
Zevenster 

James 
Potgieter 

32 34 21 3 46 (55) 42 29 26 51 18 15 317 

29   GBR 
70400 

Simon 
Lovesy 

Charlotte 
Griffin 

28 51 (55) 49 13 14 46 16 17 26 19 50 329 

30 On the 
Huh 

GBR 
70341 

Christopher 
Mathews 

Oliver 
Townsend 

48 18 24 34 31 38 18 (59) 14 31 25 48 329 

31   GBR 
70155 

Graham 
Griffin 

James Griffin 14 38 (DNC) 31 25 26 30 31 44 33 26 33 331 

32 Bucs RSA 
70414 

Mathew 
Buckle 

Michael 
McNeill 

18 43 48 (51) 30 45 31 18 23 34 22 23 335 

33 B-Limey 
Something 
Different 

GBR 
70015 

Edward Grey Nicholas 
Elsdon 

16 50 (DNC) 14 26 18 27 13 47 22 51 53 337 

34 Steamed 
Up 

AUS 
69616 

Stephen 
Locke 

Lois 
Pickering 

49 25 18 37 40 37 (51) 17 45 25 29 21 343 

35 Mr Blobby GBR 
70166 

Chris 
Swinchatt 

Christopher 
Swinchatt 

50 17 22 27 39 36 39 42 (DNC) 42 23 16 353 

36 No 
Patience III 

GBR 
70153 

Philip Benn Luke McGill 8 35 12 47 50 33 19 50 (80 
DSQ) 

36 20 49 359 

37 Mustang 
Sally 

RSA 
69490 

Nigel Smithie Lauren 
Smithie 

35 45 37 21 36 32 24 41 46 (55) 36 39 392 

38 No 
Chance 

AUS 
70065 

Greta Carroll Simon Carroll 29 27 (46) 29 37 41 33 38 37 40 42 43 396 

39 Balls of 
Fire 

GBR 
69917 

Robert Searle William 
Searle 

(59) 28 17 48 
ZFP 

11 59 50 54 55 27 34 28 411 

40 Vigilante 
IV 

AUS 
69963 

Leon 
Poutsma 

Jack Walker 53 30 8 38 44 39 22 (58) 53 52 33 42 414 
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Pos Boat 

Name 

Sail 

No 

Helm Crew R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 R9 R10 R11 R12 Nett 

41 Yellow 
Snow 

GBR 
70252 

David Moore Jack Moore 42 24 11 44 28 51 67 36 39 32 (80 
RAF) 

40 414 

42 Reflection
s 

AUS 
69553 

Kirsty Packer Alexandra 
Maskell 

41 44 51 (80 
OCS) 

57 16 29 26 25 46 54 38 427 

43 Bold 
Forrestor 

GBR 
69667 

Martin Egan Tim 
Wilkinson 

40 48 28 2 52 65 38 60 (80 
DNF) 

41 27 30 431 

44 Quantum 
Leap 

RSA 
69522 

Trevor Gibb Megan 
Buckle 

51 (60) 34 20 48 19 43 44 22 57 56 44 438 

45 Keep on 
Smiling 

IRL 
70087 

Aileen Boylan Roisin 
Leneghan 

43 47 56 42 43 (80 
DSQ) 

45 37 27 39 35 34 448 

46   IRL 
70130 

Robin O' 
Mahony 

Colin Curran 57 (68) 29 59 27 20 58 27 49 50 41 41 458 

47   RSA 
50735 

Asinathi Jim Jerome 
Williams 

31 37 58 (80 
OCS) 

51 44 49 43 33 45 52 26 469 

48 Cool 
Running 

GBR 
70427 

Roseanna 
Yeoward 

Harry 
Yeoward 

45 64 63 58 35 29 44 46 13 17 63 (66) 477 

49   RSA 
70416 

Kenwyn 
Daniels 

Joweal 
Klaase 

30 53 33 (64) 59 34 35 56 30 59 47 51 487 

50   RSA 
70392 

Michael 
Kellett 

Gabriel Bhala 63 36 40 63 23 67 53 47 56 (70) 38 11 497 

51 Utter 
Chaos 

GBR 
70362 

Christopher 
Rust 

Freddie 
White 

60 61 62 (76 
ZFP) 

41 40 47 40 28 44 44 57 524 

52 Tubthump
a 

RSA 
69902 

Robert Dann James 
McWha 

39 40 54 30 55 50 48 48 57 58 (80 
OCS) 

47 526 

53 Unfinished 
Business 

IRL 
69874 

Ciara Egan Miriam 
Sweeney 

37 49 47 35 49 52 52 63 41 61 50 (80 
DNF) 

536 

54   RSA 
70384 

Jeremy 
Holdcroft 

Emmanuel 
Morake 

(75) 52 43 67 61 48 25 65 50 47 40 45 543 

55 Gee Czar IRL 
69955 

Bernard Lee Karl Mackey 36 46 10 54 (80 
RAF) 

42 56 45 80 
OCS 

80 
OCS 

80 
DNF 

17 546 

56 Ptwootle GBR 
69583 

Alex Lloyd Trevor Lloyd 58 39 49 (68) 42 43 54 51 64 60 31 56 547 

57   GBR 
70456 

Angus 
Carlisle 

William 
Carlisle 

68 56 42 36 54 66 (71) 53 36 64 37 54 566 

58 Syster 
Yster 

SWE 
69830 

Andre 
Hogbom 

Rebecca 
Hetzler 

47 62 66 57 58 60 66 33 51 28 61 (DNC) 589 

59 Va Va 
Voom 

GBR 
70190 

James 
Wilkinson 

Natalie 
Roach 

23 69 65 26 45 (80 
RAF) 

64 61 60 63 57 62 595 

60 IR Bowt RSA 
70412 

Henio 
Miszewski 

Natasha 
Miszewski 

44 65 36 61 53 54 (70) 55 69 62 55 52 606 

61 V6 AUS 
70195 

Liam Wilson Sam 
Jameson 

64 55 44 (72 
ZFP) 

63 46 63 57 58 54 45 65 614 

62 Wacky 
Racer 

RSA 
70245 

Eric Marshall Charl 
Marshall 

54 42 53 55 (80 
OCS) 

56 60 69 52 67 48 64 620 

63   GBR 
70167 

Henry 
Westropp 

Jonny 
Stephenson 

67 29 (DNC
) 

80 
OCS 

64 53 40 39 31 76 65 DNC 624 

64 Atria II RSA 
70433 

Craig Latigan Christopher 
Joubert 

52 57 59 52 (80 
DNF) 

80 
DNS 

57 64 59 48 46 60 634 

65 Spruttiban
gbang 

SWE 
70342 

Viktor 
Hogbom 

Anna-M 
Carlsson 

55 66 68 45 47 63 (72) 62 43 56 70 61 636 

66 Leading 
Edge III 

AUS 
69629 

Christopher 
Miller 

Sam 
Hamersley 

72 54 41 (73) 62 49 68 66 68 71 58 58 667 

67 Moonshine RSA 
70243 

David Laing Rory Laing 61 67 61 72 68 57 62 (80 
DNF) 

61 73 53 36 671 

68 Cygnet IRL 
70289 

Olivia Egan Anna Sweeny (DNC) 70 67 50 56 62 55 71 63 53 67 63 677 

69 Control Alt 
Del 

RSA 
69489 

Kuba 
Miszewski 

Daniel Tatt 65 58 57 66 66 61 59 (80 
DSQ) 

66 72 60 55 685 

70 Jacuzzi SWE 
69751 

Jon Petter 
Hogbom 

Linn Dodell 69 63 64 53 (80 
DNF) 

58 74 67 65 66 80 
DNF 

59 718 

71 Anka SWE 
69852 

Anna 
Carlsson 

Karolina 
Carlsson 

56 73 70 41 (DNC) DNC 65 80 
DNF 

62 49 64 80 
DNS 

720 

72 Passing 
Wind 

GBR 
70154 

Tom Lovesey James 
Lovesy 

(DNC) DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC 61 35 DNC 35 DNC 32 723 

73 Cobra AUS 
69443 

Dale Miller Malindi 
Haggett 

62 59 52 70 69 72 76 72 67 65 59 (80 
DNF) 

723 

74 Matrix RSA 
70119 

Wayne 
Watkins 

Michael 
Collier 

70 71 (DNC) 65 67 69 73 68 54 69 62 68 736 

75 Vital Statt-
istics 

RSA 
70381 

Cundell John 
Statt 

Kerry Lee 
Statt 

71 72 69 74 65 64 (75) 70 70 74 66 69 764 

76 Emerald IRL 
70136 

Barra Collins Ben Malone 66 74 (DNC) 71 80 
DNS 

80 
DNS 

69 52 71 68 68 67 766 

77 Magic RSA 
69523 

Francois 
Smit 

Alexander 
Smit 

74 76 72 62 71 70 (79) 74 73 77 69 71 789 

78 Love Boat RSA 
48671 

Tony Lane Hettie Viljoen 76 75 71 75 72 71 (78) 73 74 78 71 70 806 

79   RSA 
30614 

David 
Moorcroft 

Bradley 
Moorcroft 

73 77 (DNC) 69 70 68 77 80 
DNF 

72 75 72 80 
DNF 

813 
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2009 MIRROR WORLDS .w13  
Pwllheli Yacht Club, Wales 
by Anthony Galante, reprinted from WA Mirror Images, September 2009 
 
A team of 6 Australian boats attended the 2009 Mirror World Championship in Pwllheli Wales at the end of 
July with WA strongly represented with 5 boats. A fleet of 97 boats participated in the regatta with strong 
representation from Ireland, South Africa and the host nation, the United Kingdom.  
 
Best of the Australians were Princess Royal Sailing Club’s Paul Taylor with son Austin. The Taylors, sailing 
mirrorworlds2011.com came 14

th
 overall and won the Veterans trophy for over 50 year olds. Their best 

result was a 6
th
 in Race 6. 

 
The Australians were disappointed that two days were lost to storms and strong winds meaning that only 9 
races were sailed out of the programmed 12. It is really frustrating knowing that you have travelled to the 
other side of the world, only to have to sit in the club house for two days. Well that is sailing! 
 
Summer in Wales is very similar to winter in Albany, so we were well prepared in terms of climate. The race 
course was out in the middle of Cardigan Bay but we think it should be renamed Three Cardigan Bay as one 
layer of warm clothing was never enough! The Australian team was not convinced that the Welsh have a 
word for summer. We asked around and no one could come up with one. 
 
Most of the series was raced in fresh conditions and in both the UK Nationals and the Worlds the sailors 
experience 2 metre swells. This made for some seriously challenging conditions and the seamanship of the 
WA sailors was certainly up to it. The competition in Wales was excellent and is a testament to the enduring 
success for the class which has consistently produced close racing. In Pwllheli, there were nine individual 
race winners in 9 heats which is pretty unheard of at this level. The eventual winner was 2004 Fireball World 
Champion Andy Smith who with son Tom has added the 2009 Mirror Worlds to his list of achievements and 
this confirms the Mirror’s status as the family class. Second overall was Christopher Rust and sister, 
Jessica, with third overall going to Izy Fitzgerald and Emily Peters. 
 
Other good performances were from Royal Freshwater Bay’s pair Liam Wilson and Jessica Stout in 
Amazing Albany who finished 17

th
 overall in their first Worlds with a best place of 5

th
 and former West 

Australians representing Victorian, Anita Scott- Murphy and son Ben Cruse, who were 38
th
. Overall the team 

was really happy with their efforts in the big fleet. Apart from Anita, this was a first Worlds for all the other 
Australian sailors and this experience will hold them in good stead for the 2011 Mirror Worlds in Albany in 
18 months’ time. 
 
Tom and Brit Henderson sailed into 47

th
 overall and were clearly delighted when they beat the fleet to the 

top mark in one of the heats only to have Brit fall out of the boat as they headed off on the reach! Lawson 
Taylor and Mitch Sainty came in 51

st
 and provided some solid performances with a top finish in Race 3 of 

17
th
. There were smiles that day. Rex and Andy rounded off the Australians in 81

st
 and showed dogged 

perseverance and commitment to improve over the regatta and nailed a best result of 60
th
 in the last race. 

 
I made the trip to Wales as the Australian Team Manager through a Regional Officiating Scholarship from 
the Department of Sports and Recreation. It was a great experience and certainly worth it from a 2011 
Worlds promotional perspective as I got to spend a lot of time behind the scenes with event management, 
club officials and race officials, spending a day on the committee boat. 
 
I also promoted the 2011 Mirror Worlds to be held in Albany. There is strong interest in the 2011 Albany 
Worlds and we have set national targets for Ireland, South Africa and the UK. With support from the City of 
Albany and the Albany Chamber of Commerce, we were able to develop a very polished promotional 
campaign including naming boats linked to the 2011 Albany Worlds, DVDs to all competitors featuring the 
Just Add Water episode on Albany, holiday planners on Albany and the South West and give away caps. 
 
It was interesting to note that the Albany Worlds have encouraged some people to stay in the class before 
graduating into other youth classes and others have elected to campaign two classes in order that they can 
come to Albany. What financial crisis! 
 
At this stage, teams have already appointed team managers for 2011 which shows how keen they are (and 
also how close we are in real terms!) and we have established shipping container targets to get the ball 
rolling. We are looking at two 40-foot containers from the UK and one each from Ireland and South Africa 
which will translate to 60 boats. There is also interest from Malta, Canada and France. France does not 
have a Mirror fleet, however, with the modernisation of the boat, there is interest in establishing fleets there 
and I have heard on the grape vine that there have been enquiries from Italy and Turkey. 
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With the large Australian fleet of 60 boats and orders for new boats being placed on both the east and west 
coast, we are planning for 100 boats in Albany and if we achieve our international targets we may hit 120 
boats. I learnt a lot from an event management perspective and I am confident that PRSC will be able to 
deliver a high quality event and I may be able to guarantee some sunshine to show the Poms what summer 
really is. 
 

  
2009 Mirror World Championship AUS Team Worlds Fleet Pwllheli, Wales 

  
Lawson Taylor and Mitch Sainty  Rex and Andrew Henderson 

  
Paul and Austin Taylor  Tom and Brittany Henderson 
 

Albany Sailor Scoops the Prize 

Albany’s Anthony Galante nearly stole the show at 
the recent 2009 Mirror World Championship in 
Pwllheli, Wales winning a brand new Mirror in a 
raffle. Although people had come to win the 
Championship, there was also a lot of interest in 
winning the new boat. Galante said, “I have never 
won anything like this in my life, so it was a real 
shock when my name was called out. I hadn’t even 
inspected the boat prior to the draw because I 
thought I had no chance. Winning it is great 
although it has been a challenge to get it home. I 
had to do some quick thinking and at one point I 
was going to sell it but it is a beautiful boat and will 
be a great memory of the trip.” 
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2009 MIRROR WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP RESULTS 
Pos 

Sail 
No 

Helm Crew Nat R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 R9 Pts 

1 70513 Andy SMITH Tom SMITH GBR -16 2 1 9 6 3 2 8 4 35 

2 70537 Christopher RUST Jessica RUST GBR 2 3 7 11 7 1 -14 13 3 47 

3 70559 Izzy FITZGERALD Emily PETERS GBR 8 9 5 1 11 -25 4 2 8 48 

4 70502 Charlotte FITZGERALD Annie SIBTHORP GBR 7 1 11 4 4 10 -21 14 2 53 

5 70506 Ross KEARNEY Katy JONES IRL 14 (BFD) 2 8 20 2 5 4 1 56 

6 69776 Emma BARRY Martina BARRY GBR 5 10 13 3 5 8 12 1 -15 57 

7 70504 Hugo SLOPER Emma SPRUCE GBR 4 4 8 15 1 7 9 -25 16 64 

8 70574 Millie NEWMAN Mitchell BOND GBR 3 (BFD) 4 6 10 19 11 6 6 65 

9 70519 Tom LOVESEY Milly PUGH GBR 12 (BFD) 3 14 18 4 1 5 13 70 

10 70356 David CONLON Charlotte BOND GBR 9 6 16 -25 15 9 3 7 10 75 

11 70535 Will PARKINSON Hannah BROWN GBR 22 12 6 2 (BFD) 13 10 17 9 91 

12 70563 Harry YEOWARD Nick ELSDON GBR 6 18 12 12 24 12 -25 9 5 98 

13 70533 Michael HILL Sarah HILL IRL 10 29 18 -31 2 17 8 22 7 113 

14 70546 Paul TAYLOR Austin TAYLOR AUS 17 8 -32 23 19 6 17 10 14 114 

15 70515 Edward GREY Beth GREY GBR 1 5 9 45 (BFD) 33 13 3 12 121 

16 70558 Cormac DICKSON Meadb DICKSON IRL -28 7 10 28 12 14 15 19 19 124 

17 70571 Liam WILSON Jessica STOUT AUS 24 19 27 5 (BFD) 16 7 26 17 141 

18 70557 Cillian DICKSON Peter REGAN IRL 11 (BFD) 21 13 3 30 6 43 18 145 

19 70562 James HAZELWOOD Alex DOUGLAS GBR 18 14 25 (BFD) 13 26 19 18 26 159 

20 69439 Jeremy STEPHENS Rebecca STEPHENS GBR 23 25 14 -38 37 21 18 12 29 179 

21 70505 Rob BELLFIELD Imogen BELLFIELD GBR 45 16 (DNF) 20 14 20 29 31 25 200 

22 70172 Barry ARMSTRONG Ronan ARMSTRONG IRL (DSQ) 34 39 10 9 28 20 32 30 202 

23 70465 Graham DALY Eoin HICKEY IRL 37 11 19 -58 17 22 33 27 41 207 

24 70437 Alex LLOYD Jack MOORE GBR 32 22 35 7 33 -40 28 37 21 215 

25 70567 Roseanna YEOWARD Charlotte BROWN GBR 36 24 17 32 36 46 16 15 -49 222 

26 50735 Howard LEOTO Renaldo MOHALE RSA 55 13 15 (DSQ) 31 39 47 16 11 227 

27 69667 Martin EGAN Tom COSIER GBR 21 27 42 44 (BFD) 5 31 20 39 229 

28 70503 Nicky HAIGH Will NICKSON GBR 30 -42 30 16 30 23 38 38 35 240 

29 70536 Meia HARNETT Elin HARNETT GBR 35 -50 28 34 22 34 23 21 43 240 

30 70190 James WILKINSON Will SEARLE GBR 20 20 29 37 (BFD) 29 42 36 31 244 

31 68819 Fenalla REDDING Jon REDDING GBR 19 31 38 (DSQ) 43 36 26 34 20 247 

32 70391 Eloise HANSEN Inge-lisa HANSEN GBR 53 32 45 -68 38 27 30 11 23 259 

33 70352 Nigel THOMAS Rob THOMAS GBR 40 33 47 -69 8 43 22 35 40 268 

34 70538 John PETERSON Clare PETERSON GBR 34 -51 49 19 26 47 24 29 45 273 

35 70384 Jeremy HOLDCROFT Emmanuel MORAKE RSA 29 23 44 -53 39 51 35 24 28 273 

36 70075 Joseph McLOUGHLIN Aoife FLANAGAN IRL 15 21 34 29 (BFD) 31 62 47 38 277 

37 70564 Trevor LLOYD Kim MAY-PAPAILIOU GBR 46 30 43 36 29 -49 32 44 22 282 

38 70117 Anita SCOTT-MURPHY Ben CRUSE AUS 31 28 24 (BFD) 55 53 50 28 32 301 

39 70252 David MOORE Alison NORBURY GBR 27 15 22 35 32 24 54 (DNC) DNS 307 

40 70225 Cian HICKEY Sean WELDON IRL 13 52 26 40 28 45 51 -56 55 310 

41 31809 Brian BOWDLER Esther BOWDLER GBR 59 40 50 41 25 18 27 -65 53 313 

42 70243 David LAING Rory LAING RSA 26 44 37 -65 46 38 43 33 46 313 

43 70556 Peter SEDGEWICK Nick PUGH GBR 48 26 33 43 27 -58 52 48 48 325 

44 70425 Beth ARMSTRONG Hannah Cronin IRL 33 -67 36 39 50 44 49 41 34 326 

45 70341 David TURTLE Wales GBR 62 41 (DNF) 49 16 35 45 45 44 337 

46 69675 Megan BRICKWOOD Abigail TANGUY GBR 42 35 48 54 40 37 36 (OCS) 52 344 

47 70154 Tom HENDERSON Brittany HENDERSON AUS 54 37 46 -57 57 11 56 55 36 352 

48 70346 Hal MILLER Johnny MILLER GBR 25 (DNF) DNF 42 35 32 41 52 27 352 

49 70534 
Matthew LULHAM-
ROBINSON 

Otley & Hlsc  GBR -57 49 56 21 23 42 55 57 54 357 

50 70507 Johnny HILL Adam HILL IRL 69 39 31 78 (BFD) 15 46 49 33 360 

51 70064 Lawson TAYLOR MitchSAINTY AUS 56 -75 58 17 34 55 74 39 42 375 

52 70560 Maddy ANDERSON Nina ANDERSON GBR 71 78 (DNC) 18 41 52 48 23 47 378 

53 70333 Alfie WISDOM Megan MULCAHY IRL 76 72 54 30 (BFD) 41 34 58 37 402 

54 70153 Philip BENN Madeleine WATKINS GBR 58 43 57 48 51 -66 44 51 50 402 

55 69490 Candice SMITHIE Lauren SMITHIE RSA 51 53 51 (RAF) 53 63 37 46 51 405 

56 70511 Adam McCULLOUGH Toby McCULLOUGH IRL 47 17 23 (BFD) BFD DNF DNS 30 24 435 

57 70222 Jack SPREE Daisy JAYCOCK GBR 61 57 41 (BFD) 47 48 53 64 66 437 

58 70201 Alice COURAGE Libby COURAGE GBR 41 47 60 (BFD) 58 65 67 40 63 441 

59 70529 Kerri-Ann BOYLAN Erica RUIGROK IRL 49 45 40 55 76 64 57 60 (DNF) 446 

60 69949 Callum McLOUGHLIN Cormac CREAMER IRL 38 61.5 61 (BFD) 48 54 40 50 DNF 450.5 

61 70456 Ed GRAYSON Rachel GRAYSON GBR 44 60 53 33 54 59 (DNF) 54 DNF 455 

62 70347 Anna WATKINS Rosie WATKINS GBR 65 46 63 46 59 50 (DNC) 70 62 461 
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Pos 
Sail 

No 
Helm Crew Nat R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 R9 Pts 

63 70426 Helena PUGH Liam ANGRAVE GBR 60 36 55 26 45 56 (DNC) DNS DNC 474 

64 69705 Fuad JACOBS 
Jermayne 
WOLMARANS 

RSA 39 38 20 24 (BFD) 61 DNC DNC DNS 476 

65 70381 Cundell John STATT Cundell Peter STATT RSA -73 55 73 50 67 72 58 42 68 485 

66 70100 Julian HAIGH Molly GORE GBR 74 (BFD) 52 61 74 73 39 61 58 492 

67 39970 Rory NICHOLL Lily CHARLESWORTH GBR 63 66 70 47 52 -74 66 67 65 496 

68 70455 Dan HARNETT Drystan HARNETT GBR 68 65 68 59 49 70 61 -71 56 496 

69 70289 Julie DONNELLAN Hazel McDermott IRL 50 70 64 56 68 62 -72 62 72 504 

70 70412 Kuba MISZEWSKI Storm AVERY RSA 66 54 62 -74 73 67 59 68 70 519 

71 69797 Colm HACKETT Roisin HACKETT IRL -79 64 66 79 64 68 60 53 67 521 

72 67506 Evie CLEMANCE Victoria REED GBR 78 61.5 59 66 44 (DNF) 76 63 79 526.5 

73 69805 Jack MAYE Muiris FITZGERALD IRL 90 59 79 27 62 81 78 59 (DNF) 535 

74 69489 Daniel TATT Keegan EKERMANS RSA 75 58 77 73 (BFD) 69 63 72 61 548 

75 70525 Jack LAWSON Gregory LITTLE GBR 72 (DNF) 69 63 42 57 DNF 74 DNS 573 

76 69558 Kevin HACKETT Hugh DUFFY IRL -80 73 74 71 66 77 71 78 64 574 

77 70010 Oliver WHITE William HIDE GBR 82 68 76 64 (BFD) 79 69 69 69 576 

78 62765 Amy STEVENS Hettie STEVENS GBR 67 71 (DNF) 70 79 84 70 75 71 587 

79 70351 Mark WILSON 
Ruby 
CHARLESWORTH 

GBR 70 63 65 51 72 76 (DNF) DNC DNS 593 

80 7019 Mateusz BIENCZYK Michael PAGACZ CAN 64 76 72 -83 DNE 82 68 76 59 595 

81 70395 Rex HENDERSON 
Andrew 
HENDERSON 

AUS 87 69 67 76 (BFD) 78 77 82 60 596 

82 70167 Catherine HIDE Ellie HIDE GBR 43 48 (DNC) 52 63 DNF DNS DNS DNC 598 

83 70348 Ben WILKINS Joe WILKINS GBR (DNC) DNC DNC 75 70 71 64 79 57 612 

84 70493 David PANNELL Helen PANNELL GBR 52 56 (DNF) 22 DNF DNC DNC DNC DNC 620 

85 70518 
Isabelle ROCHE-
GRIFFIN 

Gavin ROCHE-
GRIFFIN 

IRL (DNF) 80 78 60 61 89 80 DNC 76 622 

86 70442 Bob TOWLER Emma GRAYSON GBR 86 82 (DNF) 85 69 80 73 77 75 627 

87 70163 Anna MOORE Emily MOORE GBR 77 (DNF) DNF 77 78 75 75 73 77 630 

88 69287 Craig FORREST Calum MUSTARD GBR 85 74 75 80 65 (DNF) DNS 80 74 631 

89 69922 
Tim LACHLAN-
COPE 

Theo CLARKE GBR 91 (DNF) DNF 72 75 60 DNF 66 73 633 

90 70549 Mali HARNETT Isabelle BRUTON GBR 83 81 80 67 60 (DNF) 81 DNS DNC 648 

91 57201 Luke LAZELL Frankie TURLEY GBR 88 77 71 82 80 85 79 (DNC) DNS 660 

92 70290 Andrew BRADY Sarah WHITE IRL 81 (DNF) DNF 62 56 86 DNF DNS DNC 677 

93 70136 Aoife HARRISON Megan BOYLAN IRL 92 (DNC) DNC 84 77 87 82 83 78 681 

94 70444 
Ronan ROCHE-
GRIFFIN 

Eoin CAMBAY IRL 93 83 (DNC) 86 BFD 88 83 81 80 692 

95 70498 David WINDER Oliver WINDER GBR (DNF) DNF DNF RAF 21 DNC DNC DNC DNC 707 

96 9369 Emma COSIER Rachael BURLEY GBR 89 79 (DNC) BFD 71 83 DNF DNC DNS 714 

97 70372 Augusta REDDING Ella EDWARDS GBR 84 (DNC) DNC 81 DNF DNC 65 DNC DNC 72 

 

  
Fantastic photos from the World titles 
(photos: Peter Newton and Paul Todd) 
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2011 MIRROR WORLDS .w14  
Sponsor: LandCorp, Albany, Australia 
by Anthony Galante, reprinted from http://worlds2011.blogspot.com/ 

Thursday, December 23, 2010, 2011 LandCorp World Mirror Championships count down 
The countdown has begun in earnest for the 14

th
 LandCorp World Mirror Championship to be hosted by the 

Princess Royal Sailing Club in Albany, Western Australia. Albany is a regional centre 400km from Perth and 
the site of Western Australia’s first European settlement. It has boasted many great sailors including three 
times America’s Cup sailor Jack Baxter. A fleet of 66 boats from Ireland, Britain, the Philippines, South 
Africa and Australia will compete on the beautiful waters of Princess Royal Harbour.  

Many of the top contenders will come from Ireland and Great Britain where the Mirror is used as part of the 
highly successful pathway program. The 2010 European Mirror Championship attracted 73 boats to Sligo in 
northwest Ireland. The regatta was won convincingly by Irishman Ross Kearney. The Pinnell and Bax 
sailmaker and 2005 World Champion won 6 of the 10 races. Kearney and crew Max Odell will be making 
the trip to Albany where they will come up against key British hopes Emma and Rachel Grayson and Ed 
Grayson and Matthew Foster.  

The Championship is wide open, in the absence of defending World Champion, Andy Smith who has made 
the switch back to the Fireball Class where he has also won a World Championship. The key British junior 
team is Matt and Ben Lulham-Robinson who have been training as part of the National Mirror Squad under 
head National Coach, Catherine Putt.  

A strong South African contingent will be led by National champions Brennan and Michaela Robinson with 
brothers Ryan and Ricky close behind. Both Robinson teams have dominated the lengthy selection trials 
that have been conducted across South Africa.  

The Australian fleet will have some strong contenders with the top challenger defending Australian 
Champions Jessica Atherton and Katherine Maher. Commonly known as 'The Girls', the Tasmanians won 
their title in the light winds of Noosa’s Lake Cootharaba. They are seasoned sailors in the fresher breeze 
and will mount a strong challenge in Albany’s lively conditions.  

Victorian Anita Scott-Murphy and son Ben, runners-up at the 2010 Nationals, will be looking to mount a 
strong campaign. Scott-Murphy, an outstanding junior in 420s, will enjoy the return to her native WA. The 
east coast contingent will include three times World Fireball Champion John Dransfield and former 
Windsurfing Grand Prix and Tornado hot-shot and 2009 Australian Mirror Champion, Lachlan Gilbert. The 
Western Australian fleet will be looking to make use of home waters with Liam Wilson and Jessica Stout the 
front runners with local Mirror legend, John Collova electing to stay in retirement as his helm Nick Davis 
pursues his Sydney to Hobart ambitions. The local fleet will be headed up by Club Commodore Paul Terry 
and Sara Batten, Paul Taylor with son Austin who came 14

th
 at the previous World Championship in 

Pwllheli, Wales and veteran helm Henk Plug and Joshua Peetoom looking to make an impact.  

The Mirror Class has produced many Olympic and World Champions in other classes, so it will be 
interesting to track this fleet to see who will come out as future Olympians joining the recent inductees to the 
“Mirror hall of fame”, Elise Rechichi and Tessa Parkinson (470 Gold), Paul Goodison (GBR, Laser Gold) 
from the Beijing 2008 Olympics joining other class legends including Tom King (470 Gold, Sydney 2000 
Olympics) and Torvar Mirsky on fire on the World Match Racing Circuit and GBR’s dual Olympic Silver 
medallist Ian Walker of Green Dragon Volvo Ocean fame.  

Taking on the Mirror Worlds has been a huge challenge for the PRSC but the Club, its members and 
supporters including the City of Albany, Albany Chamber of Commerce and Industry and the Western 
Australian Government through the Great Southern Development Commission and Department of Sport 
and Recreation have given the event strong support. Chamber CEO, Graham Harvey said, 'Albany is one of 
the most beautiful sailing venues in the world with a safe, protected harbour and excellent sailing breezes all 
year round; why wouldn’t we encourage sailors to come here and enjoy this great piece of water and 
everything that Albany has to offer visitors. Albany has enormous potential of becoming a world class sailing 
mecca once other classes get wind of what is on offer.'  

Harvey said, 'From a Chamber point of view, sailing events like this attract significant numbers of people for 
two to three weeks and provide a major boost for local tourism which has suffered of late from the after 
effects of the GFC and many Australians choosing to holiday in Bali due to the strong Australian dollar 
rather than holiday at home. There is a natural fit between sailing and Albany’s extensive maritime history. 
Sailing is definitely a key component of our tourism future.'  

Yachting WA President and Worlds PRO, John McQueen said, 'I am so happy to see an event like this 
hosted by a regional club. In recent memory, Esperance is the only location outside of Perth to host a World 
Championship. I was the PRO for the 2002 Laser Nationals here which was a great success and I am so 
pleased to come back for this regatta. I couldn’t think of a better place to sail and it is so impressive to see 
what this Club has done in readiness for this event.'  
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Sunday, December 26, 2010, Registration and Measurement 
Boxing Day was the start of the official program for the 14

th
 LandCorp World Mirror Championship. The 25 

knot easterly kept all the boats ashore and concentrating on getting their boats through the measurement 
tent. Most of the travellers who were snowed-in, in London and Paris have now arrived in Albany and only 
Team GBR is short a supporter who has been in Heathrow lock-down for 7 days. Many of the Tasmanians 
arrived today after the long haul across the Nullarbor, with every State of Australia now represented at the 
regatta with the exception of South Australia. 

The measurement team, led by Geoff Wilson, did a great job getting over 50 boats through the tent today. 
There were the usual issues that have resulted in some remedial work, and lead seemed to be in demand 
for a number of boats that measured in under weight, so lead was doing a roaring trade. In general, 
everything looks in order so far. The weather looks like being another 25 knots as the easterly continues to 
howl, so that might keep the competitors rested until Tuesday for the Cliff Scott Memorial Invitation Race 
and the start of the 45

th
 LandCorp Australian Mirror Championship. 

Monday, December 27, 2010, Registration and Measurement and Australian Championships Opening  
Day 2 of registration commenced under blue skies. The easterly continues to howl keeping many sailors 
away from the water with a few venturing for a sail in the 20/25 knot breeze. For many it was the first sail in 
the boat since packing them into containers months ago. 

The Race Committee and the rescue teams assembled for pre-regatta briefings with many officials coming 
from Perth and as far away as Broome. Sadly, one of our race committee ended up in hospital after falling 
while getting about the committee boat. With an ulna broken in three places, we won't see him for official 
duties and wish him a quick recovery. The official opening to the 45

th
 LandCorp Australian Mirror 

Championship was most enjoyable as the competitors, officials and supporters enjoyed the sundowner. 
Commodore Paul Terry welcomed the competitors and Event Director Anthony Galante briefed the sailors. 

Saturday, January 1, 2011, 2011 LandCorp World Mirror Championships Opening Ceremony  
The 14

th
 LandCorp World Mirror championship was officially opened last night on yet another beautiful night 

in Albany. Event Director, Anthony Galante, on behalf of the Princess Royal Sailing Club and its members, 
recognised the cultural and spiritual links that Noongar people have to the land and sea, and acknowledged 
the traditional owners of the country known today as Albany or Kinjarling “the place of rain”. 

  
Kinjarling Yoorls performing the Wind Dance Reverend David Hosking mixing the waters 

Mineng Elder, Alwyn Coyne, welcomed the competitors in a 
traditional welcome to country which was followed by traditional 
dances by the Kinjarling Yoorls, a group of Aboriginal dancers. 
Backed by troupe leader, Ryan Humphries on didgeridoo, the group 
of boys and men performed a number of dances including the "Wind 
Dance." 

PRSC Commodore Paul Terry and IMCA President Celia May 
welcomed the sailors and wished them well in the event. The mixing 
of the waters from the UK, Ireland and South Africa with water from 
Princess Royal Harbour was performed by Reverend David Hosking. 
The sailors were also anointed by the Reverend prior to the final 
address by the Member for Albany, Mr Peter Watson MLA, who 
officially opened the Championships. 

The Mirror Class Flag which has travelled from Championship to 
Championship was raised by Alwyn Coyne and City of Albany Mayor 
Milton Evans, prior to the buffet dinner in the marquee. A large crowd 
partied into 2011 witnessing the spectacular fireworks that lit up the 
Albany sky. 

Aboriginal Elder. Alwyn Coyne and Albany Mayor Milton Evans 

http://worlds2011.blogspot.com/2010/12/registration-and-measurement.html
http://worlds2011.blogspot.com/2010/12/registration-and-measurement-and.html
http://worlds2011.blogspot.com/2011/01/2011-worlds-opening-ceremony.html
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Sunday, January 2, 2011, Day 1, 2011 LandCorp World Mirror Championship 
Finally the 2011 Worlds began in a strong breeze of 18-22 knots with gusts up to 30 knots presenting 
challenges for the entire fleet. 

  
2011 Australian Champions, Paul and Austin Taylor  Filipinos, Balladares and Chavez 

Race 1 was a great start, with the fleet not wanting to repeat the black flag affair of the Australian 
championship. The Philippines pair of Balladares and Chavez got away boat end with great speed. The new 
Australian Champions, Paul and Austin Taylor, threw immediately to port from their boat end start and were 
one of only 17 boats to go right as the rest of the fleet settled into charging out left to the first shift. By the 
top mark, Balladares and Chavez were around first followed by 2009 Australian Champions, Lachlan and 
Finn Gilbert with the Taylors third. Many of the boats in the fleet, including some of the front runners, 
elected to sail the reach without their kites settling for a conservative approach. By the time the fleet got to 
the gate it was close between the Taylors and Balladares and Chavez with the local boat going left, and the 
Filipinos going right and followed by most of the fleet. It seems that left was the call and the Taylors had 
streaked to a 10 boat length lead by the top mark. They were never headed with Balladares and Chavez 
second and Team GBR's Millie Newman and Jessica Rust in third. 

Race 2 was another clean start with Ireland's 2005 Mirror World Champion Ross Kearney streaming off the 
middle of the line. Kearney was really working hard and had his boat powering over the big chop. Newman 
and Rust, however, made the top mark first with Kearney in close pursuit. Cleaner kite work resulted in the 
Irish boat getting the fly and away on the reach. The Taylors, who seemed to be shadowed by the 
committee boat and left in the starting blocks, recovered to be 15

th
 around the top mark. But by the time 

they had done the outer loop they had ploughed through the front runners and into third position. Kearney 
and Odell had a great tussle with the young British girls who had nudged in front as they went through the 
gate onto the final reach. The final beat had the Irish and Brits playing cat and mouse and a poor tack on 
the finish line saw Kearney and Odell squeeze through by the smallest of margins. The Taylors came from 
15 boat lengths at the start of the final beat to nearly pinch the race only a boat length away in a blanket 
finish.  

The final race of the day resulted in Balladares and Chavez again smoking off the start line with blistering 
speed. An individual recall spooked a few boats, with Taylor and Kearney returning to restart, although they 
were not over. Balladares worked hard up the beat and eventually got the bullet with the Taylors second and 
triple Fireball World Champion John Dransfield in third. The day was very much a story of survival with 
capsizes aplenty, bent masts, broken rudder blades, and broken booms. The lunch break was a break 
opportunity to repair boats and bruised egos.  

The leader board shows: 
1. Paul and Austin Taylor (AUS) 6pts  
2. Ridgely Balladares and Rommel Chavez (PHI) 7pts 
3. Millie Newman and Jessica Rust (GBR) 13pts 

Monday, January 3, 2011, Day 2, 2011 LandCorp World Mirror Championships 
Racing today started in ideal conditions with warm weather and an easterly of 15-18 knots. Race 4 got 
underway with the blue peter and most of the fleet went to the left with current leader Paul Taylor going 
right. By the top mark, the Team GBR's young sailors Millie Newman and Jessica Rust had rounded first in 
front of Ireland's Ross Kearney and Max Odell. With kites up on the reach, things were lively and the British 
teenagers battled to keep in front of the Irish boat. They maintained their lead to the bottom gate, a lead 
which they preserved for the rest of the race taking the bullet followed by Kearney and Odell with the South 
African pocket rocket Ricky Robinson and his brother Ryan third. 
 

http://worlds2011.blogspot.com/2011/01/day-2-2011-landcorp-mirror-worlds.html
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Race 4 winners, Newman and Rust (GBR) Race 7 winners, Robinson brothers (RSA) 

Race 5 got underway immediately with the easterly still blowing. The Filipinos, Ridgely Balladeras and 
Rommel Chavez were on the boat end with some of the other fancies mid-line. They worked hard to beat 
2005 Mirror World Champion Kearney and Odell to the line with Australians Lachlan and Finn Gilbert third. 

  
A beautiful sight on Princess Royal Harbour Great reaching 

Race 6 produced spectacular conditions as the breeze softened to 12-15 knots under the warm sunshine to 
the delight of the sailors. The start resulted in a general recall and the restart enabled the fleet to get off in a 
clean start with Lachlan and Finn Gilbert finding form and taking a commanding lead followed by the 
Taylors and Newman and Rust. The Gilberts got in the groove and were never headed and stormed home 
to take the bullet. Newman and Rust were second with Taylors slipping back with the Tasmanians, Jessie 
Atherton and Katherine Maher in third followed by the South African Robinson brothers. 

Given the magical conditions, the Race Officer, John McQueen decided to bank a race and got the fleet 
sailing for Race 7. Many of the fleet were mid-line to pin boat and the race was taken out by the pocket 
rocket, Ricky Robinson and brother Ryan. They sailed faultlessly around the course trailed by the young 
British girls who came in second with Australian Mark Phillips and son Hugh in third. 

Overall rankings after 7 races with one drop are: 
1. Millie Newman and Jessica Rust (GBR) 14pts 
2. Ridgely Balladares and Rommel Chavez (PHI) 26pts 
3. Paul and Austin Taylor (AUS) 26pts 

Wednesday, January 5, 2011, Day 3, 2011 LandCorp World Mirror Championships 
When the competitors arrived today for the start of day three, there was little breeze and warm sunshine 
which bathed the competitors. By the time the boats took to the water, the breeze had picked up from the 
north bringing a warm breeze to the middle of Princess Royal Harbour. 

Race 8 took a while to get off, with 2 postponements and a black flag frustrating the fleet. There was an 
even spread along the line and Paul and Austin Taylor rolled the dice and started on port tack with the 
young British pair, Matthew and Ben Lulham-Robinson following quickly behind. Both boats were at the front 
in the top mark roundings. The British girls were back in the fleet at the top rounding but as they have 
demonstrated all regatta, their boat handling is second to none and their kite hoist and ability to get planing 
sooner than other boats had them reeling in the leaders. The warm breeze was a delight to sail in and the 
competitors revelled in the superb conditions. Kearney and Odell managed to work their way to the front for 
a solid win, whilst the British girls showed grit and determination to work up to second with the Tasmania 
girls Jessie Atherton and Katherine Maher in third. The Taylors faded after leading early and finished 
seventh. 
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Race 9 was a clear start with the pin end starters seeming to do the better out of the first beat. The 
temperature ashore was 41C and it was hot at the front of the fleet with Ireland's Ross Kearney and Max 
Odell first to the top mark followed by the young British brothers Matthew and Ben Lulham Robinson. By the 
time they got to the gate Kearney was leading with Lulham-Robinson second and Newman and Rust third. 
But the story of the day was the 14 year old South African pocket rocket, Ricky Robinson with older brother 
Ryan as crew who took out the race. Their boat speed was great as they managed to fly downwind to meet 
the finishers at the gate following the shortened course. Second was Australian Mark Phillips with son Hugh 
and third was mother/son pair Anita Scott-Murphy and Ben Cruse. By the time the fleet got ashore, the 
weather changed with a sou-westerly blowing through with lightning and strong gusts up to 30 knots. The 
timing of the return to shore was impeccable with the boats out of harm’s way. 

After the squalls, the weather moderated and the sailors were sent afloat for Race 10 in rainy conditions with 
a light breeze. With many boats over under the blue peter, the fleet was recalled to start under the black 
flag. The pin seemed to be the end to be and the Filipinos, weighing 139 kgs, beat many of their lighter 
competitors to the top mark and were away first on the reach followed by South Africa's Robinsons with 
triple Fireball World Champion, John Dransfield and son Jesse in third. Balladares and Chavez maintained 
their lead down the run and were pursued by Ireland's Ross Kearney and Max Odell with the South Africans 
in third. The Irish boat managed to sail a clever race in the light breeze and by the bottom they were just 
trailing the Philippines boat and managed to storm home in the fickle conditions to the finish line that was 
brought down to the bottom mark as a result of the breeze dropping right out. Second were Balladares and 
Chavel with the Dransfields third. 

Overall, there have been some major changes on the leader board which now stands after 10 races and one 
drop as follows: 

1. Millie Newman and Jessica Rust (GBR) 37pts 
2. Ross Kearney and Max Odell (IRL) 38pts 
3. Ridgely Balladares and Rommel Chavez (PHI) 46pts 
4. Ryan and Ricky Robinson (RSA) 47pts 
5. Paul and Austin Taylor (AUS) 49pts 

Thursday, January 6, 2011, Day 4, 2011 LandCorp World Mirror Championship 
Day 4 of the 2011 LandCorp World Mirror Championship started with a fresh sou-westerly with the fleet 
bathed in sunshine. Hard work was the motto of the day for sailors in the 15-18 knot breeze. 

  
Clean start The GBR girls, Newman and Rust 

A clean start was the order of the day, with most of the fleet going to the left. By the top mark, the 
Championship leaders, GBR's Millie Newman and Jessica Rust rounded first followed by the Irishmen Ross 
Kearney and Max Odell and the Philippines pair Balladares and Chavez. It was a splendid race with the 
British girls leading at the bottom gate and going right with the Irishmen. Balladares and Chavez chose to go 
left, the young South African Ryan Robinson with older brother Ricky as crew came through in fourth with a 
gap to the rest of the fleet. By the time they came round the bottom mark for the last time, Balladares and 
Chavez had surged to the lead followed by Newman and Rust with Kearney and Robinson trailing. The 
reach provided perfect planing conditions and the boats were off racing to mark four on the trapezoid and it 
appeared the Filipinos were going to take this one, rounding the mark in front of the GBR teenagers. Both 
boats went right with Kearney going left followed by Robinson. Without any cover, Kearney was able to get 
through to take the finish bullet with Newman and Rust second and Balladares and Chavez third. 

Race 12 got away after a black flag with most of the fleet punching out to the left with GBR girls Newman 
and Rust first, the Philippinos Balladares and Chavez second and Australians Lachlan and Finn Gilbert 
third. The GBR girls flew down the run and built up a 20 boat length lead followed by Gilbert with the 
Irishman Kearney in third with a pack following. The beat saw the Australian girls, Jessie Atherton and 
Katherine Maher sailing into second place behind the GBR girls with Balladares, Gilbert and Kearney 
chasing. Both all girl boats maintained their positions to finish one-two with Kearney third.  
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Race 13 followed after a lunch break with the breeze still consistent at 15 knots and the sun still providing 
ideal conditions. The fleet got away under the Blue Peter with Balladares and Chavez revelling in the 
conditions with a chase group including Atherton, Newman, Robinson, Kearney and former Fireball hotshot, 
John Dransfield. Close to the finish of the reach the GBR's girls were called under Rule 42 for pumping by 
the Jury and did a penalty remaining with the pack. By the bottom gate the race order had settled with 
Balladares and Chavez assuming a commanding lead with the GBR's Newman and Rust ahead of a tight 
pack which included Atherton, Robinson and Kearney and Australians Greg and Ben Field. The windward 
and return on the outer loop didn't see much change to the pecking order with Balladares and Chavez, 
followed by Atherton and Maher, Newman and Rust with Kearney and Odell fourth. 

However, just as it appeared that the British girls were marching towards a World Championship, drama 
unfolded as they were disqualified for not completing their penalty properly. They only completed one circle 
out of a two-circle penalty and all their efforts resulted in a 62 DSQ. This changed the race results and the 
complexion of the World Championship. Two races remain with the World Championship wide open.  

With 13 races and 2 drops the results are: 
1. Ross Kearney and Max Odell (IRL) 33.6pts 
2. Millie Newman and Jessica Rust (GBR) 40pts 
3. Ridgely Balladares and Rommel Chavez (PHI) 43pts 
4. Ryan and Ricky Robinson (RSA) 46pts 
5. Paul and Austin Taylor (AUS) 66pts 

Friday, January 7, 2011, Day 5, 2011 LandCorp World Mirror Championships 
With only 5.2 points separating the top 2 boats, the final day of the 2011 Worlds started with an air of 
expectation and the dinghy park buzzing about the battle that would commence shortly to determine the 
World Champion. Lively conditions greeted the competitors again with the competitors growing to expect 
the fresh wind in Albany. The course was bathed in sunshine. 

Race 14 got underway with the black flag which seems to have become the constant in the racing. The 
restart was an even start, with the Filipinos Balladares and Chavez at the boat and the competition leader 
mid-line sailing up the middle, with the British girls trailing. By the top mark, Australian mother and son team 
Anita Scott-Murphy and Ben Cruse rounded first followed by Australians Lachlan and Finn Gilbert with the 
over-night leaders, Irishman Ross Kearney and team mate Max Odell in close pursuit with the GBR girls 
buried back in the fleet rounding around 20

th
 position. As usual, the Race Committee had set a perfect 

course which provided excellent entertainment for the spectator fleet which had congregated at the top of 
the course. It was a great run down to the gate with Scott-Murphy and Cruse flying and leading out to the 
right followed by the Gilberts with Kearney and Odell working hard in third, Australian’s Mark and Hugh 
Phillips fourth and Balladares and Chavez in fifth. From that point, the Gilberts surged to the front around 
the outer loop and established a commanding lead winning to Scott-Murphy and Cruse with Kearney and 
Odell in third and appearing to have one hand on the World Championship. The British girls showed grit and 
determination to sail back into 6

th
 position after being buried early. 

  
Winner of both races on Day 5,  Mother and son first to the top mark in race 14 
Australians Lachlan and Finn Gilbert Australians Anita Scott-Murphy and Ben Cruse 

Race 15 got away under the blue peter with Lachlan and Finn Gilbert starting at the pin boat which paid big 
dividends as they rounded first followed by the young Australians Robbie Hunt and David McAully second 
and Simon and Sidonia Barwood third with the South African’s Ryan and Ricky Robinson fourth and the 
Filipinos Balladares and Chavez quick with the kite set as usual and immediately on the plane. Kearney and 
Odell were 8

th
 around the top mark with the GBR girls again buried in the chasing pack in the mid-teens. 

The Gilberts went right at the gate and scooted to a 40 boat length lead with Balladares and Chavez second 
and Kearney and Odell third and looking every bit World Champions. By the finish, the Gilberts had won 
convincingly by over 40 boat lengths to Ross Kearney and Max Odell with Australia's John and Jesse 
Dransfield in third.  

There were cheers of celebration from the large spectator fleet that had gathered as Kearney and Odell 
secured their World Championship win. 
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2011 Mirror World Champions, Ross Kearney and Max Odell (IRL) 

2011 MIRROR WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP RESULTS SUMMARY 
Open Championship 1

st
 Ross Kearney & Max Odell (IRL) 38.6pts 

 2
nd

  Ridgely Balladares & Rommel Chavez (PHI) 52pts 
 3

rd
  Millie Newman & Jessica Rust (GBR) 54pts 

 4
th
 Ryan & Ricky Robinson (RSA) 67pts 

 5
th
  Lachlan & Finn Gilbert (AUS) 68pts 

Youth Championship  Millie Newman & Jessica Rust (GBR) 
Masters Championship  Lachlan & Finn Gilbert (AUS) 
Ladies Championship  Millie Newman & Jessica Rust (GBR) 
Junior Championship  Matthew & Benjamin Lulham-Robinson (GBR) 
Silver Fleet 1

st
  Don Jhon Cabaries & Gabriel Fetizanan (PHI)  

 2
nd

  Alfie Wisdom & Harry Sutcliffe-Woelders (IRL)  
 3

rd
  Emma & Rachel Grayson (GBR)  

2011 MIRROR WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP RESULTS 
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8 MIRROR TALES 

 
FROSTBITERS OR FROSTBITTEN 
600 MILES BY MIRROR 
A POM IN AUSSIE LAND 
BOATIES ON MY BEACH 
MESSING AROUND IN A MIRROR 
JACK HOLT 
A FELINE FOLLY 
CAT KILLER VENN 
CAPRERINO 
THE MIRROR 
MIRRORS IN UNUSUAL PLACES 
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FROSTBITERS OR FROSTBITTEN 
by Dick Hunn, reprinted from Australian Seacraft, March 1966 
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600 MILES BY MIRROR 
by Tony Rose, reprinted from Modern Boating, January 1973 
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A POM IN AUSSIE LAND 
by Roy Partridge, reprinted from UK Mirror Reflections, July 1973 
 

Well, here is the tale of a very relaxed Pom in 

Aussie Land, and you may be interested in 

hearing about our trip. 

Menna and I left London in the middle of 

February, with snow on our shoes and arrived 

24 hours later in Perth, towards the end of 

summer. At 0400 hours the temperature was 

nearly 100oF – some change, but who’s 

complaining! 

Our old fried Ron Bailey (ex IPC (Iver) YC) was 

on holiday but on his return I had a delightful 

sail on the fabulous Swan River – the blue 

water and warm breeze. It cost Ron £100 to 

bring his boat out from England, but was well 

worth it. Kits here are £200 ($345) or £380 

($650) fully equipped and ready to sail. One 

change Ron had already made, and that was his 

Ginny Trap – this is a wire or rope contraption 

on the aft transom for trapping tiller 

extensions when used by me - although I am 

assured it is a horse. 

Our next stop was Adelaide, and here the difference between Aussie and UK boats became more 

apparent. Watching the Mirrors sail at Glenelg. Peter Roberts (ex Thorpe Bay) won by miles, and 

speaking to him and others they were convinced that their way was superior to the basic 

standard. 

Here I was reminded of sharks for the first time – some of the boats had shark scarers on the 

bows. This is a large mouth set vertically on the bow to slow the boat down, also used as a 

spinnaker chute. Two of these boats had what I thought were tree trunks for masts – apparently 

to take the 6:1 purchase on the kicking strap and the 2½:1purchase on the main. I was assured 

strong winds were usual and that was certainly so when live Arnold and his friend took me out 

with a Force 7 and a fair swell to go with it. 

In Melbourne I met Carl Vorrath, President of the Aussie Mirror Class Association and his wife 

Betty – and a truly fantastic time they and all their friends gave to Menna and myself. This was 

when we were staying at the Hotel Australia, where the beautiful Pacific Princesses were 

gathered to name their queen for the Moomba Festival. (PS After the first day the head 

waitress, Mrs Cook, fixed me so that I always had a seat facing these beauties!) Back to sailing … 

Carl always managed to find me a boat to sail and a crew to suffer me, and it was here in my first 

race that I personally suffered from Hangman’s Noose – deservedly so, but no joke for me, so let 

me explain …The main sheet goes from the end of the boom to a block on the horse, up to a block 

on the end of the boom, to another block on the boom above the thwart, and then down to the 

thwart or floor – now imagine me …. Grabbing the boom to gybe – missing, but catching the 

mainsheet under it – swinging the boom over with the mainsheet loose and drooping enough to go 

under the chin – and when the boom nears the limit of the gybe, the rope naturally tightens with 

my neck between rope and boom – nasty! Believe me – panic stations and thank goodness there 

wasn’t too much wind! 
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At Canberra – a simply fantastic city architecturally, sited in the most delightful hills – with 

there in the middle, Lake Burley Griffin and yes! Mirrors again – with the wind from all 

directions. Similar to Iver! I didn’t speak to any Mirror owners here as they were too busy 

packing up their boats, and I felt I should not be intruding on their pleasure too much. 

Next stop Sydney, and Peter Campbell, Editor of the best boating magazine here, took me out in 

his Hood 23 with Bill Jaffray up the beautiful Pittwater – heavily wooded step slopes to the 

waters edge with sandy bays ideally strewn around. The following weekend I borrowed Peter’s 

Mirror – I forgot my battens but Bill Jaffray took me to his boat works a couple of miles away, 

cut some out for me and got me back in time for Club racing. The first three boats didn’t 

complete the course, but went merrily sailing on for another lap! (I was third boat). After the 

racing a BBQ in the Bayview Yacht Club, and a jolly good time mickey taking. 

The turning point of our holiday and now, back to Melbourne. Once again Carl and Betty Vorrath 

were wonderful in organising our sailing by obtaining the loan of boats and crews from their many 

friends – and I am glad Ian and Betty Nichols with their five sons were there! Here at a 

delightful spot called Canadian Bay, I had enough time to rig a boat with my own sails – more in 

line with back home. I badly replaced a main halyard which broke just before the race. Halfway 

through the first heat the knot I tied slipped and I couldn’t raise it to its proper position, and 

although we just made the windward mark first, we were dropping back fast, but it certainly 

confirmed previous suspicions. 

My last race in Perth was in Ron Bailey’s boat with his daughter Maureen crewing. We were 

correctly luffed over the start line, and by the time we had extricated ourselves and re-rounded, 

we were last so we could only improve, but never got near the leaders. 

To summarise – the Aussie sails are stiffer, stronger, more tightly woven and much better 

finished that ours, they also cost approximately £70 main and jib and only one suit a year is 

allowed. Unfortunately this main is a three sided sail which requires the gaff to be tight against 

the mast, which creates even farther windage, and must destroy much of the drive in the sail 

area behind the gaff jaws and the top of the mast. Experiments with the gaff tight against the 

mast in the UK some years ago reduced performance on our four sided sails although mast 

rotation was attempted not very successfully, to reduce increased windage. 

Few burgees are used and I have not yet seen the Winder/Hawk type here.  Not much notice is 

taken of windage on equipment, although windage on the crews’ hair is less here!  

I’ve never seen more than one race a day, so tuning boats is difficult. This is probably due to the 

very light breezes in the morning – in the afternoon there is often a stiff wind – the maximum I 

have seen is Force 7, and in nine weeks I’ve missed the strong gales that occur around the UK 

coasts, probably due to the time of year here. 

Overall, I prefer the UK rigging as I think it drives the boat faster over the whole range of wind 

strengths, but only a series between the two types would tell – any solutions? I’m basing the 

speed difference also on the fact that Herons usually beat Mirrors here. 

Weather here is much more predictable and is enjoyed, rather than suffered as in the UK. 

The Mirrors’ unique lightness, manoeuvrability, sailability in nearly all weathers makes it a family 

love affair here as everywhere else, even including wives!  

Lastly, and most importantly, what about the Aussie sailor? Undoubtedly most are good, and some 

are very good. They also happen to be warm-hearted, generous, so very hospitable, and excellent 

leg-pullers – so many thanks to all of them for making Menna’s holiday and mine so memorable, and 

so very enjoyable – in fact simply fantastic! 
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BOATIES ON MY BEACH 
by John Miles, reprinted from SA Mirror News, February 1984 

 

Yachting is my favourite (spectator) sport, though I have never ventured upon the seas in 

anything much less than a P & 0 liner. I did risk the Troubridge once. 

 

The yachters enliven our summer weekends. Their rainbow sails on sparkling sea delight our eyes. 

Such lively scenery. Their antics on the sand make television tedious. All free, without fee. No 

charge for admission. Like Venus observed, they rise from the sea entirely oblivious of us, their 

secret, spellbound audience. 

 

My wife and I and family and friends sit entranced in our seafront sunroom watching the show. 

"Wow, look at that one go," is a frequent comment. "Scudding" is a worn-out word among us. 

Nobody among us knows the first thing about sailing. We don't care. The mere mystery of those 

busy little boats around the buoys, the racing, chasing beauty of it is enough. 

 

We call them "yachters" because "yachties" sounds much too familiar for people we don't know. 

We can't call them sailors because sailors don't care, and yachters most certainly care. They 

obviously care for those precious craft of theirs more than Romeo cared for Juliet. 

 

They fuss over them and fiddle with them, tend them and tickle them and truss them and tie 

them and titivate them for hours and hours. They turn up in mid-morning, jostle for parking, 

unhitch their trailers, hit the beach in droves and then begin what in the game of sailing must be 

the fore-play. My wife and I walk along the beach for an hour or more and when we come back 

the yachters appear to be fiddling with precisely the same piece of equipment as they were when 

we started. 

 

A lot of chatting is going on too, of course. The yachters may compete keenly on the water but on 

the beach they could teach a thing or two in mateyness to those who severed the Bonds of 

friendship fighting for the America's Cup.  

 

Males dominate here. Judging by the bristling beards, lady skippers are few. But by the time the 

crews climb into that extraordinary rubbery clobber nobody knows or cares what sex they are. 

 

Gone are the dear, dead days when boats were traditionally feminine. Gone are the ancient times 

when boats had names such as Saucy Sal. Yachters must be a witty lot, judging by the names they 

give their beloved, but surely to grace the trim lines with such a romantic name as Free Beer is 

taking the back-lash against Women's Lib a little too far. 

 

A few girl groupies do gather rather wistfully on the beach, gazing out to sea, performing no 

other role than to sing "Red Sails in the Sunset" when their lovers come back to them. 

 

Sometimes, momentarily, I feel rather like a dole bludger or an MP on superannuation, taking 

from something to which I have contributed nothing. 

 

But we don't care. We love it. To us, the furtive fans, sailing will always be the greatest free show 

on earth. 
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MESSING AROUND IN A MIRROR 
by James Frecheville, reprinted from MCAV Mirror Reflections, Spring 1984 

Not an issue of ‘Reflections’ goes to press without an article on getting the most out of your Mirror sailing; be 
it tactics, handling or tuning. Rarely do you hear of the other side of sailing – that is taking it easy and going 
cruising. ‘Cruising in a Mirror?’ Where would you go? What would you take? Why not go for a gentle sail from 
Hawthorn to St Kilda. Pack a picnic lunch, chill a bottle of plonk and drive to the Hawthorn Rowing Sheds and 
rig on the staging under Bridge Road bridge. 

The river level at Hawthorn is above the tide range and so the water, however slowly, is going the right way. 
This is an important consideration as we found little wind on the warm summer Saturday we elected not to 
race around the sticks.  

Occasionally we paddled if only to extricate the gaff from the overhanging trees before Swan Street. Some of 
the oarsmen saw little humour in our jaunt and felt we were intruding on their river. At Fairview Park, still in 
Hawthorn, we enjoyed our first breeze. Of course it was on the nose and so we tacked down the straight and 
only once grounding when catching a lift off the river bank. Rounding the bend we eased off and reached 
under spinnaker past Scotch College to St Kevins and then coasted along the back gardens of some fine 
Toorak mansions. The birds darted in and out of the willows and occasionally a fish jumped. It really was 
rather pleasant lying back in the sun enjoying a variable breeze and now a favourable tide and current. We 
gybed time and again, it was all good practice but a little awkward with an esky cluttering the cockpit. 

Cars were racing past on the freeway in a hurry to go nowhere and we greeted the fishermen, the runners and 
the cyclists. We now had more puff and Bonnie A shot along under kite past Herring Island, the Botanical 
Gardens and the parties bar-be-quing on the river banks. It had taken two and a half hours to cover some five 
miles and it was time for lunch so we pulled the boat up by the Rowing Shed staging and dined on chicken, 
salad and fine wine. 

Upstream of Princess Walk we had trouble passing under the numerous bridges – but by the time we reached 
the World Trade Centre we were mastering lowering both gaff and mast to negotiate low level obstructions. I 
had taken the precaution of removing the forestay so that the mast could be handed by releasing the jib 
halyard. Thus it was a simple manoeuvre to douse kite, lower main, and if necessary unstep the mast (we 
only hit a bridge once). Standing midships I would hold the mast square to the boat (not unlike a yardarm with 
me as the mast) and we would scoot along with the jib catching both the favourable breeze and the Yarra.  

On into the docks we ventured and fortunately it was quiet – strike or Saturday it matters not. The customs 
lads gave us a wave, and a few Asian seamen shook their heads as we interrupted their fishing roaring 
through the port under spinnaker. Gybe ho at Maribyrnong River and if it weren’t for our extra ballast (we’re 
pretty heavy anyway) I’m sure that we would have planed out the river mouth from under the towering 
Westgate Bridge. 

After stopping at Williamstown for a chat with friends we set off for St Kilda Marina in the dying afternoon 
breeze. With light fading we beat across Hobson’s Bay and beached at St Kilda. Sure the boat was brown, it 
stank and was a job to clean but hell it was a good day, proving that Ratty is right: ‘There is nothing, 
absolutely nothing, quite so worthwhile doing as, simply messing around in boats’. 
 

 
The Wind in the Willows, Kenneth Grahame, illustration by Ernest H. Shepard 
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JACK HOLT 

by Timothy Mickleburgh, reprinted from WoodenBoat Magazine, 74/64, January/February 1987 
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A FELINE FOLLY 
by Anne Tonkin, reprinted from SA Mirror News, March 1989 
 

ANOTHER FOLLY had a feline stowaway for the race at Brighton on 11 February 1989. 
 

The starboard side tank must have seemed like a good place for a cat nap on Saturday morning, 

then the hatch cover was done up at about 11.30am, the boat was trailed from parkside to 

Brighton, rigged, launched, sailed for an hour and a half (in a drifter fortunately), left on the 

beach for an hour while the crew had a well earned drink, trailed home and finally (at about 

6.00pm) taken onto the back lawn to be washed.  
 

At this point irate meows were heard from the starboard tank and a rather ruffled but otherwise 

unharmed Burmese stepped out as the hatch cover was removed! 
 

Fortunately the race was abandoned before Another Folly could be disqualified for having three 

crew members (and one without a life jacket!!). 
 
 

  
Simon Kneebone, SA Mirror News November 1988 QB catamaran (photo: old salt) 
 
 

CAT KILLER VENN 
reprinted from MCAV Mirror Reflections, April 1995 
 

The 1994-95 Victorian State Championships at Yarrawonga were memorable for challenging racing 

and the Sunday STORM! 

 

Strong and gusty winds on Sunday overloaded rescue facilities and saw racing abandoned for the 

Mirror and Kittycat fleets. A number of cats suffered severe damage including one QB3 at the 

hands of Ken “Cat Killer” Venn that lost its entire bow, crumpled its trampoline and collapsed its 

mast. “But there wasn’t a scratch on the Mirror!” one cat sailor was heard to complain. 
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CAPRERINO 
by Manuel Panzera, Club Nautico Capodimonte, Tuscania, Italy, 2010 
 
I found another mirror sailor in Italy this summer by browsing the internet and via magazines. The person I 
got hold of is Angelo Vernocchi and he has a very interesting story. I found him when I saw a Mirror for sale 
in the classified ad section of Bolina (one of Italy’s most popular sailing magazines) and contacted him for 
some information. Angelo Vernocchi lives in Sardegna, built the boat himself and knows a lot about the 
Mirror history in Italy. The boat he built is not a real Mirror but follows its exact plans except of the bow that 

is pointed. See photos (and this link: http://cgi.ebay.it/Dinghy-12-Deriva-tipo-Mirror-/180534748983 ), he has 

built about 10 of these himself.  
 

  
 
The story goes back to the early 1970s when a 
certain Geo Fiorentini, who was in love with Jack 
Holt’s project, formed an association in Rome called 
Geomar with some other young and penniless 
sailing enthusiasts. Geo managed to obtain from 
Jack himself a concession to produce and sell kits 
here in Italy. The ops base was in Fiumara Grande 
(Ostia, on the coast near Rome) while the admin 
office was in Via Cavour in Rome. Geo then 
managed to obtain a free stand at the International 
Boat exhibition in Genova where he showed the kits 
and sold them for 400k lira. This is where Angelo 
and some friends met him and they negotiated to 
buy 2 kits for the price of 370k lira each. Angelo 
goes back with his friend to Bologna (where he 
lives) and builds their Mirrors. Soon some other 
sailing enthusiasts join them and build a few more 
Mirrors and start an informal club on the Adriatic. 
For more than 4 years they have held regattas near 
Rome and Marina di Ravenna. They even issued a 
small news print called Mirror. Angelo believes that 
50 to 60 Mirrors were built until Geo modifies the 
traditional Mirror with a modified version with a 
pointed bow called the “Caprerino”, which is what 
you see in the photo. The reason for this change 
was to make the Mirror prettier and commercially 
more desirable.  
 
In 1980 Geo died but not before sailing a Mirror for over 200 miles in the Atlantic sea. After Geo’s death 

Angelo and his friends, as part of the association I Compagni di Ulisse www.icompagnidiulisse.it (Odysseus’ 

companions) continued to build Mirrors and Caprerinos and promote courses in kit building and sailing for 
beginners for children on a small lake near Bologna. Today the association holds the original drawings of 
the Mirror project with building instructions. They only have 1 original Mirror left (that is over 30 years old) 
and about 10 Caprerinos. 

http://cgi.ebay.it/Dinghy-12-Deriva-tipo-Mirror-/180534748983
http://www.icompagnidiulisse.it/
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THE MIRROR 
by Max Beaton, reprinted from “The Mudpuddler”, Albert Sailing Club, September 2010 
 
Mirrors still enjoy Victoria’s waterways but most pass their days on club racks as Max Beaton, a lone Mirror 
sailor on Lake Albert laments. 
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MIRRORS IN UNUSUAL PLACES 
by Mal Hutton, 2010 
 

MIRRORS IN UNUSUAL PLACES OR USED FOR UNUSUAL THINGS 
Perhaps that title is misleading. After all, the Mirror was always promoted as being more versatile than any 
other dinghy. The following stories and recollections can illustrate the point. 

When I started sailing a Mirror at the Brighton and Seacliff Yacht Club in 1976 I was told of a former Mirror 
sailor who would go out fishing in his Mirror in the morning, return to shore with his catch, then rig for sailing 
and win the afternoon race. I can’t recall his name, but I am sure the story was not apocryphal.  

My first Mirror had rowlocks fitted, and my son Ian was known to row it out and do a spot of fishing when we 
attended Easter camps at Port Vincent. At one of these we went one better; I towed him behind our Mirror 
on his surfboard. How we happened to get an outboard motor as power for this episode was that I entered a 
competition run by a boating magazine, and won the motor and a tinnie (which we never used). The 
question asked in the competition was to supply my name and address, which I got right, and won the prize! 

  
Ian Hutton skiing at Port Vincent Mirrors on Strathgordon Dam 

The story of Jack de Crow’s sail from England to the Black Sea is unbeatable but here are some 
Australian stories. Lake sailing is not uncommon, but sailing where Mirrors don’t usually sail is. 
Tom Sag came across a fleet of Mirrors being sailed on the Strathgordon Dam in Tasmania. They 
were built by the workers constructing the dam. 

For them, the encircling mountains were splendidly majestic, not bleak and forbidding. Winter storms 
brought a dramatic beauty to the sky. The remoteness and isolation of Strathgordon helped to forge closer 
friendships and stronger community spirit. This was a construction village – its residents were practical, 
capable people, here to do a complex and important job. After work, they filled their time with activities. 
They built Mirror dinghies in their garages and sailed them on the rising lake waters. They swam laps in 
Tasmania’s first under-cover heated pool. There were 20 different clubs and groups in the village, including 
chess, pottery, darts, drama, woodwork, sailing, fishing, football, squash, badminton, tennis, Cubs, 
Brownies, and an RSL. For ten years this was a busy and productive little town. When the construction work 
ended, the Hydro’s people gradually moved away. Some stayed on with their families – to maintain and 
operate the Gordon Power Station and to enjoy the wild grandeur of their Southwest home. 

Another Tasmanian lake story is this one about Dove Lake. 

THE CRUISING COUPLE 
by Mac Story, 2010 

A big part of the Mirror Dinghy concept was that the 
boat could be used for cruising and fishing as well 
as ‘lolling about’ on race courses.  John and Pat 
Whitehead of Midway Point, built their Mirror in 
1968-69 and, as a weatherman by profession, John 
went on to be an official weather adviser to assist a 
World Dragon Championship. Later John and Pat 
took the cruising role of Mirrors to heart and 
travelled extensively to dip Image in various 
cruising waters around Tasmania. A rare 
appearance of a sailing boat on Dove Lake on 
Cradle Mountain and also cruising Lake Pedder, 
were two of their appearances, which helped to 
spread the Mirror message across Tasmania. 
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Now to a big contrast – one story about sailing below sea level, and the other about sailing near the 
highest point on the Australian continent. 

SAILING BELOW SEA LEVEL 
by Rod Roach, Mirror 18188, extracts from the article in SA Mirror News, June 1989 

The idea to sail on Lake Eyre came after one of those sanguinary days at the office when I felt I needed a 
break, and was spurred on by the report that Lake Eyre had filled for the first time this century in 1975, and 
will probably not fill again this century. 

Lake Eyre is the largest lake in Australia, and is normally a dry salt pan. When full it has an average depth 
of 20-25 feet and is about 40 feet below sea level. 

We left Adelaide with Jub-Jub Bird (apologies to Lewis Carroll) snug on top of my box trailer with all our 
gear stowed inside. A word of warning to all boat haulers; if travelling over gravel or rough roads with a 
conventional boat trailer, make sure your hull is well protected. By the time we returned, 50% of the paint on 
my trailer had been blasted off by stones flung up from the car. 

Our progress over the track once used by Donald Campbell’s Bluebird team was interrupted twice by defiant 
frill-necked dragons who challenged us with quixotic bravery in the centre of the road. Our boys quite 
fearlessly removed them from their suicidal positions, striking yet another blow for conservation. 

Conditions were rather far from ideal, and after 
travelling the 540 miles from Adelaide we felt that 
the old aboriginal story of a ‘debil debil’ at the Lake 
may be true.  

The wind was gusty offshore, creating a nasty chop. 
No cheery rescue boat was in sight as we took off. 
As I jumped over the stern to take up my position I 
showered black slimy mud over everything. I was 
petrified to put the centreboard down as I felt 
uncertain of the depth; a broken board would have 
seen us disappearing over the horizon. In a nutshell, 
it was a hair-raising sail. 

Lake Eyre Yacht Club 

SEVENTEEN DAYS 
by Jen Richardson (nee Harvey), writing from Ubud, Bali, 2010 

Summer school holidays, 1966. Jesadima was built in 17 days in our Adelaide home, because that’s how 
long we had between buying the Mirror kit and going away on a holiday to the Snowy Mountains. Dr Deane 
Harvey, that’s my Dad, wanted to take the boat with us. I’m the oldest of 4 girls (Jennifer, Sally, Dinah, Mary 
Ann), and I was 12 at the time, in grade 7. Neither Dad nor I had built a boat before, but he was a dab hand 
with a cupboard – well, anything really – and as he’d not managed to produce the four boys he wanted 
(Jeremy, Simon, David, Martin) he taught us a lot the skills he’d otherwise have given them. Actually, Dad 
did most of the work. He’d arrive home from his job at the Royal Adelaide Hospital, get straight into 
whatever was needed and work until late with a break for dinner somewhere. Up early and gluing or joining 
the next bit, leaving me with instructions about how long to wait (for the glue to dry) before doing whatever 
came after that. We had a Holden station wagon and a long caravan. The completed Mirror would go on the 
car roof. 

We’re New Zealanders – moved when I was seven – so a little starved for lakes and rivers in South 
Australia. Dad regaled us the whole way with stories about the Snowy Mountain Scheme, the cool clear 
rivers and especially Lake Jindabyne, which had been man made just two years before, drowning a whole 
town in the process. Most of the trip was uneventful. Then we came to the first really steep stretch of 
mountain road, coming down to a weir at the edge of the lake. Sheer, carved cliff wall on one side of the 
road, sheer thousand metre drop on the other to the lake below. 

Dad was pretty quiet about it, but pretty soon it was clear that the “new” caravan brakes weren’t working. He 
got us to the bottom of the slope alright, by some judicious juggling back and forth with the gears and the 
car brake. But we were very lucky the bottom came when it did; the smell of rubber was appalling and the 
brakes were too soft to go on, for more than an hour. Dad poo-poohed any idea of danger, but did mutter to 
me that he’d have had to start nudging us gently into the mountain to slow us down, if the road had been 
much longer. He was getting worried we might hurt the new boat, he said. 

The Jindabyne Caravan Park was right on the lake shore and it was absolutely beautiful. Crystal clear water 
of course, and I remember realising that I had really, truly missed my New Zealand lakes and rivers. 
Tongariro, Taupo, Rotoiti, the Mohaka. Bless the Murray, it is a life line for South Australia, but even in 1964 
it was the colour of a good cup of strong, milky tea. 
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We woke early the next day to Dad’s enthusiastic news of a “little sailing race” for him and me in the 
afternoon. Mum wasn’t keen. She’d always been a clucker and the missing brake episode had already got 
her nerves up. Although on reflection, in this case she may have been purely practical, we’d never raced 
before, just puttered in a little Cadet from time to time down at Robe, and it was a bloody big lake. Still, the 
main problem, as the afternoon rolled on was that there was no wind. Our first race ever and when they 
decided they really had to get the race started, wind or no wind, even the old hands left the shore using 
paddles. We didn’t have one, so we used our thongs (flip flops, for the US reader). Ever capable of 
imagining the worst, Mum paced on the bank. 

Dad had sailed for most of his life. I was just having fun, so when the wind picked up we were happy. And 
pick up it did. Before the race was over, a couple of hours or so later, we were blasting across the lake 
through four foot high wind waves that came from … somewhere! Who knows? At one stage, I heard Dad 
muttering that we were coming in too close to a marker buoy for a turn; my interest was in whether we’d go 
over as we turned, it was all happening a bit fast for me. Not frightened – life jackets on, of course, and 
fearless naïve nearly teenager – just a long way for a swim. And later I remember a funny whining noise. 
Not a clue where it was coming from, travelling with us, perhaps under the boat. Dad had no idea for a while 
either, then gave a snort and a roar of laughter as he realised the boat was planing – scudding along so fast 
that a lot of the hull of the boat was lifting out of the water. I had no idea what that meant, but Dad was quite 
chuffed about it, tickled to actually experience something he’d only read about. 

We didn’t cover ourselves in glory that day. No miraculous nov ice victories or line honours. But I guess we 
did in a way. We finished the race. I don’t remember exact numbers any more, but at least three masts 
snapped, someone’s centreboard pushed right up and out of the boat, several main sails blew out, a few 
people had to be rescued and boats towed home, and I remember two skippers later discussing how their 
rudders had met different watery deaths. So we did alright really, for beginners. 

Mum had given birth to several kittens by the time we made it back to shore. She was a fragile soul and I’m 
afraid Dad spent the evening soothing her nerves instead of joining much of the celebrations. I don’t think 
we ever raced again. It was a lot of fun but Dad never did choose to go in a direction that Mum wasn’t happy 
about. Still, we had lots more happy outings in Jesadima, mostly at Goolwa on Lake Alexandrina, before 
Dad decided he’d like to build a Hartley 18. No kit that time. But that’s another story. 

The SA Mirror News was always of high standard. While there were many articles on ‘how to sail 
faster’, there were also contributions on the lighter side, and here I have fished out a few of those. 

MIRROR IN A HEAT WAVE 
by Rod Roach, Mirror 18188, Reprinted from SA Mirror News, August 1983 

In August 1983 Tom Sag found in a well known ‘girlie’ magazine (Tom!!!) an article ‘Mirror in a Heatwave’. 

A young lady stationed in Israel was presented with a Mirror kit for Christmas one year. Some time later, 
after building the boat and teaching herself how to sail, and finding herself with a job in Eilat (on the 
northern end of the Red Sea), she decided to take her Mirror on a 200 km cruise down the Red Sea with two 
lanky English boy friends. The boat had a payload of 300 kg of crew and camping gear, including 50 litres of 
drinking water, essential in the 40 degree plus temperatures and bone dry wind. Only the minimum of 
camping and cooking supplies were taken. Most of the trip was made in steady northerly breezes (except for 
a drifter on the westerly side) which made sailing down the Gulf of Eilat easy. However the necessary trips 
to the shore for camping stops were made more difficult because of the tacking required and the heavy pay 
load. 

Nevertheless the only major traumas on the trip were when the boat nearly ran aground on a coral reef and 
when the cockpit filled with water after the boat was turned at right angles to the wind to sail into a camping 
site. After bailing out the boat they decided to give that spot a miss and head north again. Apart from 
sailing, the trio seems to have had an enjoyable time camping on beaches or in Bedouin huts and 
snorkelling around the coral reefs and fishing for their food. 

AGONY ANT 
reprinted from SA Mirror News, September 1991 

By September 1991 there was an ‘Agony Aunt’ column: 

Dear Aunty Harry: 
I have almost completed the building of my Mirror dinghy. When it is finished and I have had 
a little practice I plan to take it on a world cruise (not non-stop, of course).The rules on the 
fitting of toe-straps seem to me a little vague, Can you help me? 

Dear Globe Trotter:  
Yes, I think you should fit toe straps. Bon voyage! 
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MIRROR PLANS 
 
Mirror dinghies are available as kits or GRP hulls from licensed 
manufacturers – they are not constructed from plans “to ensure that 
Mirror Class dinghies are nearly alike as possible with regard to any 
matter which may have influence on the basic speed or handling”. 
 

The Mirror Class Rules 
 Licensed Kit Manufacturer shall complete hulls using only wood, 

plywood, glassfibre tape, resin and adhesives to the ISAF 
specification.   

 

 Amateur and Professional Builders shall complete hulls using 
only materials supplied with the Mirror kits (except for 
adhesives which are optional) and shall not modify or replace 
any part of the kit except where specifically permitted by these 
Rules. 

 

 Licensed GRP Builders shall complete hulls using only 
materials prescribed in the ISAF GRP Building Specification. 
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BUILDING PRIME TIME 70021 
by Andy MacIntyre, January 2000 
 
Prime Time 70021 was completed on 1 January 2000, just a day before the 2000 Australian Mirror 
Championship in Canberra. 
 
She was constructed from a Heart kit with expert guidance from (the late) Bob Cruse and also Norm Deane. 
As a first time builder I sought a lot of advice from the local experts as well as using the Mirror Information 
Exchange to chat with Mirror sailors worldwide. I also had access to another Cruse built Mirror 69362 One 
Step Beyond as a reference during the hull construction and fitout. 
 
Built at home in Castle Hill, NSW the project took five months of evening and weekend work. This included 
quite a bit of pondering time for the more complex tasks such as centrecase alignment and clamps and 
weighs to eliminate fastenings. The Heart kit was beautifully prepared and made construction easy for 
someone with rudimentary high school woodworking skills. A very relaxing and enjoyable project and indeed 
a nostalgic one for those like me who learned to sail in a boat built by dad in the family garage. The boat 
turned out quite stiff and can mix it with the best of them on the race occasions she is pointed in the right 
direction. 
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HOW OLD IS YOUR MIRROR 
 

YEAR BOAT NUMBERS ISSUED 
1963  1-896  
1964  897-3058  
1965  3059-4547  
1966  4548-7489  
1967  7490-11060  
1968  11061-15467 
1969  15468-21015  

1970  21016-25633  
1971  25634-31788  
1972  31789-37840  
1973  37841-42935  
1974  42946-48011  
1975  48012-51276  
1976  51277-55470  
1977  55471-58752  
1978  58753-60973  
1979  60974-63409  

1980  63410-65050  
1981  65051-65992  
1982  65992-66600  
1983  66601-67000  
1984  67001-67606  
1985  67707-68075  
1986  68076-68250  
1987  68251-68500  
1988  68501-68785  
1989  69786-69020 

1990  69021-69180 
1991  69181-69310 
1992  69311-68454 
1993  69455-69580 
1994  69581-69706 
1995  69707-69756 
1996  69757-69830 
1997  69831-69915 
1998  69916-69962 
1999  69963-70031 

2000  70032- 
 
 

Mirror No 1 is featured at the National Maritime Museum Cornwall 

 

Built 1963, by Bell Woodworking Designer Barry Bucknell and Jack Holt Dimensions Length 4.01m Beam 
1.49m. All the fun of messing about in boats. Build it yourself from the kit. Easiest on the pocket and the 
easiest job you’ve ever tackled. And remember she weighs less than most wives. 

The Mirror is a true car-top dinghy. Yours in kit form for just £63.11s cash!’ An advert for the Mirror 
broadcast in the 1960s. Mirror dinghy kits were inexpensive, quick and straightforward to build and were a 
huge hit with the recreational maritime enthusiast.  

The go anywhere, do as you please attitude, combined with the ability to fit the boat on the roof of car as 
small as a Mini meant the Mirror dinghy revolutionised boating in Britain. Sponsored by the Daily Mirror 
Newspaper, and designed by Barry Bucknall and Jack Holt the Mirror dinghy enabled thousands of people to 
become boat owners for the first time - and the Museum has the very first one.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Maritime_Museum_Cornwall
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HOW DID YOU NAME YOU BOAT 
by Mal Hutton, reprinted from 19

th
 Australia Mirror Championship Program, 1984 

 

We had a lot of fun reading your replies to this section of the nomination form. Thank you to all those who 

told us the story, some at length, and many with great pride. Several themes emerged, and I have grouped 

the names within these themes as far as possible. 

PLAYS ON THE CLASS NAME MIRROR, OR THE WORD BOAT 
Our classicists are Greg McAdoo (ACT) with Mirare, the Latin root the English word mirror (in Latin it means 

"to look at"), and Nick Rogers (TAS) with Karabos IV, Greek for "a fast little ship". Well named by our 

current champion. 

Old hand Ralph Newman (NSW) had Maori inspiration for Rehia Poti - "pleasure boat". Rehia can mean 

pleasant, pleased or pleasure; poti (i pronounced ee) can mean boat or vote. 

Mirriam (SA) is both a play on the word Mirror and on the Hebrew version of Tom Sag's wife's name. 
Diplomatic! 

FAMILY NAMES 
There are several other diplomats, using either names or acronyms from several family names.  

Al Anderson (SA) has Patsy (wife), John Corser 

(WA) has Skip (grandfather's nickname), and Harry 

McQuie (VIC) has Bobalong (builder's name was 

Bob). Acronyms appear in Carol Warner's (SA) 
Careegal, Peter Forster's (ACT) Pakam 3, Ted 

Plant's (VIC) Gleck, and Ken Garth's (VIC) Jiffie. 

Names of Greek Gods inspired Tony Ryan's (VIC) 
Nereus (Sea-God and father of the Nereids), and 
Re-Thoth (TAS), Norm Deane's rebuilt Thoth; Thoth 

was the Greek moon-god who was said to be the 
reckoner of time. Norm thinks that may help to 
minimize his time around the course! The original 
Thoth was crushed after a derailment whilst re-

turning from the 1980 Perth Nationals. 

TWO OF A KIND 
Several pairs of names appear. 

Ellis Armstrong (TAS) has Sylph (elemental spirit of the air or water) while father Gordon Armstrong (TAS) 

has Svelte (lightly built, lissome and supple; Gordon says this applies to the boat, not the skipper!). Gordon 

says also that the two names are sufficiently similar to make things thoroughly confusing for others. 

Frodo's Image (VIC) is Bill Dooley's new boat (the Mirror Image of the old Frodo, the hobbit inspired name), 
while Frodo Ghost (VIC) was named by Ian Knell to taunt Bill Dooley; an "ongoing feud" Ian says! 

Dry Red and Right Direction (SA) were built in that sequence by Mal Hutton; David Williams (SA) now has 
Dry Red. Mal named that one to indicate a wish to keep the sails dry i.e. not capsize, and as a tribute to a 
favourite beverage. Right Direction symbolizes even greater determination to stay right way up, and also 
reflects Mal's professional concerns about setting goals. 

Jindivick Phase 3 and New Formula Jindivick (VIC) are successive developments sailed by John and 
Warwick Henry. The fleet is warned to beware of flying missiles! 

Folly Again is now sailed by James Warnes (SA), but was previously owned by Bill Verco (SA) who has now 

committed Another Folly. His original boat was Folly: getting the message? It all came from wife Betty's 

reaction when she heard he'd bought a Mirror: "Well that's a folly if ever I heard of one!"  

The other half of the next pair will not be at these championships, but will be remembered by many as a 
former National Champion. Wezzigon II (where's he gone to) now has a reply through Kathy Eadie (WA): 
Ereis! 
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CLEVER NAMES 
Not that some of the others aren't clever, but the ones in this group all have a message for or from their 

skippers 

Rear Vision (Christian Zerovich, WA) appears to take 

the same approach as former National Champion 

Rear View (Ross Whitehorn, SA); the way he likes to 

see the fleet is by way of a rear vision mirror.  

Roger Bussell's Red Baron (WA) flies over the water 

and Marcus Waller's Sea-Fly (VIC) flys on the sea.  

There's no end to what one may do with Black Magic 
according to David Stewart (SA). 

Jeffrey Farman (VIC) figured there would always be 

some boats in front and some behind, and some he'd 

pass and some who'd pass him. To all of them he 

says Seayalata.  

I'm not sure whether Simon O'Connor is having us on or not, but he claims Erewan is the Laotian national 
symbol, put on the side of the boat by the builder of the boat, who had spent some time in Laos. I guess 
debating this will get us nawere. 

MUSIC 
Does a Mirror look more like an owl or an onion? Andrew Candy (WA) thought the latter, and reflected on 
the long time he spent fibre glassing the chines, to come up with Glass Onion. At least that's what he 

claimed before acknowledging it is the title of an obscure Beatles song. 

Unknown Pleasures is the name of the first album by the British band Joy Division. Alison Ryan (VIC) will 
obviously also appreciate the South Australian tourist motto "Enjoy!" 

Rian Moore (WA) named Electric Mayhem after the Muppet band. He doesn't say whether there is a 
resemblance between crew and muppet. 

David Graney (TAS) named Sky after the group of that name, and the colour scheme of the boat reflects 
earth, water, sky etc. He hopes for that important element, wind, to accompany him. 

Trent Tsoa-Lee (NSW) wanted a name that was flowing and arty, so chose Synchronicity after sorting 
through his record collection and finding it in a "Police" album. 

Apparition came to Patrick Ahern (WA) after looking through a dictionary and listening to songs. Maybe he 
had a nightmare afterwards?  

PLACES AND THINGS 
An Icon is a thing of beauty and a joy forever, according to Merton 

Glass (WA).  

Tramuntana (SA) is a Spanish name for a cold wind that blows off 
the Andorran Mountains and into Spain and Southern France. Rob 
Wright's boat goes like the wind too, I can tell you. 

The colour scheme on Chariot Of Fire (SA) is fitting; the red hull 

plus yellow and green spinnaker (Australia's Olympic colours), and 
Bruce Gardner's enjoyment of the film, all come together. Well 
thought out. 

David Lawry (VIC) is nothing if not flexible. Titicaca is the highest 

lake in the world, but was supposed to have been Titicarta a 

Frankie Howard character in "Up Pompeii"! Who couldn't spell?  

A Gecko is a lizard which has nocturnal habits and feeds on 

insects. I would make sure you put on the aerogard and keep an 

eye on Ian Waller (VIC) at the campsite if I were you.  
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INCIDENTS 
Talking of insects, Maussie Bite (NSW) commemorates the youngest member of Peter Hook's family, 

Jonathon, then aged 2, being covered with mosquito bites at the time. Or a frog; Darrell Tregear (VIC) says 
frog noises were the in thing at the time he named Knee Deep.  

Norm Morley (VIC) came up with Back In Black when he built another Mirror and painted it black. 

And finally, David Pilbeam (WA) named Impact because "Mum told me too". You'll be a hit over here David. 

Good News (VIC), twice National champion, was named by Grant Nichols after sailing against another 
Mirror called Bad News at one Nationals. First the good news, then the bad news! Ian Nicholls, winner of the 
first two National titles, will sail Good News this time. Son Bill will be in Dinky Di Dinghy, built and named by 
Grant as a thoroughly patriotic Aussie. 

Intrepid (WA) is named after an English fighting ship. This and 4 others were imported from England in 
August 1984, and all will be attending these National titles. Paul Eldrid will skip this one  

Ray Wise (SA) had his share of capsizes while learning to sail at Port Augusta, and thus often experienced 

the Rising Damp in the cockpit of his boat. Port Augusta had very salty water, reminiscent of the salt damp 

in many old SA houses. To top it off, Rising Damp was the name of a popular TV series at the time the boat 

was built.  

ADDITIONAL NAMES 
Melissa Hooper's (SA) Mirror is blue, and she loves food, hence Blueberry Tart.  

Hot Shot was named by its previous owner, who was obviously a good sailor according to current owner 
Geoff Clarke (SA).  

David Thomson, (NSW) has had a series of boats; Little Tub, then Tubby, and now Tubby Too.  

Retsek (Vic) is Kester spelt backwards; Cam Vorrath's brother Kester owns the boat, but Cam will sail it 
here, presumably frontwards. 

Sea-Gals has a crew of young girls says Justy Vorrath (Vic).  

Carl Vorrath, (Vic) has Mini-Merne, Merne was the name he gave 5 Lightweight Sharpies he sailed, and 
Mini-Merne was the first Mirror. Merne is a miss-spelt Aboriginal name for Black Cockatoo, and is an old SA 

station name, after which house, business and boats have been named. 

Narelle Jane Black (Vic) has Lady Jane, named after her great-grandmother and herself.  

I'm inclined to agree with West Aussie Robert Cruse's decision to 
call his boat Blue Thunder, (after a movie he liked), because he 
preferred that to the previous name Flying Rissole.  

Please bear with us as we repeat Peter Davies’ (Vic) yarn. “Once 
upon a time, 4 or 5 boats ago, over a few beers, someone 
suggested my new single handed boat should be called Pooh 
Bear. This led to a series of single handers under the names Pooh 
Bear, The Bear Family, etc., and now of course Baby Bear is 
crewing, hence Two Bears.” 

Reflex is a play on the class name not previously used in Vic 
Mirror sailing according to Doug Whorlow. Also Duran Duran had a 
hit song called Reflex at the time the Whorlow family were 
searching for a name. 

Ken Venn (Vic) changed Puff to Joalyn to recognize daughter 
Joanne, son Allan and wife Lynette. Didn’t you used to sail Red 
Ned, Ken? 

EARLY SA MIRROR NAMES 
Peter Roberts’ Holdfast Bay twins Scylla and Charybdis come from Greek mythology of course. Both Scylla, 
the maiden turned sea monster, and Charybdis, the whirpool, were things to keep away from, and from the 
way they usually finish at the head of the fleet, the rest of us have taken the hint. 

Allan Fisher named his boat Twilight Zone because his wife claimed that when Allan went sailing or talked 
about sailing it was as though he entered another world. 

Former MCASA President Gordon Boucher is a television man, Top Cat was leader of a gang of alley cats. 
So that’s what he thinks of us! 
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MIRROR ANTHEM 
 

THE MIRROR ANTHEM 
Tune:  Red Sails in the Sunset 
 

ALL  We sail on together 

 Will we get a hue 

 Such has been the weather 

 Could be red, white or blue. 
 

 Sails set to perfection 

 But boats full of water 

 Beat hard, go for the gun 

 Husband, wife, son or daughter. 

 

SKIPPERS  Red sails around midday 

 Still on a calm sea 

 Move quick for the kite set 

 Here comes the South Westerly. 

 

CREW'S UNION  They gave us their orders 

 We carried them out 

 Now that it's all over 

 All drinks are clearly their shout. 

 

SHORE PERSONS·  Red sails in the sunset 

 Way out on the sea 

 Oh carry my loved ones 

 Home safely to me. 
 

 They sailed at the dawning 

 All day we've been blue 

 Red sails in the sunset 

 We're trusting in you. 

 

ALL  Bear away from the sunset 

 Reach straight for the shore 

 It's been a long race, yet 

 We’ll be sailing still more. 
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WALTZING MATILDA 
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MIRROR BOOKS 

© 1980 Fernhurst Books 

Written by former Mirror World champion Roy Partridge, this classic book is 
a great introduction to sailing the Mirror. Aimed at the novice to intermediate 
sailor, the book is packed with diagrams and photos that help make the 
simple logical explanations that much easier to understand.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

© 1989 Fernhurst Books 

Guy Wilkins is a sailing dinghy instructor who has raced Mirrors in World, 
European and UK National championships. He has built three championship 
winning Mirrors. This book is a more advanced guide to Mirror dinghy sailing 
aimed at the serious competitor. The book also includes some useful 
construction tips for building a fast boat. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

© 2002 A J Mackinnon 

In 1998 Mackinnon set out from England, planning a short jaunt down the 
Severn River; one year later, he found himself in the Black Sea. In an open 
dinghy less than 11' long, he crossed the English Channel, cruised 3,000 
miles of rivers, canals, and open sea, and traversed eleven countries, 
including war-torn Yugoslavia. Many adventures highlight this unexpected 
journey: an arrest by River Police while being swept out on a night-tide under 
Westminster Bridge; meeting Michael Palin; getting shipwrecked in a coastal 
storm; a solo crossing of the English Channel; being tear-gassed in the 
Budapest Metro, then trapped without funds in Serbia under threat of 
bombardment; and capture by Romanian river pirates in the Danube Delta. 
 
 
 
 

© 2008 Wiley Nautical 

The Mirror Book tells you everything you need to know about Mirror sailing. 
Packed with practical advice and illustrated with step-by-step photographs, 
this book teaches you how to sail the UK's most iconic and best-loved dinghy. 
Learn all the essentials, from sailing theory and rigging to faster upwind and 
downwind sailing. Peter Aitken, the UK National Mirror Coach, and Tim 
Davison, a successful racer, reveal the basics and show how to outsmart the 
opposition. Whatever your standard and whether you sail for fun or race 
competitively, this is the only book you'll ever need to sail your Mirror and get 
the best out of it. 

http://www.fernhurstbooks.co.uk/
http://www.fernhurstbooks.co.uk/
http://www.fernhurstbooks.co.uk/
http://www.thenile.com.au/books/Peter-Aitken/?sid=32814bb09d750e79f0d5909af5304ecf
http://www.thenile.com.au/books/Timothy-Davison/?sid=32814bb09d750e79f0d5909af5304ecf
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Mirror Mania 

© 1976 Mirror Class Association 

The original Mirror Book that inspired a generation to learn to sail. Mirror 
sailing and yarns including: 

 Holidays in the sun, Alec Farmer 
 A fishy story, Ginger Moore 
 Pembrokshire, Donald Forbes 
 A seamanlike rig – for a Mirror, Sally Karslake 
 We don’t have this trouble on our gravel pit, Peter Thomas 
 Cruise around Fife, Russell Gordon, Jock Blair & Nick Lindsay 
 The Boy, John Howard 
 Sons of Jaws, Peter Thomas 
 Love swells like the Solway but ebbs like its tide, Ean McDonald 
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How To Sail Your Mirror Well 

Introduction - Gordon Armstrong, Hobart, 1984 

Volume 1 of this booklet was issued in June 1983 but sales greatly exceeded expectations and all 300 
copies were soon sold. This is Volume 2 which has been produced to meet outstanding orders and to 
include some additional thoughts developed since the 1983 Mirror World Championship. 

The purpose of the booklet is to collect and pass on the most up to date information available so that you 
can improve your performance and gain greater enjoyment and satisfaction from sailing your Mirror. It is a 
collection of articles by top Mirror sailors which describe how to build and rig a top performance boat and 
how to sail it well. It also describes some of the training programs responsible for raising the standard of 
Mirror sailing in Tasmania. 

In Volume 1 it was indicated that this volume would include such topics as starting techniques, tactics, rules 
psychology etc. With hindsight, this seems a bit presumptuous as many experts have already written 
extensively on these subjects, so new information in this volume has been confined to those aspects which 
are especially relevant to sailing your Mirror. Volume 2 includes a new illuminating article by Mitchell 
Ranson written after he had convincingly won every heat of the hottest ever State Championship in 1984. 
There is also a new chapter which describes in detail how to build a boat for top performance. This is a 
'state-of-the-art' description comprising the latest thoughts of top builder/sailors. 

Since Volume 1 was issued in 1983 the Mirror World Championship has been held in the U.K. and it was 
pleasing to note that the ideas presented in Volume 1 were right up to date. This was confirmed when, for 
the first time ever, Australian crews were on equal terms with the best in the World. Mitchell and Felicity 
Ranson from Tasmania came second overall and all other members of the Australian team were well 
placed. The feeling in the Australian Camp after sailing in the UK Titles and the World Championship was 
that the UK sailors generally had the edge in lighter winds but Australian crews were rapidly getting their 
measure towards the end of the series. In moderate to heavy breezes, Australian sailors were second to 
none.  

You may read this booklet with passing interest or you may read it genuinely seeking to improve your own 
performance. If you are in the latter group there are certain basic steps you can make on the path of 
becoming a top sailor. 

 The sails must· be good. They are your motor. It you seriously want to get to the top, you cannot 
tolerate poor sails. 

 For top performance the centreboard and rudder must be stiff, correctly shaped and very smooth. 

 The boat must be rigged correctly. The top sailors have very good reasons for rigging their boats 
the way they do. Copy them exactly. If you are getting the same sails as the local champ, copy his 
sheeting positions, mast rake etc. exactly. When you start beating him you can afford the luxury of 
experimenting on your own. 

 A good light boat is necessary. When you get to the top, you will probably insist on a boat weighing 
less than 110 lbs. but don't be too discouraged initially if your boat is heavier than this as good 
sailing can more than offset any weight disadvantage. 

The above are your 'tools' and several chapters of this book describe in detail how to get the best 'tools'. 
Once you have the right tools you only have to develop the skills to do the job properly and hopefully other 
chapters, in this book will help you towards that goal. 
 

Mirror Sailing Beyond 2002 

Introduction - John Sherriff, Hobart 2002 

Tasmanian Mirror sailors have made their presence felt over many years competing in Club, National and 
World events. Originally the Mirror was promoted as a do-it-yourself plywood kit sailing dinghy. The success 
of the class has made it possible for many top sailors to achieve recognition as they progress through their 
sailing careers. Conceived as a family oriented trainer, we must appreciate it as being ideally suited to 
sailors of all ages. Boat set-up and sail control will involve the helmsperson and crew continually practising 
to master the finer points of achieving an optimum performance. For all new and old sailors our revisit to 
"How to Sail Your Mirror Well" will make a valuable contribution to the future of the class. Those interested 
in Mirror sailing will find this condensed reprint a useful guide as it explains how to make a Mirror perform 
well. Thanks must go to all who have contributed to its publication in the past.  

Personalities have in some instances come and gone, but the boat itself has been, and still is, an evergreen 
throughout the world, and sail numbers indicate a healthy growth. To succeed in your Mirror, knowledge of 
the booklet's content plus dedication and time spent on the water will repay the effort. As an association we 
can recommend to all sailors that obtaining a copy be given first priority as it will compliment your 
introduction to what is a very successful sailing dinghy. 
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